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Abstract. In the present thesis project we have investigated ways to model and reason in 
an automated way about privacy policies in the social networking domain. Our aim was 
to explore the means of modelling privacy policies and settings, and to provide a 
framework which would allow us to compare policies to each other and to the privacy 
settings offered in the various sites we have investigated. Our intention was to investigate 
how the respective policies qualify in terms of explicitly informing users about the 
potential risks they decide to expose their highly sensitive data to. In the pursuit of our 
research goals we have created a two-layered application consisting out of a knowledge 
base layer and an upper, rule sets layer. In the lower layer we have implemented ontology 
representations of accounts in the different social networks. In the upper layer we have 
implemented prolog rule sets which utilise the underlying knowledge bases in order to 
model the available permissions offered by each social network. Due to this simulation of 
social network accounts and privacy settings we were eventually able to evaluate the 
privacy settings and policies in terms of impact on the control users have over the data 
they daily upload to their social network accounts.  
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1. Introduction 
 
In the past four decades, we are witnessing the massive expansion of computer 
technologies. Personal computers highly interconnected to each other, compose the scene 
of the digital era. Cornerstone to this, according to many, second industrial revolution is 
information. Information has become the valuable good traded in today’s industry. The 
widespread of networking and in specific the internet, has led to the rise of an industry 
solely focused on collecting, storing, processing and eventually trading information as a 
good. Information related to any aspect of human life. From scientific research and 
development to day to day life, any kind of information can be found on the internet 
nowadays. Among others, highly sensitive and private information can be found at a 
mouse click. The existence and ease with which one can access sensitive private 
information in the digital era, is mainly the consequence of a twofold evolution in today’s 
society. On the one hand, people are forced to provide a variety of private information to 
the rest of the world, in order to be able to undertake day to day activities like for 
example purchasing goods. On the other hand, people are also willing to provide huge 
amounts of private information, in order to participate in activities which by now tend to 
take place on the internet. Thus, from purchasing goods till job seeking, dating, 
education, travel planning, entertainment and so forth, all aspects of modern life exist on 
the internet. Even if one decides to participate only in a few of the mentioned activities 
the amount of information that has to be given away to do so is huge. 

1.1. Personally Identifiable Information (PII) 
 
In order to be able to talk about privacy and private information, one has first to define 
what privacy is and what kind of information fall under this definition. According to 
Westin “Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups and institutions to determine for 

themselves, when, how and to what extent information about them is communicated to 
others”

1. Which information can be considered as private information, might be slightly 
different from country to country. A list of the information which generally is considered 
to be private or in terms of information security Personally Identifiable Information (PII) 
is given in table [Table 1.0]2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 http://security1.win.tue.nl/~zannone/teaching/dtm10-11.html 
2 https://svn.win.tue.nl/viewvc/security_public/teaching/dtm/Slides/09_privacy.pdf 
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Personal Identifiable Information PII 

Full name  
National identification number 
IP address  
Vehicle registration plate number 
Driver's license number 
Face 
Fingerprints 
Handwriting 
Credit card number 
Digital identity 
Birthday 
Birthplace 
Genetic information 

Considered PII when used in a combined manner to identify persons 

First or last name 
Country, state, or city of residence 
Age  
Gender 
Race 
Names of schools attended  
Workplace 
Grades 
Salary 
Job position 
Criminal record 
Healthcare record 
Table 1.0: In the upper part of the table information which can directly be used to identify a person. In the 

lower part we find information which is considered PII only when used in combination.  
 

As we can see from the table, the list of information that falls under the classification 
private is split into two categories. On the one hand, we have the highly sensitive data 
where each single piece of information out of the list might be enough to recognise a 
person. On the other hand, we have a list of potentially private data, which on their own 
might be insignificant, but if combined may very well be enough to identify any person.  
What one can easily deduce from the table above, is that more and more of this 
information is demanded, in order to undertake day to day online activities. In the case of 
social networking in particular, which is also our main focus in the present research, a 
great amount of information out of the list given in [Table 1.0] has to be provided by a 
user in order to participate in a social network [Fig.1.0]. 
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[Figure 1.0] An example of the data fields one might fill-in when registering with Facebook. Together with 
the other tabs available almost the entire list of PII can be supplied to the network 
 

The rising commercialization of PII together with the increasing concerns of the 
public about privacy, has forced legislation bodies across the globe to take action in the 
last few decades. In the next section, we are going to see how privacy and private 
information are treated by legislation in both the U.S.A and the E.U.  
 

1.2. Data Privacy in U.S. & E.U. 
 
Both the U.S. and the E.U. legislation bodies have taken action to assure the public that 
the private information provided to the various websites hosted in the U.S. and E.U. will 
be lawfully collected, stored, processed and communicated. Although, as we will soon 
see, privacy is treated slightly different in the U.S. compared to the E.U., the guiding 
principles behind the existing legislation are the same. The guiding privacy principles 
behind the data privacy legislation in the E.U. and the U.S are at a glance3: 

• Minimality. Minimality refers to the amount of information and the time it needs 
to be collected, processed and stored. According to this principle, only the 
absolutely necessary information should be collected and processed while the 
time it needs to be stored should be reduced to the absolute minimum necessary 
to complete the specific activity. 

                                                 
3 http://www.dataprotectionact.org/1.html 
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• Minimal Disclosure which restricts as much as possible the disclosure of PII to 
third parties.  

• Information Quality. This principle entails that the information collected for any 
particular reason should be as complete, accurate and relevant as possible. 

• Purpose Specification. Collecting and processing of private information should 
always take place for obvious, specific and lawful purposes clearly stated. 

• Fair and Lawful Processing. Any collection and processing of private 
information should be undertaken with respect to the subject’s privacy, autonomy 
and integrity. 

• Sensitivity. The collection, processing and communication of private data, should 
be subjected to protection measures, which are in direct relation to the level of 
sensitivity these data pose for the data subject. 

• Data Subject Control. Any processing of a subject’s private data should be 
constantly under his control. 

• Consent. Before any personal data can be collected, the subject has to provide his 
explicit approval. 

• Information Security. Private data should be collected and processed in ways 
which can be reasonably considered secure according to up to date standards. 

Based upon these principles, a series of Acts in the U.S.4 and Directives in the E.U.5 
have become the guiding legislations in the area of private data protection. As we have 
already mentioned, although the guiding principles are the same, there is a difference in 
the way privacy is treated in Europe and the United States. Hence, in Europe privacy is 
treated as a fundamental human right and as such the collection, storing, processing and 
communication of private data is regulated by specific legislation.  In the U.S. on the 
other hand, data and thus private data, are treated as an asset and as such, they are subject 
to a variety of property protection legislations. In order to ensure legal compliance for 
organizations hosted on both sides of the Atlantic, the E.U. and the U.S. have proceeded 
in the enactment of the U.S. - E.U. Safe Harbor statute6. As a result of this statue, 
companies and organizations collecting users’ private information are asked to create and 
host privacy policies on their web pages in order to comply with the statue. A privacy 

policy is a legal document providing information about the collection, storing, processing 
and communication of users’ data7. In the following section, we are going to investigate 
privacy policies of Social Networks (SNs) and try to see to what extent these documents 
assure data privacy of their users with respect to the privacy principles mentioned above.   
 

1.3. Social Networks & Privacy Policies 
 
The privacy policies we focus on in our research are those of SNs. Social networking has 
become an important aspect of web activity in the past few years. As facts show, more 
and more people spend substantial amount of their time in social networking. A social 

                                                 
4 http://www.usa.gov/Topics/Reference_Shelf/FOIA.shtml 
5 http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/index_en.htm 
6 http://www.export.gov/safeharbor/eu/eg_main_018476.asp 
7 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:EN:HTML 
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networking site is a social structure consisting of individuals, or in terms of the web of 
accounts, interconnected to each other in a variety of ways which are not different to the 
relations existing between humans in the real world. Thus we have friendship, 
professional, common political or religious beliefs and other relations “offered” in a 
sense by the SNs. Starting from Facebook, which is the dominating free time SN, to 
networking for professional reasons like LinkedIn and networking for publishing and 
promoting music like in case of MySpace, SNs attract more and more people every day. 
People can connect to each other, play games, purchase goods, upload photos and videos, 
post their thoughts, exchange emails, support their favourite music bands, go on job 
seeking, use great numbers of applications and all that, just through one SN account. As 
the statistics show, the numbers of S.N. users alone have made SNs an excellent platform 
for business opportunities. From customized advertising till promotion of political and 
religious beliefs, the audience is there and it is online. The only thing one has to do in 
order to approach the correct target group for any possible purpose, is to profile the 
audience. Although in most cases one needs only a username and a valid email address to 
create a SN account, the amount of data and the level of detail of the data a subscriber is 
able to supply its account with is vast [figure 1.1]. After all, the whole idea behind social 
networking on the web is to create a digital representation of ourselves.  Even though 
several CEOs over the past few months and years felt the need to announce the death of 
privacy8,  what we believe is taking place, and realised through social networking on the 
web, is a change in the perception of privacy. Where privacy was understood as secrecy 
for past generations, it is now understood as control. The ability to control who, why and 
for how long is collecting, storing, processing and communicating our private data. As 
facts have shown, the broad audience, however technically skilled and although ready to 
give away secrecy of its private data to some extent, is not prepared to give away the 
control over its personal data. This brings us to the privacy policies of the specific SNs 
we investigated, which we believe ought to be detailed and precise, in order to assure 
data subjects about the proper collection, storing, processing and communication of their 
data.  

For any privacy policy document, there are several terms necessary, in order to 
comply with the privacy principles discussed in section [Sec.1.2]. The terms that we 
believe have to be included and referred to in a policy, in order to be as precise as 
possible and fulfil the privacy protection guidelines, are the following. 

• Data, referring to the exact data collected, stored, processed and 
communicated at any possible point. Just to mention some examples, 
email addresses, names, occupations and any other especially PII should 
be explicitly mentioned when involved.  

• Actions, specifying the exact action taking place upon the Data at any 
time. In a general manner that would be something like collect, store, 
process etc.  

• Purpose, describing in detail the purpose for which any specific Action 

upon the Data is taking place. For example “completing purchase order” 
is a usual purpose in e-commerce related privacy policies. 

                                                 
8 http://www.schneier.com/crypto-gram-1004.html#1 
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• Obligations, describing the obligations attached to any particular action 

with respect to Data and Purpose. 
• Time periods, especially in case where data is stored, should always be a 

reference to the time period this Action will last.  
• Exceptions, exceptions that might occur for whatever reason in the 

handling of the Data, should be explicitly described and justified. 
• Entities. Entities participating in the processes of collecting, processing, 

storing, communicating or owning the Data, should be explicitly named. 
Examples of entities are the data subject, the entities running a website or 
third parties like advertisers and law authorities. 

To our great surprise, the privacy policies of all the three SNs we investigated during 
our research were abstract and vague leaving huge room for interpretation. Just to give an 
example we quote from Facebook’s privacy policy:  

 
“When you sign up for Facebook you provide us with your name, email, gender, and 

birth date. During the registration process we give you the opportunity to connect with 

your friends, schools, and employers. You will also be able to add a picture of yourself. 

In some cases we may ask for additional information for security reasons or to provide 
specific services to you.”  

 
A similar although bit more precise fragment out of LinkeIn’s privacy policy: 

 
“It is possible that we may need to disclose personal information, profile information 

and/or information about your activities as a LinkedIn User when required by subpoena 

or other legal process, or if LinkedIn has a good faith belief that disclosure is necessary 

to (a) investigate, prevent or take action regarding suspected or actual illegal activities 

or to assist government enforcement agencies; (b) to enforce the User Agreement, to 

investigate and defend ourselves against any third party claims or allegations, or to 

protect the security or integrity of our site; and/or (c) to exercise or protect the rights, 

property or personal safety of LinkedIn, our Users, employees, or others”. 

 
And another example from the privacy policy of MySpace: 

 
“MySpace employees, agents and contractors must have a business reason to obtain 

access to your PII. MySpace may share your PII with those who help us manage or 

provide MySpace Services’ information activities (for example, message board 

administration, order fulfillment, statistical analyses, data processing), or with outside 

contractors, agents or sponsors who help us with the administration, judging and prize 

fulfilment aspects of contests, promotions and sweepstakes.” 

 

 
The entire privacy policy documents of Facebook, LinkedIn and MySpace can be found 
in Appendix C of the present report. 

As we see from the privacy policies of the S.Ns. we investigated, the level of detail 
and precision these documents provide us with is worse than what one expects as a 
minimum from sites which process such amounts of PII. Focus for the upcoming sections 
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of this research will be to investigate ways in which one can see how the respective 
policies correspond to reality. How the different privacy settings influence the control 
one has over his data and how the SNs fall short to inform users about the potential risks 
they expose their data to when subscribing and using a S.N. We will investigate ways to 
model all the important components of SNs and their respective policies and provide a 
program for automated reasoning regarding the impact of the privacy settings one can 
apply upon his account data. In the following chapter we are going to introduce the reader 
with the different components out of which we built our application.   
 

2. Preliminaries: OWL & Prolog 
 
In the present chapter, we are going to give the necessary introduction to the languages 
and tools we used in the current project, as well as the necessary vocabulary, needed for 
understanding both our knowledgebase and rule sets. We start with the ontology 
authoring family of languages OWL or Web Ontology Language9  and the corresponding 
authoring tool (Protégé)10 for authoring our knowledgebase. We then proceed to the logic 
programming language Prolog and in particular, the semantic web handling library of 
SWI prolog11 called semweb library12. 
 

2.1. OWL 
 
OWL or Web Ontology Language is a W3C13 standard family of knowledge 
representation languages, which is used for authoring ontologies. An ontology is a formal 
representation of the knowledge one has about a specific domain by using concepts out of 
it, and the relations existing between these concepts. For example, concepts in the family 
domain, might be those of a parent, father, mother, uncle, child and so forth, while 
relations between these concepts, are for example, statements of the form is-parent-of, is-

sister-of and so on. [Fig.2.0].  
The term knowledge representation has its origins in artificial intelligence and its 

focus on the ability to use a formal system of symbols for representing a domain and 
reason about it. One of the most important characteristics of a knowledge representation 
system or language is the tradeoff between expressivity and the ability of automated 
inference extraction. In general, the more expressive a knowledge representation 
language is, the more difficult it becomes to use it in an automated way. 

OWL is built on top of RDF14 (or Resource Description Framework) and written in 
XML15 (or Extensible Markup Language). In fact, OWL and RDF are much of the same 
thing, with the difference that OWL supports a richer vocabulary for describing concepts 

                                                 
9 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/ 
10 http://protege.stanford.edu/ 
11 http://www.swi-prolog.org/ 
12 http://www.swi-prolog.org/pldoc/package/semweb.html 
13 http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/ 
14 http://www.w3.org/RDF/ 
15 http://www.w3.org/XML/ 
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and the relations between them. Thus, due to OWL we are able to describe the fact, that 
two concepts might be disjoint, or that members of one concept are all those which are 
not members of the other concept (complement). Other useful capabilities we have due to 
OWL, are for example, the ability to describe symmetric relations between members of 
concepts (e.g. a relation between A and B holds also between B and A) and even 
transitive relations. A good example of a transitive relation in the family domain, is that 
of an ancestor were the relation ancestor-of holds between mother and child, mother and 
grandmother and thus between grandmother and child.  

 

 
[Figure 2.0]. A small ontology describing the family domain. Cs represent Concepts (e.g. Parent, Mother, 
Child) and Ps represent Relations between members of the different concepts (e.g. has_father) and 
properties of the concepts themselves.  

 
RDF is a framework for describing identified resources. In order for a resource to be 
uniquely and globally identifiable it has to be described through a unique resource 
identifier or URI16, which looks a lot like a URL, but does not necessarily represent an 
actual web page [Table2.0]. RDF is composed out of three basic elements, which are 
used to make simple statements. The basic RDF elements are resources which represent 
the things one wishes to describe, object properties which are the relations holding 
between the things described and classes or concepts which are the containers grouping 
the described things. These elements are then combined, in order to make simple 
statements in the form of subject-predicate-object triples [Table2.0]. This characteristic 

                                                 
16 http://www.w3.org/TR/uri-clarification/ 
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of RDF, is also one of the main reasons, why it can be so efficiently integrated and 
processed by prolog [Sec.2.3].  

 
rdf (Subject, Predicate, Object) 

Subject uri http://www.owltologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl 
Predicate uri http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type 
Object uri http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Ontology 

[Table 2.0]. An rdf triple taken out of our ontology. 
 
It becomes clear from [Table2.0] that OWL was designed to be interpreted by computers, 
making them able to process and not just display information on the web. As we already 
mentioned, OWL is a family of languages. It consists of three sublanguages, which are 
OWL -Lite, -DL and Full. The interested reader can find more information about the 
different variants of OWL in [footnote 9]. 
 The variant we use in our project is OWL-DL, where DL stands for description logic. 
DL is a decidable fragment of first order logic combining the maximum possible 
expressivity of OWL retaining at the same time computational completeness (either φ or 
¬φ belong to the knowledgebase) and decidability (φ is derivable or not from the 
knowledgebase).  This characteristic of OWL-DL, which does not hold for OWL Full, 
allows for the application of efficient reasoning algorithms. Due to this fact, we are 
capable during the entire development of an ontology, to check if it is consistent, or if 
there are inferred parent concepts of a concept, or if all the concepts are consistent. In 
other words we can infer if there is a concept which is impossible to have any instance at 
all. In plain English, we are able to see at a mouse click, if the concepts we have 
developed all agree with each other, or if we have contradicting facts. The reasoner we 
have used for consistency and inference checking in our project, was Pellet17 which is a 
reasoner integrated in the ontology editor Protégé. 
 

2.2. Protégé 
 
Protégé is a free open source java based ontology editor, developed over the last twenty 
years at the University of Stanford. The official site can be found at [footnote18] while a 
great deal of ontologies developed via Protégé can be found at [footnote19]. Protégé offers 
a complete set of tools for developing, maintaining, viewing and populating ontologies. 
As we already mentioned, Protégé has also integrated the Pellet reasoner through which 
one can check at real time if an ontology under development remains consistent. To 
familiarise the reader with the vocabulary of Protégé necessary for reading our ontologies 
, but also to point out the minor differences between Protégé and OWL in terms of 
vocabulary, we are now going to provide a short list of definitions.  

• A concept in OWL or class in Protégé, is referring to the container containing 
resources of the same type. As an example of a concept consider, the concept 
Parent in the family domain where Parent contains individuals having at least one 

                                                 
17 http://clarkparsia.com/pellet 
18 http://protege.stanford.edu/ 
19 http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege_Ontology_Library 
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child. The most general class in an ontology existing by default in any ontology 
developed is the class Thing. Concepts might be disjoint, meaning that a member 
of one concept may not be a member of a disjoint concept. Concepts might also 
be complementary meaning that members of a specific concept are all those, 
which are not members of the complementary concept. 

• Instances in both the OWL vocabulary and Protégé, are the actual members of 
concepts we use for populating the concepts. Instances of for example the concept 
Child [figure 2.0] might be the names Bob, Alice and Wendy. 

• Concept relations in OWL or object properties in Protégé, or just relations in this 
report are the relations between concepts including the subclass relation. 
Example of a domain specific concept relation in the family domain [Fig.2.0], is 
that of is-parent-of or is-sister-of. A concept relation has always one or more 
concepts as its domain and range. In the case of the is-parent-of concept relation, 
the domain is the concept Parent while the range is the concept Child. In case the 
editor of an ontology does not specify a domain and/or a range for a specific 
relation, the default domain and/or range becomes the concept Thing. The 
subclass relation, exists when a concept (e.g. Mother), is a more specific 
description of its parent concept (e.g. Parent). A particular characteristic of the 
subclass relation is that all the relations having as their domain the parent class 
get inherited by the subclasses. The same does not hold for the range. Relations 
might have an inverse relation

20, for example, the relation has-Birth-Mother, 
might have the inverse relation is-mother-of, where the two relations have the 
inverse domain and range. Relations can be functional, meaning that an object 
from the relation’s domain, can only be linked to a single object from the range; 
for example, has-Birth-Mother, can link any number of objects in its domain 
(Child), to only one object in its range (Mother). Relations can also be inverse 

functional, meaning that the inverse relation is functional. Concept relations 
might also be symmetric, which means that if a relation connects two members of 
different concepts, like for example, is-sibling-of, then this relation also holds the 
other way around. Finally relations might also be transitive, see [Sec.2.1] 

• Data properties in OWL or slots in Protégé or just properties in this report are the 
data fields or arguments describing members of a concept. In [Fig.2.0], an 
example of a property could be the property age attached to the concept Parent. 
Properties might be of type string, integer, Boolean or enumerated, where the 
possible value set is project specific. 

 

2.3. Prolog 
 
Prolog is a declarative logic programming language having its roots back in the 1970s. 
Declarative means that any program is expressed in the form of relations over facts and 
rules. Computations in prolog are initiated by applying queries over the facts and rules a 
program consists of. Although the language was initially strongly connected to artificial 

                                                 
20 www.co-ode.org/resources/tutorials/ProtegeOWLTutorial.pdf 
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intelligence and natural language processing, it has since then also strongly invaded other 
areas among which ontologies.   

One of the main reasons for using prolog in our research project, is the support prolog 
provides for manipulating semantic web documents. SWI prolog [footnote 11] offers a 
library called semantic web or semweb [footnote 12] for parsing semantic web 
documents written in RDF/XML.  Central to the semweb library is the rdf_db module via 
which we are able to parse, store and query our semantic web documents.  It allows us to 
parse and store our ontology in the form illustrated in [Table 2.1]. 
 
 
 

rdf (Subject, Predicate, Object, File) 
Subject = http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl 
Predicate = http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type 
Object = http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Ontology 
File = 'file://c:/thesis/ontology/socialnetworkscorev.3.3.owl':16 
[Table 2.1]. By applying the predicate rdf(S, P, O, F) with variables Subject, Predicate, Object and File to 
our ontology we retrieve the URIs corresponding to those variables  

 
The subject, predicate and object are those described in [Sec.2.1], while the File 
argument is used to provide information about the origin of the parsed and saved triples.   

There is a series of predicates offered by the semweb library for accessing and 
querying the stored rdf triples. Out of this set of predicates, two were particularly 
interesting for us. One is the rdf(?Subject, ?Predicate, ?Object) predicate. This is an 
elementary predicate for querying the RDF database. Subject and Predicate are fully 
qualified atoms representing URIs of resources. The Object on the other side, might be 
either an atom representing a resource or a literal value. [Table2.2] 

 
rdf (Subject, Predicate, Object) 

Subject= http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#Alice 
Predicate= http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type 
Object= http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#Agent 

rdf (Subject, Predicate, Object) 

Subject= http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#Alice 
Predicate= http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#agentHasRole 
Object= literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 'Member')) 
[Table 2.2]. An application of the rdf(S, P, O) predicate to our ontology retrieving once an Object resource 
(upper case) and once an Object representing a literal value (lower case). 

 
      The second semweb predicate we extensively used in our prolog code is 
rdfs_individual_of(?Resource, ?Class). This is a predicate operating as a control. It 
returns true or false depending on if a particular resource is an instance of a specific 
concept or not. Since prolog is based upon the closed world assumption, (CWA)21  
anytime this predicate does not find a resource to be an instance of a particular concept, it 
will return false [Table2.3]. 
 

                                                 
21 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Closed_world_assumption 
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rdfs_individual_of (AgentInstance, sn: 'Agent') 
AgentInstance=http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#Alice 
[Table 2.3]. An application of the predicate rdfs_individual_of/2 to the concept of agent in our ontology 
returning an agent’s name (Alice). 

 
      The CWA is the assumption that everything which is not known to be true in a 
knowledge base is false. The fact that prolog is based upon the CWA, has as a result the 
treatment of negation as failure. What is meant by this, is that everything that cannot be 
proven by a prolog code to be true, is believed to be false. OWL and ontologies on the 
other hand are based on the open world assumption (OWA)22. The OWA is the opposite 
of the CWA. In the OWA it is assumed that the truth value of any particular statement is 
independent of the knowledge we have about it. In other words, in the OWA everything 
which is not known to be true, is not treated as false. The reason why knowledge 
representation and thus ontologies are based on the OWA, is not accidental. Usage of the 
OWA allows us to assume that a software agent in not necessarily in the position to 
possess complete knowledge. Therefore in the OWA, an agent is not able to infer due to 
his lack of knowledge that something is false.  
      This essential difference between OWL and prolog, had a direct impact on our 
implementation and in particular on some of our design decisions that had to be changed 
during the development. Initially we intended to model in our knowledge base concepts 
essential to privacy policies like actions, permissions and obligations. As far as it 
concerns ontologies this did not pose any problem. The problem for our case started with 
prolog and was a direct result of the CWA. As we have already underlined, everything 
that cannot be proven to be true in prolog, is considered to be false. This implied for our 
ontology that in order for the rdf/323 and rdfs_individual_of/2 predicates to return correct  
results relevant to  particular actions, that all these actions had also to exist as instances in 
the ontology.   In other words it is not enough to have actions, obligations and 
permissions as concepts in our ontology, but we also have to populate these concepts 
with instances. So far so goоd, the implication start when we wish to query through some 
prolog predicate the ontology and infer for example if a particular agent is able to 
perform a particular action upon some data belonging to another agent. Although it might 
be possible that this action is allowed according to privacy settings and agent relations, as 
long as it has not taken place in the form of instances in the ontology, prolog will return 
false answers to our query. This implies that for any possible action initiated by any 
possible agent upon any possible data object we would have to populate the ontology 
with the corresponding instances before prolog would be able to return correct answers. 
Realising that in this way we were implementing an auditing mechanism and not a 
reasoning program led us to pull dynamic and highly case specific terms we initially 
planned to model as concepts in the ontology to the upper (prolog) layer [Sec.3.3]. This 
had as a result, that the actions, permissions and obligations were modelled as prolog 
predicates, instead of ontology concepts. The positive result of this decision was that we 
were able in this way to separate even more the dynamic modules from the static modules 
in our implementation. Consequently, we could model all the static knowledge like 
agents, accounts, privacy settings and so on, by creating instances of the corresponding 

                                                 
22 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_world_assumption 
23 A predicate/X in prolog syntax stands for a predicate with X arguments. 
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concepts [Sec.5]. While at the same time we modelled privacy policies in the form of 
well structured prolog predicates.[Sec.7]  
 

2.3.1. Namespace handling 

 
As we have seen by now, OWL and RDF were designed in a form which allows the 
creation of semantic web documents24, able to be processed by computers. User friendly 
readability was not among the primary goals. To make semantic web documents more 
readable by humans, semweb library [footnote 12] includes a series of predicate handle 
namespaces. To retrieve the defined namespace aliases from a parsed ontology, the 
predicate rdf_current_ns(?Alias, ?URI)

25 can be used. The variable Alias stands for the 
names provided by the implementer, which are mapped to the corresponding URIs. 
Applying this predicate to an ontology  will return a list of all the mappings like the one 
illustrated in the following table. [Table2.4] 

 
semweb built-in namespace mapping 

Alias uri 

rdf http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 
rdfs http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# 
owl http://www.w3.org/2002/7/owl# 
xsd http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema# 
dc http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/ 
eor http://dublincore.org/2000/03/13/eor# 

 Table 2.4. The default namespacing used by semweb. 
 

To map additional names to URIs we used the predicate rdf_register_ns(+Alias, 

+URL)
26 where Alias stands for the short useful name we mapped to specific URIs. In 

our case we made use of this predicate four times in order to introduce the abbreviations 
sn for the social networks core ontology, fb for the Facebook ontology, ln for the 
LinkedIn ontology and ms for the MySpace ontology[Table2.5]. 

 
Social network namespace mapping 

Alias uri 

sn http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl# 
fb http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2009/11/23/OntologyFacebookv.1.0.owl# 
ln http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2009/11/18/OntologyLinkedIn.owl# 
ms http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2009/12/8/OntologyMySpace.owl# 

[Table2.5]. Aliases added by us to the default namespacing. 
 
One important remark about the introduced namespace handling predicate, is the fact that 
it operates at compile time. Thus, although it was possible for us to introduce aliases, it 
was not possible to introduce aliases which would operate at runtime, allowing us for 
example to use the name of a concept’s instance when referring to it instead of its entire 

                                                 
24 http://www.altova.com/semantic_web.html 
25 The ? symbol in front of the arguments implies that we apply this predicate as a query to the rdf_db.  
26 The + symbol implies that we use the predicate to map and store a specific URI to a specific Alias. 
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URI.  Therefore, the only additional namespace aliasing we used in our project, was the 
one provided in [Table2.5]. 
 

2.4. Related research 
 
In finding a starting point in our research for modelling privacy policies with the overall 
aim of automated reasoning on them we were inspired by [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. The 
approach followed in the research of [4], [6] is based on requirements engineering. In 
short, [4], [6] analysed plaintext privacy policies from different areas and concluded that 
there are six distinct semantic models necessary to represent the majority of statements 
they came across when studying the policies. Based then on these manually classified 
policy statements the opportunity appears for implementing automated reasoning 
mechanisms on the privacy policies.  We on our side decided to use the privacy settings 
pages available on each SN and based on these settings write prolog based policies and 
then compare their output to the actual plaintext policies.  This decision confronted us 
with two critical issues. Use logic programming for the entire application or use it in 
combination with a model of the domain whose privacy policies we wished to study? 
Since our intention was also to verify the actual policies we would have written at the end 
based on some kind of simulation, we decided to use something for modelling our 
domain of interest and then use it in combination with logic programming for reasoning. 
Taking this decision led us to OWL. 

The issue now of integrating rules with semantic web data is one of the main 
priorities in completing the Semantic Web architecture. There are two the main 
approaches that can be followed in achieving this goal [7]. Rules can either be put aside 
or on top of ontologies. Although for us it was clear from the beginning that we would 
like to keep our ontologies and rule sets separated, some of the interesting approaches in 
putting rules aside ontologies can be found in [8],[9]. The main reasons for which we 
wanted to keep ontologies and rules separate were between others: Leaving the option 
open for rewriting end extending the rule sets without necessarily having to change the 
model of the domain (ontologies). We would also prefer to allow both, using the 
ontologies for whatever other purposes beside policy reasoning and being able to extend 
them without at the same time making the implemented rule sets useless. One option in 
keeping SN account data structure models and rule sets somehow separated would be to 
use different ontologies for modelling accounts and rules and then integrating (importing) 
[7] the rule set ontologies into the main account ontologies. As we found out though, this 
approach would again require us to use integrated rule languages [7] and thus would lead 
to a stronger dependency between the different ontologies than the one we would like to 
see. 

Looking for ways to place rules on top of ontologies we came across several research 
efforts still active during the time of writing the present report. 

The first approach we studied was “Thea” [10]. Thea is a prolog library for 
manipulating and also generating OWL content. As it is prolog based it could also be 
used for rule set writing. The fact that the Thea library is now focusing on OWL2 which 
is closer to OWL-Full than OWL-DL [Sec.2.1] led us to reject it from the list of 
candidates for our application. 
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Another interesting approach from which we got lots of inspiration was PrOWLog 
[11]. PrOWLog’s research is focusing mainly on the problem of combining OWA27 
environments like OWL with CWA28 environments like prolog [Sec.2.3]. 

Finally, some other research approaches we encountered during the process of finding 
the best possible way to combine ontologies and rule sets can be found in [12], 
[13],[14],[15].  
 

2.5. Contribution 
 
Our contribution lies in the implementation of a first experimental application in the 
domain of social networking combining knowledge bases and rules. We have 
implemented knowledge bases modelling the most important components in social 
networks and their respective privacy policies and we have overlaid them with rule sets 
written in prolog. In this way and although the incompatibility between OWA and CWA 
has strongly influences our course of action we achieved to create an application which 
would allow us to model social network accounts and privacy settings. We have 
contributed an initial framework providing automated, extensible and flexible reasoning 
capabilities upon privacy in the social networking domain.   

3. Project structure 
 
In the present chapter we provide a description of the overall structure of our project as it 
was initially planned but also as it evolved throughout the undertaken research. We 
discuss the several layers that we decided to implement, the criteria that led us to this 
approach, the pros and cons of this approach and the design details that we believe are of 
great importance in the present project. 
 

3.1. Research goals 
 
As we already mentioned we designed and implemented a project on several layers. The 
research goals of our project which extensively influenced the layered structure can be 
summarized in the following. 
Our first aim was to develop a knowledge base describing all the common terms 
occurring in social networking. Social networking is an area which is rapidly gaining 
users over the past few years and which extends from sites focusing on job related 
networking (LinkedIn), to music promoting (MySpace) and just socialising (Facebook). 
Taking this broadness of social networking under consideration we endeavoured the 
creation of a knowledge base about social networks on two primary layers. On the one 
hand a knowledge base which could provide the basis for some basic reasoning with 
respect to privacy policies of social networks [Sec.5]. On the other side, a core social 
networks knowledge base which could be utilized as the backbone for specific knowledge 

                                                 
27 Open World Assumption 
28 Closed World Assumption 
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bases modelling existing or future social networks. On top of this abstract social networks 
knowledge base we designed and implemented a second sub layer of independent 
knowledge bases representing the data structure of accounts in the different social 
networks we investigated. At the present time we have developed knowledge bases 
representing accounts on Facebook [Sec.6.2], LinkedIn [Sec.6.3] and MySpace [Sec.6.4]. 
With these knowledge bases we achieved two research goals. First of all we verified in 
practice the correctness of our core knowledge base. That became evident to us through 
the ease with which we were able to combine the core knowledge base with the different 
network specific knowledge bases. Our second and most important aim was to provide an 
extensive knowledge base about social networks which would again allow us to achieve 
two objectives. On the one side, reasoning about privacy policies in each network 
separately. And on the other side to even be able to make comparison in terms of privacy 
policies between the different networks.  

In the following sections we are going to present a detailed description of our project 
and its different layers, criteria that influenced our design decisions and the pros and cons 
that came up by following this approach. 
 

3.1.1. Two layer structure 

 
As already pointed out our project consist of mainly two interacting layers [Fig.3.0]. The 
main layer is the knowledge base providing all the necessary information we need for 
reasoning upon social networks’ concepts and the upper layer provides the rule sets and 
user interface needed to perform the actual reasoning. 

 

 
Figure 3.0. The layered implementation structure. 

 

3.2. Ontology layer 
 
As indicated the knowledge base layer consists of two sub layers strongly interconnected 
and also able to be used independently.  
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3.2.1. Core ontology 

 
The first sub-layer consists of an abstract social networks ontology, the core ontology. 
The core ontology represents all the common actors occurring in social networks like 
active software or human actors (Agents), data objects (Accounts), data processing 
applications and so forth.  It also includes all the general relations that might exist 
between the different actors and which are not network specific [Sec.5].  

We tried to keep the core ontology as abstract as possible in order to make it as 
adaptable as possible for any case of SN one might wish to study in the future. Thus we 
created an abstract core ontology representing SNs’ common concepts which can be 
easily extended by importing SN specific ontologies without having to change the core 
ontology itself. At the same time our core ontology contains enough detail to be used 
independently for some basic reasoning about SNs.  

Another advantage of this approach besides extensibility is the minimization of the 
number of the attachment points between the SNs’ ontology and the SNs’ sub-ontologies. 
In other words both the core and sub-ontologies are designed in a way which needs only a 
very limited number of concept relations to be adjusted manually when interconnecting 
the different ontologies. Thus for example by having a concept account in the core 
ontology and a concept Facebook account in the Facebook ontology we can easily import 
the second into the first ontology. We then just have to make use of the subclass [Sec.2.2] 
relation between the two concepts and all the concept relations having account as their 
domain will be inherited automatically by the Facebook account concept in the sub-
ontology of Facebook [Sec.6.2]. 

 With the term attachment points we refer to the concepts that exist in both 
ontologies. Once in a rather abstract form in the core ontology and as more specific and 
well described concepts in the sub-ontologies. When importing any of the sub-ontologies 
into the core ontology one has to connect these duplicate in a sense concepts existing in 
both sub layers via the subclass relation. This will directly lead to the correct 
configuration of the majority of concept relations. Manually configurable concept 
relations on the other side are all those for which the domain and range concepts are not 
pairs of duplicate concepts. 
 

3.2.2. Sub-ontologies 

 
There are three sub ontologies constituting the second sub layer of the knowledge base in 
our implementation [Sec.6.2, 6.3, 6.4]. Each one of these ontologies models the data 
structure of an account in Facebook, LinkedIn or MySpace respectively. Our aim in this 
case was not anymore to give an abstract knowledge base but to provide the user with a 
very accurate and specific representation of all the different components constituting an 
account in one of these social networks.  Thus we used a concept for representing any 
possible tab or page of an account together with concepts representing actual data objects 
which might be hosted on accounts such as photos and videos. We also tried to use a 
naming format for all these concepts which is as close as possible to the different tabs and 
objects as they occur in each one of the SNs in order to make them easily identifiable for 
a user of any of these SNs.  
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There are several design principles we adopted during the implementation of the SNs’ 
ontologies which we believe had a positive impact on the application.  One of them was 
the fact that we treated accounts as containers including all the possible data objects that 
might be hosted upon them. Thus although the account concept is almost empty on itself, 
there is a variety of other concepts referring to an account through concept relations 
which populate an account with different data objects. By doing so we achieved two 
things. On the one hand we were able to use the general concept account, existing as 
Facebook-Account [Sec.6.2], LinkedIn-Account [Sec.6.3] or MySpace-Account [Sec.6.4] 
in each sub-ontology respectively, as the attachment point to our core SNs’ ontology 
abstract concept of an account [Sec.5]. This approach as already mentioned has the 
advantage that all the relations that need to be adjusted when importing the sub-
ontologies into the core ontology can be adjusted by  linking the abstract account concept 
in the core to the account concept in the sub-ontologies. Thus the existence of the concept 
of an account in both the core and the sub-ontologies serves as a funnel speeding up the 
process of importing one ontology into another (attachment point).  

On the other hand SN accounts are also dynamic and strongly personalised data 
entities, using the concept of account as a container in the sub-ontologies allows again 
for swift and straight forward extensibility. To make it more understandable any 
additional feature of a SN which a user has added to its account occurs in it in the form of 
a tab or link to another page of the account. Thus the interested user whishing to explore 
the impact of using additional features on its account is able to model this by just adding 
them in the form of new concepts and linking them to the abstract concept of account 
through relations of the form “is-Part-Of-Account”. In this way all the knowledgebase 
functionality provided to the other concepts having the same relation to an account will 
also be provided to the additional new concepts. 

Another idea we used extensively in our SNs’ ontologies was that of the sub-property. 
As the name suggests sub properties are child properties of main data properties in an 
ontology and as such they are directly linked to their parent properties. This was of 
particular interest for us because we could utilize the existence of sub-properties in the 
form of flags in our sub-ontologies. For instance we discovered in the SNs we 
investigated a variety of data fields, which we modelled as properties, having an 
additional field directly attached to them representing the privacy setting for each 
particular field. Thus by utilizing sub-properties we were able to model the actual data 
fields as properties and their privacy settings as sub-properties directly linked to their 
parent properties. 
     During the entire phase of design and development of the knowledgebase layer we 
tried to minimize the presence of any kind of constraints, besides cardinality29 and data 
type constraints.  Thus although OWL and protégé in particular provide features which 
can be utilized for  specifying and handling several types of logic constraints, we 
preferred to incorporate them into our rule set layer. This was done because we intended 
to represent account data structures through the ontologies. Since the actions available on 
the accounts were implemented in a different layer and logic constraints are more linked 
to the available actions than the accounts themselves we believe that it would be a more 
elegant solution to try to model constraints through policies written in prolog.  

                                                 
29 Cardinality constraints are used in ontologies to specify the number of values that can get assigned to a 
concept through a relation or property. 
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3.3. Rule set layer 
 
The upper layer of our project incorporates the actual reasoning upon the knowledgebase. 
After parsing the OWL ontologies with the SWI Prolog OWL parser [Sec.2.3] we receive 
our entire knowledgebase in the form of RDF triples [Sec.2.1]. This allows us to start 
building the privacy policies as prolog predicates and use them for reasoning.  

Since in all the networks we investigated we encountered various privacy settings and 
account relations, like for instance the “friend” and “friend of friend” relations in 
Facebook, we decided to follow a similar approach in building our rule sets. What we 
actually did as a first step was to implement predicates based on RDF to retrieve the 
privacy settings for all data fields in the ontologies of the investigated social networks 
[Sec.7]. Additionally we created prolog predicates defining the different kinds of mainly 
account relations, [Fig.3.1] given that they are the most vital entities in social networking. 
Combining then these two components we were able to provide a first level of reasoning 
about the access rights of any of the existing actors in our knowledgebase with respect to 
data objects hosted on accounts.  

Continuing in the same manner and combining predicates from the lower levels we 
accomplished a prolog rule set for each single SN [Sec.7.1],[Sec.7.2],[Sec.7.3] which 
allowed us to query and reason on instances of our knowledgebase with respect to 
privacy related questions.  

 

 
[Figure: 3.1]. The first reasoning layer in prolog consists out of a series of predicates retrieving the 

privacy settings for the different data instances and combining them with predicates retrieving the concept 
relations.  
 

The end result of structuring our prolog rule sets on different layers of complexity and 
basing them upon privacy settings and account relations is a clean and well structured 
code. The different layers of prolog code can be summarized in the following. A basic 
group of prolog predicates responsible for accessing the knowledge base and introducing 
the different abbreviations necessary for the upper layers. A second layer treating all the 
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actions, permissions and obligations which are direct results of the privacy settings of 
accounts and their relations.  
 

4. Ontology development methodology  
 
As our research has shown us there are several research groups [16], [17], [18], [19] that 
were, and some of them still are, looking for adequate ontology development methods. 
What becomes clear when someone studies all these methods is the fact that there cannot 
be, at least there is not till now, a single overall method for developing semantic web 
ontologies. Although there are several similarities between some of the existing methods, 
it becomes apparent that besides some abstract guidelines there is no single method 
suitable for any kind of ontology one wishes to design and develop.  It became clear to 
us, and also most of the ontology development groups point that out, that developing an 
ontology is a rather project oriented procedure [16]. The variables that need to be 
introduced in the process of designing an ontology are just to many to allow for an 
overall method which can be of practical use. Thus the most promising solution to this 
problem is to pick out from all the different methods the elements that suit best the 
project under consideration and try to develop a complete and consistent project specific 
method. It becomes obvious from this that experience in designing ontologies is a crucial 
factor. 
Nevertheless there are several guidelines that one can follow in the process of designing 
an ontology that might very well improve the end result 
 

4.1. Design guidelines 
 
As we have already pointed out, an ontology is a model of a domain, a knowledgebase. 
As such there is no single correct way of modelling a domain. This is the first, and 
although very abstract, most important ontology design guideline. The remaining 
guidelines rise directly or indirectly out of the realisation of the subjectivity factor in 
ontology designing. The most important guidelines a designer has to consider before and 
while designing an ontology are highlighted in the following points. 

• Purpose of the ontology. 
As a first step the designer of an ontology has to identify the purpose of building 
the ontology. The purpose of our research project is the representation of social 
networks and the modelling of their privacy policies with the aim of reasoning 
about them and comparing the respective privacy policies. 

• Scope of the ontology. 
At this initial stage the designer has to explicitly define the scope of the domain 
he wishes to describe. In the case of our project the intended knowledgebase 
ranges in two directions. One the one hand we intend to describe social networks 
as account data entities of a web based system and on the other hand we wish to 
model the privacy policies as they are described in their official privacy policy 
documents but also as they arise out of the structure of the SNs’ accounts 
themselves. Although we want to implement privacy policies reasoning on a 
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different layer some basic concepts occurring in the policies must be modelled on 
the knowledgebase layer. 

• Using and maintaining the ontology. 
An important aspect in the design process is to specify from the initial 
development steps both the potential users of the knowledgebase and the ones 
responsible for its maintenance and future extension. Is the ontology designed to 
provide a knowledgebase for academic research? Is it built to provide the 
backbone of a web based job search engine like e.g. monster.com? Is it built to 
provide a knowledge base for disease treatments in a healthcare system? It is 
obvious that the type of user interaction we expect the ontology to support is 
important aspect in the process of designing and implementing it. While at the 
same time taking into account who will be using and maintaining it also gives us a 
clue about how static the end ontology will be, how frequent and to what degree it 
will be extended and updated and if the designers and users of the ontology are 
going to be the same persons.  
In the case of our SN ontology the intention is, at least at a first level, to provide 
an ontology for academic research is the area of SN privacy policies. This will 
allow on the one hand for clear reasoning upon privacy policies in the SN domain, 
and on the other hand for maximum extensibility providing a modelling base for 
any existing or future SN one might wish to add and reason about its policy. 

After having gained an impression of what, what for and for whom the ontology is 
going to be implemented, it is time to proceed to a second more specific and detailed 
interpretation of the answers to the questions above. In this stage of the ontology 
development process a designer has to reason about specific queries he wishes to retrieve 
answers for at the end. Generally these questions are known in the literature as 
competency questions. 
 

4.1.1. Competency questions 

 
Competency questions are series of questions an ontology designer may apply to his 
ontology during the entire processes of designing and implementing it. The purpose of 
these questions is to identify the exact knowledge components that have to be modelled 
in order for the knowledgebase to be able to support the answers to the queries applied at 
the end. Starting from the most general types of queries and going to the more specific 
ones, the competency questions our ontology should be able to reply to are: 

• Which are the entities interacting [Sec.5.2] in the knowledgebase? Where by 
entities we refer to the actors, human or software, which are actively involved in 
the ontology and have some kind of relation to the SN  accounts and/or are able to 
perform a variety of actions upon the data out of which account consist.   

• What are the roles under which the entities interact in the ontology? Roles like for 
example a human being member of a SN, the SN itself, search engines, law 
authorities and so on. 

• What are the actions an entity can given role? 
• What are the relations that according to the structure of the different SNs can exist 

between different agents and what are the direct or indirect results of these 
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relations upon the privacy policies and the privacy settings of the different 
accounts?  

• What is an account [Sec5.1] in any given SN? 
• Which are the data composing an account at anyone of the SNs under 

consideration?  
• What are the options with respect to the privacy policies governing the access and 

usage of account data an account holder has in order to control its data access and 
manipulation? 

• What other entities may appear in the system like for example applications 
[Sec.5.3] that may impact account data privacy? 

By writing down a series of competency questions the first design cycle in the 
development of the ontology is concluded. The designer has by now specified on paper 
the domain and scope of the ontology while by listing the competency questions he has 
got a first rough picture of the queries the knowledgebase should be able to support.  

Since a variety of ontologies have already been developed and made available 
through the Web, it is wise at this stage and before continuing to the actual development 
to consider reusing and maybe if possible extending an existing ontology. To the best of 
our knowledge at the time of designing and developing our knowledgebase there was no 
ontology available at any of the publicly known and accessible repositories that treated 
neither the domain of privacy policies, nor that of social networking. 

 Nevertheless for the interested reader some of the publicly available ontologies can 
be found under links such as [footnote30]. 
 

4.2. Listing important terms 

 
After having checked if there is any existing knowledge base for the domain one intends 
to model that could serve as a starting point, it is time to start the actual implementation 
cycle. It is noteworthy at this point to remark that although there are several ontologies 
available with the aim of describing privacy policies, they are all overly domain specific 
for domains like for example healthcare services. To the best of our knowledge there is 
no ontology describing SNs and thus providing a knowledge base for reasoning about 
SNs’ privacy policies. With this in mind we tried to design from the beginning a core 
ontology describing SNs which would be as broad as possible. The overall aim of our 
approach is on the one hand to have an abstract ontology which would allow with minor 
extensions to provide a bases for describing any SN’s privacy policy, and on the other 
hand to have an ontology which is able to adapt other ontologies describing existing or 
future SNs. 
     To return now to the ontology design methodology we followed in our research, 
finishing the first design stage gives us a first abstract list of all the important terms that 
exist in the domain we study and the possible statements we might wish to make about 
these terms. Out of this list of terms and statements we create two sets. In the first set we 
list all the terms that are self descriptive like for example the terms Agent, Account and 
Application in our case. In the second set we catalogue anything that describe the terms 

                                                 
30 http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege_Ontology_Library 
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of the first set or relations between those terms. That is for example the name of an agent 
or its status as an account holder or third party and so forth. The terms in the first set will 
most probably end up being the concepts in the final ontology, while the terms in the 
second set will represent relations between the different concepts. It is important at this 
point to remark that most probably there will be overlapping between the terms in each 
set as well as between terms from the two different sets. There is no reason to worry 
about that since designing ontologies is an iterative process and all this possible 
overlapping will probably be resolved during the process. One thing that is of importance 
though is to be sure to have created, especially as far as it concerns the first set, a 
comprehensive list of terms covering as much as possible all the terms one wishes to 
make statements about.  
      At this point the second stage in the design of a comprehensive knowledgebase is 
completed. The concepts that have occurred in our project together with the terms, 
(relations and properties), describing these concepts can be found in detail in [Sec.5, 
Sec.6]. 
 

4.3. Define concepts and hierarchy 
 
In this stage of the ontology design is where the actual implementation of the knowledge 
base is starting. As in the entire plan of action one may follow in designing an ontology 
there are again several approaches one can follow in defining the hierarchy of the 
concepts that will appear in the ontology [16]. One can follow a so called bottom up 
approach and start by defining the concepts that are the most specific and move slowly up 
to the more general concept. As a simple example from our core ontology consider the 
concept “Third-Party-Applications” and “Social-Network-Applications”. Both of these 
concepts are subclasses of the more general concept “Application” [Sec.5.3]. What 
distinguishes them is the identifier referring to the publisher of the application. In the first 
case for example we refer to applications provided by parties which are outside the 
framework of a specific SN while at the same time the applications they provide might be 
used by members of the SN through the SN’s website. In the second case we refer to 
applications developed and hosted solely inside the SN’s framework. That is for example 
like having an account ownership as a necessary condition for one either to create and 
upload or even use a specific SN application. The more general concept of Application 
can be put hierarchically over the two as it describes only applications in general without 
identifying their relation to any SN [Fig. 4.0].  

The second approach a designer can follow in designing the ontology is the other way 
around. One starts with the most general concepts and moves down to the more specific 
ones, the so called top-down approach. The third possible approach, which is also the one 
we followed in our project, is a combination of the two. Which one to choose and apply 
is more of a personal choice.  We could not find during our design and implementation 
any advantage supporting one of these approached against the others. The only remark is 
that for extended ontologies with great numbers of concepts it is maybe better to follow a 
top down approach. But as already pointed out the choice depends more upon the 
personal approach one takes in problem solving and domain description. 
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[Figure 4.0: A concept hierarchy screenshot from our core SN ontology.  

 
 

4.4. Define relations and properties 

 
In this stage of the development it is time to go into the details of the different concepts 
we have prior defined. Here we use the second set of terms we have created in Step 2 
[Sec.4.2] in order to specify on the one side which are the terms that are necessary to 
describe each concept as such, (properties) and on the other side, which are the relations 
between members of the different concepts, (relations).  

Properties can be viewed similar to fields in a database table. They are similar to 
database fields in the sense that they represent fragments of data that together with other 
fields constitute a table entry in a database table. In other words properties in OWL are 
arguments necessary to describe an instance of a concept. As such they might receive 
predefined values or types of values like string, integer and Boolean.  

Properties defined in a concept are inherited by the concepts that are placed lower in 
the defined concept hierarch (Step3) [Sec.3]. A way of manipulating these properties 
when due to inheritance they occur in concepts we do not want them to is by using 
cardinality constraints. In this way for example if a property occurs in a concept where it 
is irrelevant to its description, one might just set the cardinality constraint for this 
property in the concept to zero. An observation we made during our experience 
noteworthy at this point is the fact that too many properties that get inherited via the 
subclass relation and which have to be set to cardinality zero in order to avoid in a sense 
their appearance in the lower level concepts, are an indication to a probably wrong 
placement of these properties or even a wrong class hierarchy created at the first place. 

Cardinality constraint can of course serve other purposes as well. A simple example 
for this is a property called “mother” in a concept child where the designer can set the 
maximum cardinality for the value of this field to be one as a person can have only one 
physical mother.  

Relations on the other side are between instances of the different concepts. As such 
they have a domain and a range. Domain and range can in some cases be the same 
concept, or even multiple concepts can belong to the domain and range of a relation. As it 
is with properties, relations get also inherited via the concept hierarch to lower level 
concepts. Relations represent the dynamic linking between the instances of the different 
concepts. The ownership of an account by an agent for example in our ontology can be 
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represented by a relation “Agent-Owns-Account” with domain the concept agent and 
range the concept account. Relations can as described [Sec.2.2] be functional, inverse 
functional, transitive and symmetric.  

When all the steps described in this chapter have taken place, the ontology is ready to 
be populated with instances of the different concepts described and queries can be finally 
applied in order to test how well the knowledgebase replies to the competency questions 
defined at the first place. 
 

5. First layer: core ontology 
 
The most abstract terms common in all SNs we investigated and thus implemented in the 
core ontology are those of Account, Agent, Application , SN-Application and Third-

Party-Appliaction. 
 

5.1. The Concept “Account” 
 
The concept of an account in the core ontology stands for the abstract representation of a 
SN account. It is used in the core ontology as a container. This concept will be specified 
later on in the sub-ontologies representing actual accounts on Facebook [Sec.6.2.1], 
MySpace and linkedIn. Having an abstract concept of account in the core ontology allows 
us on the one hand to reason upon accounts without having to specify a SN and on the 
other hand it allows adding accounts of specific SNs as subclasses of the abstract 
Account concept. Due to the subclass relation any property and relation having the 
Account concept as their domain will be automatically inherited by the specific SN 
account concept.  Thus our design allows for fast and easy extension of the existing 
ontology.  
Relations having the abstract account concept as their domain are: 

• “account-Belongs-To-Agent”.This relation is the inverse relation of “agent-

Owns-Account” and in contrast to its inverse it is a functional relation. That 
means that it always links an instance from its domain (Account) to a single 
instance from its range (Agent). Purpose of the “account-Belongs-To-Agent” 
relation is to link accounts in the different social networks to specific agent 
instances. 

•  “account-Uses-Application” is the relation linking accounts (Domain) to the 
applications (Range) they use. Together with the “application-Created-By-

Agent” relation it supports the linking of account data to the applications they use 
and thus helps in defining the access rights of the application owners (Agents) 
upon the account holders’ data (Agents). 
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5.2. The Concept “Agent” 
 
Agents in our ontology represent anything capable of performing an action. Agents 
interact in multiple ways with accounts. Social network employees administrating 
accounts, or third parties advertising or providing applications for account owners to use 
are also agents. The specific role of an instance of the concept of agent in our system is 
primarily specified by a property “agent-has-role” which is one of two properties we 
introduce in the core ontology.  This property acts as a flag in the ontology since it allows 
us directly specifying the role of any new agent we introduce into our system. By keeping 
it a property we again optimise system extensibility since any new role one might need to 
introduce can be introduced by just extending the set of possible values. 

Relations connecting agents to other concepts in the core ontology are: 
• “agent-Is-A-Friend-Of-Agent”. With this relation which uses both as a domain 

and range the concept of an agent we can model relationships between agent that 
do not relate to each other trough their respective accounts. Due to this relation 
we would for example be able to invite an agent to join the system and create an 
account. This is an elementary action available in more or less any SN for 
promoting its usage. 

• “agent-Owns-Account”. The “agent-Owns-Account” relation is the inverse 
relation of “account-Belongs-To-Agent” and has the meaning of linking agent 
(Domain) instances to account (Range) instances.  

There are also two properties related to the concept of an agent which by the way are the 
only properties existing in the core ontology and they are: 

• “agent-Has-Cookies-Enabled” is a Boolean data property specifying if the 
cookies that SNs by default use to collect certain data from the account owning 
agents are allowed by the user. Since this property is not defined as functional we 
may use different agent instances and by doing so to model agents that might visit 
their accounts through machines having a different configuration in their browser 
as far as it concerns cookies. 

• The second property in the core ontology is the property “agent-Has-Role”. This 
property allows us to classify the status of any agent existing in the system. We 
can use this property as a flag to determine the rights and obligations agents have 
with respect to account data. At the present the data set of available values for this 
property is {Member, Visitor, Third Party, Search Engine} but extending it with 
other values one might need is a strait forward process. 

 

5.3. The Concept “Application” 
 
The abstract concept of Applications introduces applications that agents may develop and 
make available for the different SNs. We consider modelling the various kinds of 
applications necessary mainly because of the great impact they have upon the privacy of 
the account data that members are asked to share in order to be able to use an application.  
We further classify applications due to the introduction of Third-Party- and SNetwork- 
Applications as sub concepts [Fig.4.0]. Thus a as third party application we classify 
applications that have been developed by agents which are not members of any of the 
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SNs. Third parties applications are particularly interesting from the viewpoint of privacy 
since users falsely tend to have the impression that the data they release in order to use an 
application are still governed by the privacy policy and settings of the SNs. In reality as 
soon as an account holder accepts its license agreement for using a third party 
application, his account data are made available to third parties which are not legally 
committed to the SN’s privacy policy out of which they retrieved the private data. Thus 
third party applications serve as trapdoors for retrieving members’ private or sensitive 
data. Social network applications have a similar although not so crucial impact on data 
privacy. As it is with third party applications, SN applications also make users’ account 
data available to their implementers. The difference in this case is that the privacy policy 
governing their data processing procedures is the same as the one of the SN for which 
they were designed.  Thus although they represent another data privacy leak in the strict 
sense, it has to be in accordance with a privacy policy a member has already accepted 
during the creation of his account. From an ontology design point of view the choice of 
having a concept of SN applications in the core ontology allows again extensibility since 
any concept of specific SN application that has to be added later on can be linked as a sub 
concept to the core ontology SN application concept. 
     Relations having as its domain the concept application are: 

• “application-Created-By-Agent”. This relation is a relation with domain the 
concept application and range the concept of agent. Purpose of its implementation 
in our ontology is to link applications to their developers or owners. We use it 
because the owner of an application receives a unique status as far as it concerns 
access to the private data of the application user. 

An illustration of the core (SN) ontology can be found in [figure 5.0]. 
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Figure 5.0: The core social network (SN) ontology. 
 

6. First layer: Sub-ontologies 
 
In the current section we are going to present the SN specific ontologies that we created 
as part of our implementation. First we will give the general characteristics that occur in 
all of them as well as the motivating ideas behind the specific design choices we made. 
We then focus on the Facebook ontology (FB) in order to introduce the reader with the 
actual application of the design principles and ideas we adopted. We are also going to 
give short descriptions of the LinkedIn (LN) and MySpace (MS) ontologies highlighting 
the principal differences to the FB ontology while for the interested reader a detailed 
description of these ontologies with all their concepts, relations and properties can be 
found in  A of the present report. 
 

6.1. Design principles of the social network ontologies 
 
The first and far most important design principle we followed in the implementation of 
the SN specific ontologies is that of the account oriented data structure. By investigating 
Facebook, LinkedIn and MySpace as the three most diverse and popular SNs, we found 
two common characteristics all three networks share.  

On the one hand we have a fixed account structure which is common in all networks. 
On the other hand we have an account profile which consists of a so to speak fixed data 
structure but also of a customisable segment. Thus we came across concepts like basic 
information which include a series of properties common for any SN subscriber like for 
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example name, surname, email address and so forth; but we also came across concepts 
like “places I have visited” which is a Google maps alike tab a user may choose for his 
account in order to tag cities he has been to. To be able to model this dynamic and at the 
same time static structure of SN accounts we decided to create SN specific ontologies 
following the data structure layout of the accounts. To achieve that, two are the main 
concepts we need. The abstract concept of an account, an instance of which is created as 
soon as one subscribes with a username and a valid email address to any of the SNs and 
the concept of a profile.[Fig.6.0].  

The service both concepts provide is twofold. The account concept is used on the one 
side as an abstract concept modelling the existence of accounts in our knowledge base 
which is the most basic entity in any SN and on the other as the attachment point between 
the sub and core ontologies. By using the account concepts in both the core and sub 
ontologies we are able to funnel a great part of the relations between concepts of the sub 
and core ontologies and thus minimize the adjustments one has to make when linking the 
two ontologies in order to provide a more detailed knowledgebase. Consequently this 
design decision offers a lot in supporting one of our primary design goals which is 
straight forward extensibility.  
 

 
Figure 6.0: The ontology structure for the account data structure oriented subontologies. 
   

The profile concept was created to represent the profiles one can see when visiting an 
account on any SN. It consists out of two main groupings of data objects. Static data 
objects or tabs in the account layout which are common for any account and dynamic or 
account specific objects which exist because the account owner has decided to use them 
in his account. [Fig.6.1]. 

Besides the fact that in this way we have a concept representing the actual profile, the 
profile concept also serves as a container concentrating all the static and dynamic data 
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objects which constitute an account. All these data objects or account tabs can be added 
as concepts due to the subclass relation to the container concept of a profile thus 
providing again straight forward extensibility futures. As a consequence one can use the 
existing sub-concepts for reasoning or add new concepts as sub-concepts in order to 
investigate their impact upon the respective privacy policies. 

Additionally the subclass relation we have adopted between the profile and the 
different dynamic and static data concepts included in our implementation has as result 
the inheritance of all the relations that have as a domain the parent concept profile. Hence 
when the need occurs to add new concepts to the profile they only need to be linked to 
the profile concept via the relations “profile-includes” and “i-part-of-profile” and it will 
automatically be linked to any other concept like for example that of account due to 
relation inheritance of the “is-Part-of-Account” relation from the profile [Fig.6.1].  
  

 
Figure 6.1: A profile screenshot from Facebook. 

 
Another noteworthy design decision we made while developing our ontologies was to 

extensively use sub-properties in order to model privacy settings for the different data 
fields. Generally sub-properties are used in ontologies in order to provide more specific 
information. A typical example of a sub-property is that of a date representation where 
we could have a property date with three sub-properties day, month and year. As soon as 
one populates the three sub-properties with a specific day, month and year the parent 
property date receives the value as for example dd-mm-yyy. The way we used sub-
properties in our ontologies is slightly different. For each specific data field in a concept 
which has a separate privacy setting we used a sub-property representing the privacy 
setting for this property. Thus for example in Facebook for the data field “address” 
which belongs to the concept “Contact-Information” and has a privacy setting on itself, 
we created the property “address” taking string values and the sub-property “address-

Privacy-Visibility” taking values out of the set: {friends, friends of friends, everyone}. In 
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this way when one creates an instance of the property address he can directly also chose 
the privacy setting for this value out of the given set and this values is then automatically 
attached to the value in the parent property. [Fig.6.2] 

 
 

Property

e.g. address

{string, int, 

boolean,..} 

subproperty 

{only friends, 

everyone,..} 

Concept: Contact 

Information

Is a data field of

Has value

Has privacy 

setting

 
Figure 6.2: Subproperties can be used in ontologies to make parent properties more specific. E.g. a date 
property could be implemented with three sub-properties “day”, “month” and “year”. Giving a value to 
these sub-properties would also populate the parent property. In our case we used sub-properties to 
model privacy settings of properties. Thus the parent property takes the actual value and the sub-
property represents the privacy setting for the parent property. 

 

6.2. Facebook sub-ontology 
 
The first SN we created an ontology for was Facebook. In the present section we are 
going to provide a detailed description of the FB ontology as it developed upon the 
design principles we just described. Core concepts in the FB ontology are “Facebook-

Account” and “Facebook-Profile” based on the model illustrated in figure 6.0. Starting 
from these two core concepts we are going to discuss all the static and dynamic sub-
concepts we created for the FB ontology as well as the relations and properties that 
describe them. 
 

6.2.1. The Concept “ Facebook Account” 

 
The concept “Facebook-Account” in the FB ontology has the same functionality as the 
“Account” concept in the core ontology [Sec.5.1]. It provides an abstract representation 
of Facebook accounts and it serves as one of the main links between the core ontology 
and the FB sub-ontology. 
Relations which have “Facebook-Account” as a domain are: 
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• “account-Uses-Application”. This relation is inherited due to the subclass 
relation from the “Account” concept in the core ontology. A description of it can 
be found in [Sec.5.1]. Its cardinality has been set to zero though since we use 
more specific relations, (“Facebook-Account-Uses-FB-Application”, 

“Facebook-Account-Uses-Third-Party-Application”).  
• “account-Belongs-To-Agent”. This relation is inherited from the core ontology. 

Its detailed description can be found in [Sec.5.1]. It is a functional relation which 
implies that it can link an instance in its domain to only one instance in its range 
(Agent). 

• “account-Includes”.“account-Includes” linkes instances from the “Facebook-

Account” concept to “Facebook-Profile” instances. Although this relation is 
common for all the SN  ontologies we decided not to implement it in the core 
ontology in order to minimize cross linking31 between concepts in the core and 
sub ontologies.  

• “facebook-Account-Uses-FB-Application”. This relation links “Facebook-

Account” instances to “Facebook-Application” instances created by Facebook or 
other Facebook users. It was necessary to have a relation like this because 
applications account holders decide to use have a great impact upon privacy 
policies governing hosted data. 

• “facebook-Account-Uses-Third-Party-Application”. Similar to the previous 
relation it was vital to split applications that Facebook accounts use into  
Facebook and third party applications because although third party applications 
are under an agreement with Facebook, the privacy policies governing data 
handling by these applications are not those of Facebook. Thus given the fact that 
applications gain access to users’ profile information, they pose a major privacy 
threat and therefore an interesting feature in our research.  

• “fb-Account-Is-Friend-OF-fb-Account”. This relation links instances of the 
concept “Facebook-Account” to each other.  We have implemented it in order to 
be able to model the “friend” relationship which exists between Facebook users. It 
is vital to have a relation of this form since it plays an important role in both 
social networking and also the access control policies.  

• “tags-Account-On-Object”. This is a relation linking “Facebook-Account” to 
other “Facebook-Account” instances their holding agents have created active 
tags to. The range of this relation includes photo and video objects upon which 
the domain account holder has created tags referring to other Facebook accounts. 
We distinguish between active tags which are tags upon instances linking directly 
to other Facebook account instances and tags which do not link to any other 
existing Facebook account but are just plaintexts attached to photos. 

 
 

                                                 
31 With cross linking we refer to relations between concepts from the different ontologies. All relations 
connecting concepts from different ontologies have to be adjusted manually when importing one ontology 
into the other.  
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6.2.2. The Concept “Facebook Group” 

 
Groups on Facebook as in most SNs are an important aspect of social networking. We 
created the concept of “Facebook-Group” as a container concentrating all the Facebook 
accounts which are members of a Facebook group. As there is no important difference 
between simple group members, group creators and administrators from a privacy point 
of view we decided not to include this kind of information in this concept. Thus the only 
relation having as a domain the concept of Facebook-Group is: 

• “group-Includes-Account”.This relation supports us in collecting in a straight 
forward manner all the Facebook accounts which are members of a particular 
group instance.  

 

6.2.3. The Concept “Facebook Tag” 

 
Tagging is another important term occurring in the majority of the existing SNs. 
Although it is a concept common to almost all SNs, we decided to create it as an 
independent concept in the different sub-ontologies and not in our core ontology since the 
ways tags are created and refer to accounts are slightly different from network to 
network. Besides this, another important reason for avoiding tag concepts in the core 
ontology was the minimization of cross linking between concepts in the core and sub 
ontologies. Tags are in a sense data objects by themselves and their existence in 
Facebook results in photo and video data objects occurring on profiles they were not 
uploaded to in the first place [Sec.9]. Concept relations having as a domain the concept 
“Facebook-Tag” are the following: 

• “tag-Created-By-Account”. This relation we implemented to link tag instances to 
account instances (and thus the agents that have created them). Due to this 
relation we are able to retrieve information of the form “agent Bob has tagged 
agent Alice on photo Birthday party” which is a common tagging scenario on 
Facebook.  

• “tag-On-Object”. This relation attaches tags to photos and videos on Facebook 
accounts.  

• “tag-Refers-To-Account”. This is a relation having the concept “Facebook-Tag” 
as its domain and “Facebook-Account” as its range. It is used to represent active 
tagging were an agent tags another agent on a photo or video object and this tag 
becomes an active link to the account instance of the tagged agent. 

 

6.2.4. The Concept “Facebook Application” 

 
“Facebook-Application” is the second concept serving as an attachment point between 
the core and the FB ontology. When importing the FB ontology into the core ontology 
“Facebook-Application” is added as a subclass of the concept “SNetwork-Application” 
and due to this subclass relation it inherits the relations of this concept. “Facebook-

Application” stands for the applications that user and thus account instances on Facebook 
use and which were created by other Facebook users based on the Facebook application 
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platform. As such their treatment of the profile data of the accounts that use them is 
governed by the privacy policy of Facebook [ C]. 

Concept relations having as a domain the concept “Facebook-Application” are: 
• “application-Created-By-Agent”.This is a relation inherited due to the subclass 

relation between “SNetwork-Application” and “Facebook-Application”. 
[Sec.5.3]. 

 

6.2.5. The Concept “Facebook Profile” 

 
The “Facebook-Profile” concept is the major container32 concept in the Facebook 
ontology. On the one hand it represents account profiles which are cornerstone entities in 
any SN as they illustrate the actual user interface. On the other hand the profile concept 
serves as the linking point between the abstract concept of an account and the specific 
concepts constituting each Facebook account. All the concepts related to the profile 
concept due to the subclass relation are actual tabs a user sees when visiting the profile of 
any Facebook account. Since accounts consist of a number of static predefined tabs and 
user customizable tabs which we call customized tabs [figure 6.1], we decided to use the 
same structure with respect to the profile concept an its sub-concepts. Thus we 
implemented a number of direct sub-concepts which represent the different kinds of 
information that can be found in any Facebook account and the sub-concept of a 
“Facebook-Wall” which contains the entire account specific data. The relations having 
“Facebook-Profile” as their domain are the following: 

• “is-Part-Of-Account”. This relation links an instance of  “Facebook-Profile” to 
an instance of “Facebook-Account”. This way every instance of a profile 
together with instances of its sub-concepts, which inherit this relation due to the 
subclass setting, is linked to a specific account on Facebook. As one might guess 
this relation is of course a functional relation since any account can have only one 
profile and vice versa  

• “profile-Includes”. This is the relation linking the profile concept to its more 
concrete sub-concepts of data objects which all together constitute an account 
profile on Facebook. Although one would expect this relation to be also a 
functional relation that can not be done in this case. The reason is that the  
particular relation links though profile instances to single instances of for example 
basic information or contact information but since these are instances of different 
concepts we are not allowed by Protégé due to consistence to declare this relation 
a functional relation. 

We are now going to discuss the fixed sub-concepts of the “Account-Profile” concept. 
 
 
 

                                                 
32 Container in the sense of being almost empty on itself. It has only an instance name when populated. The 
actual data are all the different sub-concepts belonging to a specific profile. 
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6.2.6. The Concept “Facebook Basic Information” 

 
This represents the first tab one encounters when creating a Facebook account. As soon 
as one registers on Facebook he is asked to fill in some data fields providing basic 
information about the account holder. For the full list of properties and their allowed data 
types classified under “Basic Information” see [table 6.0]. Relations having as a domain 
the concept “Facebook-Basic-Information” are: 

• “profile-Includes”. This relation is inherited by the “Facebook-Basic-

Information” concept due to the subclass relation to the concept “Facebook-

Profile”. As it is not needed in the description of the present concept its 
cardinality is set to zero. For a description of this relation see [Sec.6.2.5]. 

• “is-Part-Of-Profile”. “is-Part-Of-Profile” is the inverse relation of the “profile-

Includes” relation and it serves as the link between the specific data instances 
constituting a profile and the profile.  

• “is-Part-Of-Account”. The “is-Part-Of-Account” is another  relation inherited by 
the “Facebook-Basic-Information” concept due to the subclass relation to the 
“Facebook-Profile” concept. Its description can be found at [Sec.6.2.5]. 

The list of data properties constituting basic information according to the Facebook 
layout are given in the following table [table 6.0]. 
 

Data property Value type Allowed values 

Birthday Date Any 
Family members Integer Any 

Home neighbourhood String Any 
Hometown String Any 

Interested in Project specific {men, women} 
Looking for Project specific {friendship, dating, a 

relationship, networking} 
Political views String Any 

Privacy visibility Project specific {everyone, friendsOffriends, 
OnlyFriends} 

Relationship status Project specific {singe, in a relation, engaged, 
married, its complicated, in an 
open relationship, widowed} 

Religious views String Any 
Sex Project specific {male, female} 

Show my sex in my profile Boolean {true, false} 
Table 6.0: The list of data fields (properties) included in the Basic Information tab of a Facebook account 
and thus also in our Basic Information FB ontology concept. 
 
 

6.2.7. The Concept “Facebook Contact Information” 

 
The concept of “Facebook-Contact-Information” is another series of data the user can 
provide when registering with Facebook. In the profile contact information also exists as 
a separate tab. Data fields existing in this tab are given in our ontology also in the form of 
properties of the concept “Facebook-Contact-Information”. The list of all the properties 
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attached to “Facebook-Contact-Information” together with the allowed data types and 
values are given in the following table [table 6.1]. 

Data property Value type Allowed values 

Address String Any 
City town String Any 

Email Email Any 
Im Screen name String Any 

Land phone Integer Any 
Mobile phone Integer Any 

Neighbourhood String Any 
Residence String Any 

Room Integer Any 
School mailbox String Any 

Website String Any 
Zip Integer any 

Table 6.1: The list properties describing the contact information concept in our FB ontology.  
 

One essential difference between the concept of “Facebook-Contact-Information” 
and the rest of the concepts having a privacy setting is the fact that in this case there 
exists a privacy setting for each single property. For the rest of the concepts that have  a 
privacy setting it is referring to the entire instance of the concept and thus we have 
implemented an independent property called “Privacy-Visibility” which always governs 
the privacy setting for the respective instance. In the case of “Facebook-Contact-

Information” we have made extensive use of the sub property notion we explained in 
[Sec.6.1]. So taking for instance the properties “address” and “email” which are both 
properties of “Facebook-Contact-Information”, we have created the sub-properties 
“address-Privacy-Visibility” and “email-Privacy-Visibility” respectively.  

Relations for the concept “Facebook-Contact-Information” are again “profile-

Includes”, “is-Part-Of-Profile”, “is-Part-Of-Account” as it is with its sibling concepts 
and with exactly the same cardinality restrictions as they hold for the concept of 
“Facebook-Basic- Information” [Sec.6.2.6]. 
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6.2.8. The Concept “Facebook Education and Work” 

 
Information about the education and work of the account holder are also concentrated 
together in the form of a tab on the account profile. The series of data fields and herewith 
the properties the user is able to fill-in is given in the following table [table 6.2]. 

 
Data property Value type Allowed  values 

College class year Integer Any 
College university String Any 

Concentration String Any 
Description String Any 

Education and work city town String Any 
Employer String Any 

High school String Any 
High school class year Integer Any 

Position String Any 
Privacy visibility Project specific {everyone, friendsOffriends, 

OnlyFriends} 
Table 6.2: A table including all the properties describing the Facebook Education and Work concept.  

 
While as it is with its sibling concepts, the relations having the concept 

“Facebook-Education-And-Work” as member of their domain are exactly the same as 
before (“profile-Includes”, “is-Part-Of-Profile”, “is-Part-Of-Account”) and with 
exactly the same cardinality restrictions. For details about these relations see [Sec.6.2.6]. 
 

6.2.9. The Concept “Facebook Personal Information” 

 
Personal information is the last concept of the static account tabs. Together with 
“Facebook-Education-And-Work” and “Facebook-Basic-Information”, “Facebook-

Personal-Information” belongs to the concepts having a privacy setting governing the 
entire instance and not each property separately. As far as it concerns the relations having 
“Facebook-Personal-Information” in their domain, they are exactly the same as for the 
other static account segments.  [Sec.6.2.6] 

The list of properties describing “Facebook-Personal-Information” is given in the 
following table. [table 6.3]. 

 
Data property Value type Allowed  values 

About Me String Any 
Activities String Any 

Favourite Books String Any 
Favourite Movies String Any 
Favourite Music String  Any 

Favourite TV Shows String Any 
Favourite quotations String Any 

Interests String Any 
Privacy Visibility Project specific {everyone, friendsOffriends, 

OnlyFriends} 
Table 6.3: The list of properties describing the Personal Information concept in the FB ontology. 
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6.2.10. The Concept “Facebook Wall” 

 
The Wall on a user’s profile is the place where the results of actions the user has 
undertaken are displayed. There are also the actions of other users displayed which have 
some kind of relation to the wall owner like for example “”friends” or “friends of 
friends”. Which of these actions are displayed or even allowed to be taken is a direct 
consequence of the privacy setting of the Wall owner. As such the wall concentrates all 
the data objects like texts, links, photos, videos, comments and so on.  In this context the 
concept of the wall constitutes the second container like concept in our Facebook 
ontology and hereby the container of all the “dynamic” concepts. In our ontology the 
Wall is implemented as the parent concept including as sub-concepts photo, video, link 
and event data objects which are the most common data objects constituting a wall. All of 
these concepts constitute the different fragments of the data included in a Facebook wall 
and therefore we chose to implement them as sub-cocnepts of the “Facebook-Wall” 
concept. The list of relations having “Facebook-Wall” as their domain are the same as 
before, (“profile-Includes”, “is-Part-Of-Account”), with exact the same cardinality 
restrictions as for the static profile sub-concepts. The only property referring to 
“Facebook-Wall” is called “allow-Friends-To-Post-On-Wall” and it is a policy related 
Boolean property governing the write action rights associated account owners have upon 
the wall. 
 

6.2.11. The Concept “Facebook Wall Links” 

 
Links represent internet addresses that account holders post on their wall.  The majority 
of these links refer to public websites like Youtube. Which of these accounts will be 
informed about the posted link depends upon the privacy setting the posting agent has 
chosen for it 

Relations having as their domain this concept are again only the ones inherited 
from the “Facebok-Wall-Link’s” parent concept namely the “Facebook-Wall” and thus 
the “Facebook-Profile”. The cardinality restriction for the relation “profile-Includes” is 
set to zero as well.  

Only property attached to the “Facebok-Wall-Links” concept is its privacy setting 
called “privacy-Visibility” which as in all the other cases till now has as its allowed 
values’ set the set: {friends, friends of friends, everyone}.  
 

6.2.12. The Concept “Facebook Wall Photos” 

 
Photos can be uploaded one at a time or even grouped as albums. In both cases the owner 
of the account at which a photo was uploaded is able to set its privacy settings. Photos are 
particularly interesting for our research not only because of the fact that they can be 
copied and used by others for purposes like for example advertisements but also because 
of tagging and its impact on the visibility of tagged photos. We will return to that in 
[Sec.8]. 
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      The only additional relation compared to the other wall sub-concepts having the 
“Facebook-Wall-Photos” concept as its domain is called “has-Tag”. “has-Tag” relates 
photo instances to instances of the concept “Facebook-Tag” [Sec.6.2.3] and via this to 
other Facebook accounts the tag may point to.  
Properties attached to the photos concept are the following: 

• “approve-Tag”.“approve-Tag” is a Boolean property describing the approval or 
rejection of tags other account holders wish to attach to photo instances. In other 
words whenever an agent sees a photo uploaded by an associated agent’s account 
he is allowed or not to attach a tag to this photo.  

• “privacy-Visibility” is the usual privacy setting attached to the photo instance by 
the holder of the account the photo was uploaded at. The allowed values are: 
{everyone, friends Of friends, friends}. 

• “tag-Privacy-Visibility”.The “tag-Privacy-Visibility” is another interesting 
privacy setting property which has to do  not only with the tags on photos hosted 
on the account the property refers to but also with the visibility of tags attached to 
photos which refer to the specific account and are hosted on other accounts. Due 
to this property an agent is able to define the sets of agents, (friends, friends of 
friends or everyone), which are able to see tags and because of them also the 
photos illustrating the agent setting this flag.  Regardless of which the account 
hosting these photos is. 

 

6.2.13. The Concept “Facebook Wall Videos” 

 
This is a concept modelling video objects uploaded on Facebook walls. Its relations and 
properties are a duplicate of the photos concept as it models data objects treated in the 
same way. 

The graphical representation of the Facebook (FB) ontology can be found in [figure 
6.3] 
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Figure 6.3: An illustration of the Facebook (FB) ontology. Not all components are depicted due to space 
limitations. 
 
 

6.3. LinkedIn sub-ontology 

 
The LinkedIn or LN ontology follows the account data structure of LinkedIn accounts as 
they can be viewed by their users on the SN’s site. The naming conventions follow the 
same pattern as with Facebook. We tried to name all the concepts as the corresponding 
tabs or pages on a LinkedIn account. A difference to the other two networks is the 
absence of tagging and thus the corresponding concept. The entire list of concepts, 
properties and relations existing in the LN ontology can be found in  A.  
  In the next figure [figure 6.4] one can see the LinkedIn (LN) ontology.  
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Figure 6.4: The linkedIn (LN) ontology. Again not all components are displayed due to space limitations. 
 

6.4. MySpace sub-ontology 
 
The same holds for the ontology representing MySpace or MS. The list of concepts, 
relations and properties constituting the MS ontology are available in  A. 
The graphical representation of the MySpace (MS) ontology can be seen in the next 
figure [figure 6.5]. 
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Figure 6.5: MySpace (MS) ontology. As before not all components are displayed due to space limitations 

7. Second Layer: rule sets & reasoning  
 
After giving a detailed description of the core S.N. ontology and the sub-ontology of 
Facebook it is time to proceed to the upper layer, the prolog rule sets layer. As we have 
seen in the previous sections, the ontologies offer the knowledge base for modelling all 
knowledge about SNs. Entities existing in SNs and occurring in the respective privacy 
policies, like agents, applications, groups and accounts are all modelled as concepts in the 
respective ontologies. As we discussed in [Sec.2.3] the ontologies offer a static 
knowledge representation. As we found out during our implementation, this had a 
significant impact upon our course of action. From what we saw in [Sec.1.3], important 
concepts when reasoning with privacy policies are also actions, permissions and 
obligations. Although our initial plan was to model these concepts in the ontology layer, 
we found out that this approach would lead us to a mechanism closer to auditing than 
reasoning. Reason for this is the fact that the semweb library acts primarily as a querying 
interface between the knowledge base and the upper layer prolog rule sets we have 
implemented. This implies, that in order for the upper layer prolog policies to work in a 
correct manner, the basic rdf/3 and rdfs_individual_of/2 predicates on which they are 
based must find instances of the respective concepts a query refers to. In other words, 
although an action might be possible between for example two Facebook users, due to 
their privacy settings and relation, we would receive a correct answer to a relevant query 
only in case we would first have populated all the respective concepts with instances. 
This would lead us to an auditing alike mechanism where one first creates a series of 
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incidents by populating the ontology with instances and then uses the reasoning layer to 
determine if these incidents were allowed to happen or not. There are two ways to avoid 
this. One solution would be to use rules directly on the ontology layer by using for 
example SWRL. This approach would allow us to model concepts like actions and 
obligation but at the same time it would lead to the mixture of concepts and rule sets in 
the knowledgebase layer. The other solution, which we followed, was to keep dynamic 
terms like actions on a second, prolog layer allowing us to create ontologies about SNs 
which can be used independently and not necessarily for reasoning with privacy policies.  

In the upcoming sections, we are going to investigate the different classifications of 
privacy settings as we encountered them in Facebook, MySpace and LinkeIn and see how 
we used them together with the possible concept relations to create a series of policies in 
prolog. Starting from the basic prolog predicates for retrieving privacy settings of concept 
instances, we are going to proceed to more complex prolog rules which eventually 
provide us the reasoning capabilities we wished for.  
 

7.1. Privacy settings & predicates 
 
We start our discussion about the prolog layer in a bottom up approach. We first give the 
different privacy settings available in each SN and then see how these can be combined 
with the different concept relations in each network to give more complex prolog rules. 
 
 

7.2. Facebook privacy settings & predicates 
 
There are three distinct general privacy settings available in Facebook accounts for a user 
to choose. The most restrictive privacy visibility setting or flag (PVF) one can choose for 
its account data is “friends” which implies that only accounts having the status of a 
friend can access the account data. For a specific group of data, namely those hosted in 
the contact information tab of a Facebook account also exists the option “no one”.  After 
“friends” comes the intermediate setting “friends of friends” or FOAF where access is 
granted to accounts having the friend of a friend status. The third and final option, is the 
setting corresponding to an account totally open to the public which is the setting 
“everyone”. These three distinct PVFs plus the “no one” choice for the contact 
information, are offered in two variants in Facebook. For some of the properties like 
those included in concept “Contact-Information” the user is able to set his PVF 
preferences  in a per property manner. While for the rest of the account tabs, in our case 
modelled as concepts, the user is setting its privacy preferences in a per concept manner. 
We have implemented two prolog predicates for retrieving the PVFs of any Facebook 
account instance in our ontology. The first in [figure 7.1] retrieves the PVF for the per 
concept setting while the second one [figure 7.2] is property specific and retrieves the 
PVF for each separate property. Therefore, the prolog predicate in [figure 7.2] were 
implemented in twelve similar variants, where each one of them retrieves the PVF for 
one of the twelve properties in the contact information concept. 
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facebookPrivacyVisibilityOfClassObject( Concept, PVF ):- 
( 
(rdf(Concept, fb:privacyVisibility, literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', everyone))),   
PVF = 'everyone'); 
(rdf(Concept,fb:privacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 
friendsOffriends))),  
PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 
(rdf(Concept,fb:privacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 
onlyFriends))), 
PVF = 'onlyFriends') 
). 

Figure 7.1: With this predicate one can retrive the privacy setting (PVF) for a specific cocnpet’s instance 
(in a per concept manner). When the predicate is used with both arguments as  variables it returns all the 
instances having one of the privacy settings assigned to them. When initialised with both arguments it 
returns true or false depending on the PVF a specific instance has assigned. 

 
privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldAddress(Concept, DataField, PVF):- 
 
rdf(Concept, fb:address, DataField), 
(                                                  
(rdf(Concept,fb:addressPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 
onlyFriends))), 
 PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       
(rdf(Concept,fb:addressPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 
friendsOffriends))), 
 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       
(rdf(Concept,fb:addressPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 
noone))), 
 PVF = 'noone') 
). 

Figure 7.2: The same as with figure 7.1 with the difference that here we retrieve the PVF for a specific 
propertie’s instance each time and not for a concept’s instance. The specific example retrieves the PVF for 
the “address” property from the concept contact information. 

 
With these two basic prolog predicates, one can retrieve the PVFs for any Facebook 

account instance modelled in our ontology, either per concept, or per property when 
applicable. Using now the flags retrieved in this way, in combination with the next three 
prolog predicates we implemented, one can directly retrieve the concepts and properties 
any other account instance and thus agent in our ontology can access.  

The predicates reasoning about the relation two account instances might have in our 
ontology are given in [figure 7.3]. 

 
agentHasFacebookFriend(AgentX,AgentY):- 
 

                     rdf(AgentX,sn:agentOwnsAccount,AccountX), 
                     rdf(AgentY,sn:agentOwnsAccount,AccountY), 
                     rdf(AccountX,fb:fbAccountIsFriendOFfbAccount,AccountY), 
                     nl. 

************************************************************************************** 
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agentIsFacebookFOAFof(AgentX,AgentZ):- 
 
                                      agentHasFacebookFriend(AgentX,AgentY), 
                                      agentHasFacebookFriend(AgentZ,AgentY), 
                                      AgentX \= AgentZ. 
************************************************************************************** 
agentsAreMembersOfSameFBGroup(AgentX,AgentY):- 
 
                                               agentIsAMemberOfFBGroup(AgentX,Group), 
                                               agentIsAMemberOfFBGroup(AgentY,Group), 
                                               AgentX \= AgentY. 
 
 

Figure 7.3: Three predicates determining if two agents are “friends”, “friends of friens” or common 
group members respectively. By retrieving the relation two agents have and combining them with the 
predicates from figures 7.1 and 7.2 we can see if an agent has access on another agent’s concept or property 
instance. 
 
The way in which the predicates retrieving PVFs are combined with those retrieving the 
account relations of Facebook accounts in order to determine if an agent has access to 
another agent’s data is illustrated in.[figure 7.4]  
 
 
canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAFriend(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY):- 
 
  rdf(ClassZ,fb:isPartOfAccount,AccountY), 
  rdf(AccountY,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentY), 
                                                  
 facebookPrivacyVisibilityOfClassObject(ClassZ,PrivacyVisibilitySetting),                           
 ( PrivacyVisibilitySetting == onlyFriends -> agentHasFacebookFriend(AgentX,AgentY)). 
 
************************************************************************************** 
 
canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAFoaf(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY):- 
 
  rdf(ClassZ,fb:isPartOfAccount,AccountY), 
  rdf(AccountY,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentY), 
                                                  
 ( facebookPrivacyVisibilityOfClassObject(ClassZ,PrivacyVisibilitySetting), 
    PrivacyVisibilitySetting == friendsOffriends -> facebookFriendsAndFoafs(AgentX,AgentY)). 
************************************************************************************** 
 
canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAnEveryone(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY):- 
 
rdfs_individual_of(AgentX,sn:'Agent'), 
rdf(ClassZ,fb:isPartOfAccount,AccountY), 
rdf(AccountY,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentY), 
AgentX \= AgentY, 
 
(facebookPrivacyVisibilityOfClassObject(ClassZ,PrivacyVisibilitySetting), 
 PrivacyVisibilitySetting == everyone -> write(true)). 
************************************************************************************** 
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canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY):- 
 
canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAnEveryone(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY); 
canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAFriend(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY); 
canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAFoaf(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY). 
                                                   
Figure 7.4: A series of predicates checking under what relation status an agent can access another agent’s 
data. The last predicate is an upper layer predicate combining the prior predicates to retrieve the status 
under which (AgentX) is accessing data (ClassZ) of another agent (AgentY). 
 
Based now on these predicates, one can determine the list of actions which might be 
performed upon specific account data. Just to provide the reader with an example, the 
predicates in [figure 7.5] determine if an agent is allowed to read wall posts of another 
agent, or see photos uploaded by another agent, actions which are common on Facebook. 
 
mayReadWallPostsOnWallOf(AgentX,Wall,AgentY):- 
                                         rdfs_individual_of(Wall,fb:'FacebookWall'), 
                                         canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY(AgentX,Wall,AgentY). 
************************************************************************************** 
agentMaySeeFBPhotosOf(AgentX,FacebookPhotos,AgentY):- 
                                                    rdfs_individual_of(FacebookPhotos,fb:'FacebookWallPhotos'), 
                                                   canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY(AgentX,FacebookPhotos,AgentY). 
Figure 7.5: Two action predicates. The upper one determines if an agent (AgentX) can see posts another 
agent (AgentY) is doing on his wall (Wall) and the lower checks if an agent is allowed to see photos 
another agent has uploaded. 
 
These predicates lead us to the predicates retrieving the actual permission an agent might 
have upon the data of another agent registered with Facebook. [figure 7.6] 
 
permission(Agent, ‘read’, Object):- 
                                agentCanReadObject(Agent,Object). 
************************************************************************************** 
permission(Agent,write,Object):- 
                                canAgentXpostOnWallOfAgentY(Agent,Object,AgentY); 
                                  commentOnWallPostOfAgent(Agent,Object,AgentY); 
                                  likeWallPostOnWallOfAgent(Agent,Object,AgentY). 
************************************************************************************** 
permission(Agent,tag,Object):- 
                              tagging(Agent,tag,Object);                          
                              tagging(Agent,'active tag',Object, TaggedAgent). 
************************************************************************************** 
permision(Agent,delete,Object):- 
                                  tag(Agent, 'remove tag', Object); 
                                  agentCanRemoveFBVideofromItsWall(Agent,Object); 
                                  agentCanRemoveFBEventfromItsWall(Agent,Object); 
                                  agentCanRemoveFBPhotofromItsWall(Agent,Object); 
                                  agentCanRemoveFBLinkfromItsWall(Agent,Object). 
Figure 7.6: The permissions list of predicates for Facebook.  
 
The entire list of prolog predicates referring to Facebook can be found in  B. 
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7.3. MySpace privacy settings & predicates 
 
In a similar way to Facebook, MySpace has two main PVFs. These are the settings 
“friends” representing the most restrictive privacy setting and the setting “anyone” 
representing an account open to the public. For the concepts having this PVF as a 
property, we are able to retrieve it with the prolog code given in [figure 7.7] 
 

privacyFlagOf(DataObject):- 
                                  rdf(DataObject,ms:isPartOfAccount,MSAccount), 
                                  rdf(DataObject,ms:visibility,Flag), 
                                  write(Flag). 

Figure 7.7: With this prolog predicate we ca retrieve the PVF of a specific concept’s instance in the MS 
ontology. 
 

     In order to be able to retrieve the list of friends a MySpace account has so that we can 
combine this knowledge with the concepts having as a PVF the value “friends” and 
conclude which agent can access which concept’s instances we need the code in [figure 
7.8]. 
 
friends( AgentX,AgentY):- 
                                 rdfs_individual_of(AgentXAccount,ms:'MyspaceAccount'), 
                                 rdfs_individual_of(AgentYAccount,ms:'MyspaceAccount'), 
                                 rdf(AgentXAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentX), 
                                 rdf(AgentYAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentY), 
                                 rdf(AgentXAccount,ms:accountHasFriend,AgentYAccount). 

Figure 7.8: A predicate to determine if two agents are friends on MySpace. If the predicate is initialised 
with both arguments as variables it returns all the “friends” instanceated in the MS ontology. 

 
Now with the prolog code from [figure 7.7] and [figure 7.8] we can determine under 

which PVF setting which agent can access (read) which concept’s instance of another 
agent’s account. [figure 7.9]  

 
canAgentSeeData(RequestingAgent,DataObject):- 
 
rdfs_individual_of(OwnersAccount,ms:'MyspaceAccount'), 
rdf(OwnersAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,OwningAgent), 
rdf(RequestersAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,RequestingAgent), 
 RequestingAgent \= OwningAgent, 
 rdf(DataObject,ms:isPartOfAccount,OwnersAccount), 

                                     
 privacyFlagOf(DataObject,Flag), 
(((Flag == literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 'friends'))->  
friends( RequestingAgent,OwningAgent), write(friends))); 

               (Flag == literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 'anyone'))-> write(anyone))). 
                                     

Figure 7.9: A predicate determining if an agent can access anothes agent’s data in MS. 
 

Another privacy related setting in MySpace accounts is that of the friends list visibility. 
“friends-List-Visibility” is a Boolean PVF property hosted on MySpace accounts 
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according to which, an agent can decide if he allows his friends to see the list of other 
friends he has. This is done in prolog in [figure 7.10]. 
 
canSeeFriendsListOf(RequestingAgent, OwningAgent):- 
           
     rdf(OwnersAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,OwningAgent), 
     rdf(OwnersAccount,ms:friendsListVisibility,Flag), 
                                                    
    ((rdf(RequestersAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,RequestingAgent), 
    (Flag == literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean', true))-> 
    friends(RequestingAgent, OwningAgent), write(friends))); 
                                                    
   (Flag == literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean', false))-> write(no))). 
                                       
Figure 7.10: The prolog “friends list visibility” predicate. Depending on if two agents are friends and if 
“OwningAgent” has set his PVF to true, the “Requesting Agent” can see “OwningAgent’s” list of friends.  
 

This concludes the prolog predicates necessary for the first two layers. With these 
predicates we can retrieve the PVFs and relationships between MySpace accounts from 
the ontology and thus determine who has access to which data.  
 

7.4. LinkedIn privacy settings & predicates 

 
For LinkeIn the privacy settings options are “connections” which is a setting similar to 
“friends” in the other SNs and the setting “everyone” for users wishing to make their 
accounts public. This is set in real world accounts and also in our ontology through a 
PVF called “visible on public profile”. If a user in a real LinkedIn account or in an 
account instance in our ontology sets the value of this flag to true, then the corresponding 
concept with its respective properties becomes public. If the value of it is set to false, 
only the agents having an account with a connection status are able to see the respective 
instances. In prolog this is given in [figure 7.11]. 
 
linkedInPrivacyFlagOfObject(Flag,Object):- 
 
                                            rdf(Object, ln:visibleOnPublicProfile, Flag). 
 
Figure 7.11: A predicate retrieving the PVF (Flag) for each concept’s instance which is part of a LinkedIn 
account 
 

With the prior predicate we retrieve the PVFs of all the data hosted in a LinkedIn 
account instance. In case the PVF returned by the prior predicate is set to false, only the 
agents having an account with status “connection” are able to see the specific concept or 
data field the flag refers to. Checking if two agents or in other words accounts are 
connected is done with the next prolog predicate in LinkedIn. [figure 7.12] 
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connectedAgents(AgentX,AgentY):- 
 
     rdf(AccountOfAgentX, sn:accountBelongsToAgent, AgentX), 
     rdfs_individual_of(AccountOfAgentX, ln:'LinkedinAccount'), 
 
     rdf(AccountOfAgentY, sn:accountBelongsToAgent, AgentY), 
     rdfs_individual_of(AccountOfAgentY, ln:'LinkedinAccount'), 
 
     rdf(AccountOfAgentX, ln:accountHasConnectionToAccount, AccountOfAgentY). 
Figure 7.12: A predicate for  checking if two agents have a “connection” in LN. 
 

Using now the predicates above, we are able to determine when an agent is able to 
see another agent’s account concepts and data fields. “See” in this case implies a 
permission to read specific data. This is checked with the help of the following code. 
[figure 7.13] 
 
permission(Agent, 'read', Object):- 
 
 (linkedInPrivacyFlagOfObject( Flag, Object ), 
  Flag == literal( type( 'http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean', true)) ); 
                                         
 (rdf(Object, ln:isPartOfAccount, Account), 
  rdf(Account, sn:accountBelongsToAgent, AgentOwner), 
  connectedAgents(Agent, AgentOwner)). 
Figure 7.13: the prolog code for checking read permissions on LN. 
 
In the next chapter we discuss some of the results we got, by using our knowledgebases 
and the corresponding prolog code and by verifying them through the dummy accounts 
we created.  
 

8. Tagging 
 
In order to support our ontology and prolog approach in the present implementation, we 
did not only populate our ontologies with account instances but we also created a series 
of dummy accounts in the three SNs we studied. These dummy accounts were 
interconnected to each other in the various ways offered by the SNs and used all the 
possible privacy settings available, from the most restrictive setting to a totally public 
account. The role of these dummy accounts was twofold. On the one hand, we used them 
to verify our implementation on both the ontology and the prolog layer. On the other 
hand, we used them to confirm the policies as stated in the respective documents but also 
as they are implemented by the SNs’ account settings pages and thus our prolog layer.  

The most interesting results out of our research concern photo and video tagging. 
Tagging is a popular action on both Facebook and MySpace. In the case of MySpace 
tagging works as follows: 

• An agent uploads a photo or video data object on his account. 
• He is then able to add a tag to this object linking the object to an agent out of his 

friends list. 
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• After tagging an object, the tagged agent receives a notification about it and has to 
approve the tag. 

• Only after approval of a tag by the tagged agent the tag appears on the photo or 
video object. 

This is the way the tagging process is described and also works on MySpace as we found 
out through our experimenting. One of the noteworthy remarks is that the tagged photo or 
video objects also appear on the tagged agent’s account. Therefore, although the original 
object uploading agent may delete the object from his account in the future, instances of 
it still exist on the accounts of the tagged agents. Another consequence of these multiple 
instances of the same object appearing on multiple accounts is that, from the point on 
where an object appears on someone’s account because of a tag, he is able to determine 
the PVF of the object’s instance. Thus, even if the agent uploading the object has set its 
PVF to “friends”, the agent the tagged object refers to, can set its PVF to “anyone” (on 
the instance hosted on his account) and in this way provide access to parties out of the 
friends list of the uploading agent. As far as it concerns access rights of tagged agents on 
any photo or video object on MySpace, the PVFs of these objects can be set either to 
“friends” or “anyone” and since the tagged agents can only be agents in the tagger’s 
friends list, they already have access rights to view the objects regardless of tags. What is 
not taken care of at all, is the privacy setting of tags themselves. This implies that 
whoever is able to view a photo or video object can also see the tags on them. Thus, 
neither the tagging agent nor the tagged one is able to determine who can view objects 
with, and who without the corresponding tags.  
Things are different on Facebook. First of all, there are two types of tags on Facebook. 
There is passive tagging, where an agent just adds some plaintext on a photo or video 
object, and there is also active tagging, where the added tag links to an active Facebook 
account and thus, a person. Out of these two types of tags available on Facebook, we are 
interested in active tagging. According to the policy, and therefore also our 
implementation, the active tagging process on Facebook works as follows: 

• An agent uploads a photo or video object on his account and sets its PVF to 
“friends”, “friends of friends” or “everyone”. 

• Any agent having access to the object due to the PVF and his relation to the 
uploader is then able to add a tag on it, which according to the policy the 
uploading agent has to approve before it appears. 

• The active tag an agent adds can refer to any agent out of his friends list. (even to 
agents that are not friends of the agent uploading the object) 

• Instances of the tagged objects will then appear on the tagged agent’s account 
(object plus tag). 

• Any agent having an account on Facebook has the option to set the privacy setting 
of tags referring to him (“friends”, “friends of friends” or “everyone”). 

• Both the uploading agent and the agent that tag refers to are able to remove the 
tags. 

This complicated tagging procedure, involving more than three agents, has multiple 
consequences with respect to privacy. 
First of all, as it is with MySpace, multiple instances of objects occur in multiple 
accounts and thus the original object uploader is no more in the position to totally remove 
an object. He is only able to remove it from his own account. 
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Although the policy states that the agent uploading an object has to approve any tag 
added from other agents before it appears, in reality the tags appear as soon as they are 
created. Assuming that we have an agent uploading an object who is not a frequent visitor 
of Facebook, any tag added by others will exist for at least the time the uploading agent 
does not approve or reject it. The most interesting result of tagging on Facebook can best 
be described through the following scenario. Agent Alice uploads a photo on her account 
and sets its PVF to “friends”. Bob, who is a friend of Alice, adds an active tag on the 
photo referring to his friend Wendy. Wendy has set the PVF of her photos to “friends”, 
and the PVF of tags referring to her, also to “friends”. Agent Charlie, who is a friend of 
Wendy, is not able to see the photo on which Wendy was tagged because of the PVF 
Alice has defined for the object initially, though Wendy has decided that her friends 
should be able to see tags referring to her. This of course holds as long as Wendy does 
not copy the object and uploads it again with a different name.  
Additionally, agent Alice who initially uploaded the object and thus owns it, is not able to 
see it on Wendy’s account because she is not a friend of her. At the same time though, 
she is able to see the object on her own account but with a tag which is not actively 
linking to another Facebook account. This is due to the fact that the privacy setting of 
tags gets priority with respect to the privacy setting of the tagged data object. Thus we 
end up in a situation in which we have instances of the same data object with different 
access control rights. 
Another interesting result that came out of our research, is the impact of application 
usage upon the privacy of account data in all the networks. Regardless of which SN, 
when a user decides to use any of the applications offered on his network, he directly 
approves access of the application to his account data. Thus, applications operate in the 
sense of capabilities that their owners gain to access data, which under other 
circumstances they would not have access to. Thus, approving an application by a user is 
like overriding his actual PVFs and providing access to agents unknown to him. The trap 
for users in this case, is that at least officially when they would like to start using an 
application, they have to accept the application’s policy, and therefore, approve most of 
the times, without knowing it, the terms and conditions of the application’s author. 
 

9. Conclusions 
 
In the present research project, we investigated ways to model social networks and their 
privacy policies, which would allow us to reason about them in an automated way. We 
were motivated to do so, by our interest for privacy issues and the widespread of social 
networking in the past few years. As the numbers show, social networking has become 
the third most used service on the web after search engines and email. At the same time, 
social networking offers a unique up to the present time opportunity for users’ profiling. 
The amount of personal information people are willing to publish through their social 
network accounts is just vast. Every little detail describing any possible aspect of a 
person’s life, can be found on his social network account. Some argue at this point, that 
people are voluntarily giving away information about them and so whoever is concerned 
about data privacy in today’s web is just no more up to date. The truth is, that at least in 
the area of social networking, privacy in the sense of secrecy is dying out. What becomes 
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of great importance for today’s web and social network users is privacy in the sense of 
control. Control over the data one uploads on his account. Control of who and for what 
reason can access these data. Control of what happens with one’s data when they “leave” 
his account. Privacy policies and the corresponding legislation, are supposed to provide 
people with the tools assuring control over their data. As our investigation has shown us, 
the privacy policies of at least the social networks we came across, do not offer any kind 
of assurance to their users about the control they have over their personal data. In fact,  
several discussions we had with experts in the area, confirmed that these privacy policies 
are a lawyer’s pleasure. They are abstract, monolithic and context independent leaving 
huge space for interpretation and eventually unprotected users. Just to demonstrate it with 
an example, a photo taken out of any Facebook user’s account could be used for 
advertisement purposes without the person on the photo being able to undertake any 
action against it. With this in mind, we started investigating ways to provide reasoning on 
privacy policies and in particular on privacy settings as they are available in the 
corresponding social networks. Our intention was to provide a starting point for an 
application, which could answer who and why has access to specific account data 
according to the privacy settings set to govern these data. It takes as input instances of 
social network account data for the case of Facebook, MySpace and LinkedIn as well as 
privacy settings for these data and it returns the entities having various access rights on 
the data.  

 In the process of finding the most proper tools and languages to fulfil our goal, we 
came across a variety of different approaches.  The majority of approaches we 
investigated, were inspired from requirements extraction in software engineering. The 
languages we ended up with, were OWL and prolog. OWL is a W3C standard language 
for authoring semantic web documents, or in other words ontologies. Ontologies are 
knowledge representations for a specific domain of interest. In our case, the domain of 
interest was social networks and their account data structure and privacy settings. For 
implementing the rule sets governing the data instances hosted in our ontologies we used 
prolog. Prolog is a logic programming language ideal for reasoning with knowledge 
bases. We structured our prolog rule sets on multiple layers. We started by extracting the 
privacy settings for the different account data instance. We combined these with 
predicates, reasoning on the different kinds of relations the data instances in the 
ontologies had, and we moved up to determine the actions allowed on the data instances. 
This approach offered us an automated way to determine the impact the several privacy 
settings have on the different kinds of account data on Facebook, MySpace and LinkedIn. 
In order to verify our implementation, we created series of dummy accounts on all three 
networks and we experimented with the various privacy settings and account relations 
available.     
As our literature research had indicated, the information provided by the privacy policies 
about the potential risks which account data are exposed to, is inadequate. Especially in 
the cases of Facebook and MySpace, the access control policies governing the account 
data are riddled and insufficient leading to “grey zones” of privacy, like in the case of 
photo and video tagging.  

Another privacy backdoor in social networks are applications. Due to an ambiguous 
step of accepting terms and conditions for using applications, users override their own 
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privacy settings and open the door to their account profile data to authors or owners of 
applications they use. 

Similar to the impact of applications on the access control governing account data is 
the service offered recently for synchronizing mobile phones with account profiles. What 
is happening in this case, is an automated synchronization of a social network account 
and its contact list, with the contact list on the account holder’s mobile phone. This leads 
to a direct cross-referencing of information between social network account and mobile 
phone device.  

Some general remarks besides ambiguity about the investigated privacy policies have 
to do with the frequent changes and add-ons. For Facebook in particular, the privacy 
policy was changed two times alone during the period our research was undertaken. And 
just to give an example of the frequent add-ons it was just in the past few days when we 
came across the following: “Facebook's instant personalization pilot program helps you 

connect more easily with your friends on select partner sites.”  The explanation 
following was “You'll find a personal and social experience the moment you arrive on 

our select partner sites -- currently Microsoft Docs.com, Pandora, and Yelp. We're 

working closely with these partners in a pilot program so you can quickly connect with 

your friends and see relevant content on their sites. These sites personalize your 
experience using your public Facebook information.”  And the default setting for it was 

“Allow”. 

In concluding the present report we would like to point out the following realisations. 
Ontologies offer semantic web documents processing rather than just displaying 
capabilities. This fact together with the expressivity they offer makes them in our opinion 
an ideal candidate for representing things such as privacy policies on the web. Along side 
with rules placed either aside or on top of them we could imagine browsers being able to 
retrieve and reason with ontologies provided in manners similar to the way privacy policy 
plaintext documents are provided today.  In straightening the way to an automated 
application of ontologies and rules in the domain of privacy policies we believe that a 
well defined privacy vocabulary is of great importance. The expressivity of ontologies is 
at this point also their greatest drawback in our opinion with respect to such applications. 
We strongly though believe that a well defined vocabulary for privacy would place a 
cornerstone in the implementation of automated and lightweight privacy reasoning 
services.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

1. MySpace ontology 
 

 
Concept MySpace-Account 
Description A subclass of the concept account in the core 

ontology describing MySpace accounts 
Relations having this concept as domain • Account-Has-friend: range My-Space-

Account 
• Account-Includes: range My-Space-Profile 
• MySpace-Account-uses-MS-Application: 

range MySpace-Application 
• MySpace-Account-uses-Third-Party-

Application: range Third-Party-Application 
• Account-Belongs-To-Agent: range Agent 

(from core ontology) 
Properties Friends-List-Visibility: a Boolean PVF allowing 

“friends” to access the list of friends of the domain 
account. 

Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none 
 
 
Concept MySpace-Group 
Description A concept representing groups on MySpace 
Relations having this concept as domain Group-Includes-Account: range MySpace-Account 
Properties none 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none 
 
 
Concept MySpace-Profile 
Description A concept describing MySpace account profiles 
Relations having this concept as domain • Is-Part-Of-Account: range MySpace-

Account 
• Profile-Includes: range: MySpace-Schools, 

MySpace-Networking, MySpace-Basic-
Info, MySpace-Companies, MySpace-
Interests, MySpace-About-Me, MySpace-
Details 

Properties none 
Subclasses MySpace-Schools, MySpace-Networking, 

MySpace-Basic-Info, MySpace-Companies, 
MySpace-Interests, MySpace-About-Me, MySpace-
Details, MySpace-Contact-Information, MySpace-
Photos 

Disjoint with none 
 
 
Concept MySpace-About-Me 
Description A concept describing an MS account tab where the 

user can provide information about him. 
Relations having this concept as domain Is-Part-Of-Account: range MySpace-Account 
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Properties • About-Me: type: String 
• visibility: type: PVF: values: {justMe, 

friends, anyone} 
• would-like-to-meet: type: String 

Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none 
 
 
Concept MySpace-Basic-Information 
Description A concept describing an MS account tab were the 

user may supply basic information about him. 
Relations having this concept as domain Is-Part-Of-Account: range MySpace-Account 
Properties • city, country, region, headline: type: String 

• date-Of-Birth: type: date 
• zip-Code: string 
• visibility: type: PVF: values: {justMe, 

friends, anyone} 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none 
 
Concept • MySpace-Contact-Information 
Description • A concept describing an MS account tab 

where the user may supply his contact 
information. 

Relations having this concept as domain • Is-Part-Of-Account: range MySpace-
Account 

Properties • display-name, first-name, last-name: type: 
string 

• visibility: type: PVF: values: {justMe, 
friends, anyone} 

 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept MySpace-Photos 
Description A concept including photos users upload on their 

accounts 
Relations having this concept as domain Is-Part-Of-Account: range MySpace-Account 
Properties • allow-Photo-sharing: type: Boolean PVF 

allowing photo instances to be shared 
(communicated) by others 

• photos-Visibility: type: PVF: values: 
{anyone, friends} 

Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept MySpace-Companies 
Description MS account concept where the user can describe the 

companies he has worked for. 
Relations having this concept as domain Is-Part-Of-Account: range MySpace-Account 
Properties • Company-Name, company-Country, 

company-Division, company-City, 
Company-State-Region, title:  type: string 

• Dates-employed: date 
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• visibility: type: PVF: values: {justMe, 
friends, anyone} 

 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept MySpace-details 
Description An MS account tab for providing detailed 

information about the user 
Relations having this concept as domain Is-Part-Of-Account: range MySpace-Account 
Properties • body-type, children, drinker, education, 

ethnicity, height, hometown, I-m-here-for, 
income, marital-status, occupation,  
religion, sexual-orientation, smoker: type: 
MySpace specific value sets 

• visibility: type: PVF: values: {justMe, 
friends, anyone} 

 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept MySpace-interests 
Description A concept were the user can describe his interests 
Relations having this concept as domain Is-Part-Of-Account: range MySpace-Account 
Properties • books, films, general, heroes, music, 

television: type: string 
• visibility: type: PVF: values: {justMe, 

friends, anyone} 
 

Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept MySpace-Networking 
Description O concept describing the networking interests of the 

user 
Relations having this concept as domain Is-Part-Of-Account: range MySpace-Account 
Properties • description, field, role, sub-field: type: 

string 
• visibility: type: PVF: values: {justMe, 

friends, anyone} 
 

Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept MySpace-Schools 
Description The can supply information about the schools he has 

attended 
Relations having this concept as domain Is-Part-Of-Account: range MySpace-Account 
Properties • in-city, in-country, in-region, your-school: 

type: string 
• visibility: type: PVF: values: {justMe, 

friends, anyone} 
 

Subclasses none 
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Disjoint with none  
 
Concept MySpace-Tag 
Description Tag instances users attach to photos 
Relations having this concept as domain • created-By-Account: range MySpace-

Account 
• on-Photo: range: MySpace-Photos 
• refers-to-account: range MySpace-Account 
 

Properties none 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept MySpace-Application 
Description MS specific applications users may use trough their 

accounts 
Relations having this concept as domain Application-created-by-agent: range Agent (from 

core ontology) 
Properties none 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
 

2. LinkedIn ontology 

 
 
 
Concept LinkedIn-Profile 
Description A concept modelling profile of the LinkedIn 

accounts 
Relations having this concept as domain • Is-Part-Of-Account: range LinkedIn-

Account 
• Profile-includes: range: LinkedIn-

Additional-Information, LinkedIn-Basic-
Information, LinkedIn-Education, 
LinkedIn-Personal-Information, LinkedIn-
Position, LinkedIn-Recommendation, 
LinkedIn-Summary. 

Properties Allow-partner-advertisement: a Boolean PVF 
were a user can decide if he wants to receive 
customised advertisements  

Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept LinkedIn-Account 
Description The concept describing LinkedIn account instances 
Relations having this concept as domain • Account-Has-Connection-To-Account: 

range: LN accounts 
• Account-Includes: range: LinkedIn-Profile 
• LinkedIn-Account-Uses-LN-Application: 

range: LN-Applications 
• LinkedIn-Account-Uses-Third-Party-

Application: range: Third-Party-
Applications 
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• Account-Belongs-To-Agent: range Agent 
(from core ontology) 

Properties Connections-list-visibility: a Boolean PVF were the 
account holder can decide if his “friends” can see 
his connections list (list of friends accounts) 

Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept LinkedIn-Application 
Description A concept representing applications belonging to 

LinkedIn 
Relations having this concept as domain Is-Part-Of-Account: range LinkedIn-Account 
Properties none 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept LinkedIn-Additional-Information 
Description  
Relations having this concept as domain Is-Part-Of-Account: range MySpace-Account 
Properties • Groups-And-Associations, honours-And-

Awards, interests, website 
• Visible-On-Public-Profile: a Boolean PVF 

Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept LinkedIn-Basic-Information 
Description A concept including basic information the user can 

provide about himself  
Relations having this concept as domain • Is-Part-Of-Account: range LinkedIn-

Account 
• Is-Part-Of-Profile: range: LinkedIn-Profile 

Properties • country, display-Name, first-Name, 
industry, last-Name, maiden-Name, 
professional-Headline, zip-Code 

• Visible-On-Public-Profile: a Boolean PVF 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept LinkedIn-Education 
Description Information about the education the user has 

received 
Relations having this concept as domain • Is-Part-Of-Account: range LinkedIn-

Account 
• Is-Part-Of-Profile: range: LinkedIn-Profile 

Properties • Activities-And-Societies, additional-Notes, 
dates-Attended, degree, education-
Country, Field-Of-Study, school-Name 

• Visible-On-Public-Profile: a Boolean PVF 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept LinkedIn-Personal-Information 
Description Personal information a user may supply to his 

account 
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Relations having this concept as domain • Is-Part-Of-Account: range LinkedIn-
Account 

• Is-Part-Of-Profile: range: LinkedIn-Profile 
Properties Address, birthday, marital-Status, phone-Number 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept LinkedIn-Photo 
Description A concept including photos the users upload to their 

accounts 
Relations having this concept as domain • Is-Part-Of-Account: range LinkedIn-

Account 
• Is-Part-Of-Profile: range: LinkedIn-Profile 

Properties Visible-On-Public-Profile: a Boolean PVF 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept LinkedIn-Position 
Description Positions the user has held in his carrier  
Relations having this concept as domain • Is-Part-Of-Account: range LinkedIn-

Account 
• Is-Part-Of-Profile: range: LinkedIn-Profile 

Properties • Company-Name, position-Description, 
time-Period, title 

• Visible-On-Public-Profile: a Boolean PVF 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept LinkedIn-Recommendation 
Description Recommendations the user has received by others 
Relations having this concept as domain • Is-Part-Of-Account: range LinkedIn-

Account 
• Is-Part-Of-Profile: range: LinkedIn-Profile 

Properties none  
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept LinkedIn-Summary 
Description Summarised information about the account holder 
Relations having this concept as domain • Is-Part-Of-Account: range LinkedIn-

Account 
• Is-Part-Of-Profile: range: LinkedIn-Profile 

Properties • Professional-Experience-And-Goals, 
specialities 

• Visible-On-Public-Profile: a Boolean PVF 
Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
 
Concept LinkedIn-Public-Profile 
Description The public profile to which all concept information 

are displayed for which the PVF Visible-On-Public-
Profile has been set to true 

Relations having this concept as domain Is-Part-Of-Account: range LinkedIn-Account 
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Properties Profile-Updates-Visibility: a PVF through which the 
user decided if the updates he makes to his accounts 
should be displayed to his connections 

Subclasses none 
Disjoint with none  
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APPENDIX B 

 

1. Facebook prolog rule set 

 

 

Facebook PVFs 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Author: Papadakis Ioannis                                           % 

% Date: 16/02/2010                                                    % 

% facebook objects privacy setting retrieval.                         %  

%                                                                     %  

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------- loading the ontologies and namespacing -------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% core ontology ns:sn 

% facebook ontology:fb 

% linkedin ontology:ln 

% myspaceontology:ms 

 

 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdf_db.pl')). 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdfs.pl')). 

 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/socialnetworkscorev.3.3.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/Facebookv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/LinkedInv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/MySpacev.1.5.owl'). 

 

 

:-rdf_register_ns(sn,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(fb,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/23/OntologyFacebookv.1.0.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ln,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/18/OntologyLinkedIn.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ms,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/12/8/OntologyMySpace.owl#'). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% PVF predicates                                                      % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%***If we use this pred with both "ClassObject" and 

"PrivacyVisibilitySetting" as variables then it     -OK-0302- 

%returns each facebook account class belonging to an account except 

"facebookContactInfo" with its 

%visibility setting. 

% 

%***If we use "ClassObject" as constant and "PrivacyVisibilitySetting" 

as variable it returns the value 

%of "PrivacyVisibilitySetting" 

{everyone,friendsOffriends,peopleAtNetwork,onlyFriends}. 

% 

%***If we use "ClassObject" as variable and "PrivacyVisibilitySetting" 

as constant it returns the value 

%of the classes belonging to an account that have  
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"PrivacyVisibilitySetting" as specified. 

% 

%***If we use both arguments as constants it returns true or false 

depending on the actuall setting 

%of the class instance. 

% 

 

facebookPrivacyVisibilityOfClassObject(ClassObject,PVF):- 

                                                      

(( 

rdf(ClassObject,fb:privacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www.w3.org/20

01/XMLSchema#string', everyone))), 

 PVF = 'everyone'); 

                                                     ( 

rdf(ClassObject,fb:privacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www.w3.org/20

01/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                    ( 

rdf(ClassObject,fb:privacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www.w3.org/20

01/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

 PVF = 'onlyFriends')). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Contact Information class-Address                                   % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: Address 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldAddress(ContactInfoClass,Co

ntactInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                      

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:address,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                       

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:addressPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http:/

/www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

 PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:addressPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:addressPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

 PVF = 'noone')). 

 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Contact Information class-Email                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: Email 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldEmail(ContactInfoClass,Cont

actInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                      

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:email,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                    

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:emailPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://w
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ww.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))),                                                       

PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:emailPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://ww

w.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:emailPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://ww

w.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

 PVF = 'noone')). 

 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Contact Information class-imScreenName.                              % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: imScreenName. 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldimScreenName(ContactInfoCla

ss,ContactInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                      

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:imScreenName,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                       

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:imScreenNamePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('h

ttp://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

 PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:imScreenNamePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('ht

tp://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:imScreenNamePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('ht

tp://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

 PVF = 'noone')). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Contact Information class-CityTown.                                  % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: cityTown. 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldCityTown(ContactInfoClass,C

ontactInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                      

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:cityTown,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                       

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:cityTownPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http:

//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

 PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:cityTownPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http:/

/www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:cityTownPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http:/

/www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

PVF = 'noone')). 
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Contact Information class-landPhone.                                 % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: landPhone. 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldLandPhone(ContactInfoClass,

ContactInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                      

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:landPhone,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                      

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:landPhonePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http

://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

 PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:landPhonePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http:

//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:landPhonePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http:

//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

 PVF = 'noone')). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Contact Information class-MobilePhone.                               % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: mobilePhone. 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldMobilePhone(ContactInfoClas

s,ContactInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                      

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:mobilePhone,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                       

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:mobilePhonePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('ht

tp://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:mobilePhonePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('htt

p://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:mobilePhonePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('htt

p://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

PVF = 'noone')). 
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Contact Information class-Neighborhood.                              % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: neighborhood. 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldNeighborhood(ContactInfoCla

ss,ContactInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                      

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:neighborhood,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                       

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:neighborhoodPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('h

ttp://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

 PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:neighborhoodPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('ht

tp://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:neighborhoodPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('ht

tp://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

 PVF = 'noone')). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Contact Information class-Residence.                                 % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: residence. 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldResidence(ContactInfoClass,

ContactInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                      

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:residence,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                       

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:residencePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http

://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

 PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:residencePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http:

//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:residencePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http:

//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

 PVF = 'noone')). 
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Contact Information class-Room.                                      % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: Room. 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldRoom(ContactInfoClass,Conta

ctInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                      

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:room,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                       

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:roomPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://ww

w.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:roomPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www

.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:roomPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www

.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

PVF = 'noone')). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Contact Information class-SchoolMailbox.                             % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: SchoolMailbox. 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldSchoolMailbox(ContactInfoCl

ass,ContactInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                      

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:schoolMailbox,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                       

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:roomPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://ww

w.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

 PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:roomPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www

.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:roomPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www

.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

 PVF = 'noone')). 
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Contact Information class-Website.                                   % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: Website. 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldWebsite(ContactInfoClass,Co

ntactInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                     

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:website,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                       

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:websitePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http:/

/www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

 PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:websitePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:websitePrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://

www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

 PVF = 'noone')). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Contact Information class-Zip.                                       % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Facebook privacy visibility setting of contact information class 

%field: Zip. 

  

privacyVisibilitySettingOfFBContactInfoFieldZip(ContactInfoClass,Contac

tInfoClassFieldValue, PVF):- 

                                                      

rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:zip,ContactInfoClassFieldValue), 

                                                       

((rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:zipPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www

.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', onlyFriends))), 

 PVF = 'onlyFriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:zipPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www.

w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', friendsOffriends))), 

 PVF = 'friendsOffriends'); 

                                                       

(rdf(ContactInfoClass,fb:zipPrivacyVisibility,literal(type('http://www.

w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', noone))), 

 PVF = 'noone')). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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Facebook concept relations 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Author: Ioannis Papadakis                                           % 

% % Date: 26/03/2010                                                  %  

% FB concept relations                                                % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%----------- loading the ontologies and namespacing ------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% core ontology ns:sn 

% facebook ontology:fb 

% linkedin ontology:ln 

% myspaceontology:ms 

 

 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdf_db.pl')). 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdfs.pl')). 

 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/socialnetworkscorev.3.3.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/Facebookv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/LinkedInv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/MySpacev.1.5.owl'). 

 

 

:-rdf_register_ns(sn,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(fb,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/23/OntologyFacebookv.1.0.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ln,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/18/OntologyLinkedIn.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ms,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/12/8/OntologyMySpace.owl#'). 

 

 

 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%----------------------   concept relations --------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Retrieve  Facebook friends of an agent. 

% 

agentHasFacebookFriend(AgentX,AgentY):- 

 

                     rdf(AgentX,sn:agentOwnsAccount,AccountX), 

                     rdf(AgentY,sn:agentOwnsAccount,AccountY), 

                     

rdf(AccountX,fb:fbAccountIsFriendOFfbAccount,AccountY), 

                     nl. 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

 

 

 

%Agent has foaf.  
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agentIsFacebookFOAFof(AgentX,AgentZ):- 

                                      

agentHasFacebookFriend(AgentX,AgentY), 

                                      

agentHasFacebookFriend(AgentZ,AgentY), 

            AgentX \= AgentZ. 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%The set of friends and foafs of an agent. 

 

facebookFriendsAndFoafs(AgentX,AgentY):- 

                                        

agentHasFacebookFriend(AgentX,AgentY); 

                                        

agentIsFacebookFOAFof(AgentX,AgentY). 

 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Are two agents members in the same group? 

 

agentsAreMembersOfSameFBGroup(AgentX,AgentY):- 

                                                   

agentIsAMemberOfFBGroup(AgentX,Group), 

                                               

agentIsAMemberOfFBGroup(AgentY,Group), 

                      AgentX \= AgentY. 

                         

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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Facebook actions 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Author: Ioannis Papadakis                                           %     

% Facebook actions                                                    % 

% Date: 02/02/2010                                                    % 

%                                                                     % 

% actions which agents on Facebook can perform                        % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------- loading the ontologies and namespacing -------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% core ontology ns:sn 

% facebook ontology:fb 

% linkedin ontology:ln 

% myspaceontology:ms 

 

 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdf_db.pl')). 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdfs.pl')). 

 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/socialnetworkscorev.3.3.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/Facebookv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/LinkedInv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/MySpacev.1.5.owl'). 

 

 

:-rdf_register_ns(sn,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(fb,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/23/OntologyFacebookv.1.0.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ln,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/18/OntologyLinkedIn.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ms,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/12/8/OntologyMySpace.owl#'). 

 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% predicates                                                          % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Roles                                                               % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% agentIsA/2 

% i) using Agent as a variable we retrieve all the agents with their 

% corresponding role 

% defined in the ontology. 

% ii) using Agent as a constant returns the role this agent has. 

% iii) using both arguments as constants return true or false depending 

% on if the agent 

% iv) we are asking for has the corresponding role. 

 

agentIsA(Agent,Role):- 

 

                rdf(Agent,sn:agentHasRole,Role). 

 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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% Group membership                                                    % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% agentIsAMemberOfFBGroup/2 

% i) using both arguments as variables returns all the agents that are 

members 

% in some Facebook group and the groups they are members of. 

% ii) using Agent as a variable and Group as a constant it returns all 

the 

% agents that are members of  the specific group. 

% iii) using Agent as constant it returns all the groups he is a member 

of. 

% 

% 

% 

agentIsAMemberOfFBGroup(Agent,Group):- 

                                rdf(Agent,sn:agentOwnsAccount,Account), 

                                

rdf(Group,fb:groupIncludesAccount,Account),nl. 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Access right under PVF “friend”                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAFriend/3 

% i) using all three arguments as variables returns all the Classees 

% (concept instances) AgentX is allowed to access as a friend of 

AgentY. 

% ii) using AgentX and AgentY as constants we retrieve all the possible 

concept 

% instances for which AgentY has set the PVF to “friends”. 

% (There is also a predicate integrated in the body of this rule 

checking 

% if Agents X and Y are friends (agentHasFacebookFriend/2). 

% Using AgentY and ClassZ as constants returns all the agents (X) 

% that are friends Y and thus can access ClassZ. 

% Using AgentX as constant will return all the Classes he has access to 

% due to their PVF and his relation to the Agent owning the account. 

 

 

canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAFriend(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY):- 

 

       rdf(ClassZ,fb:isPartOfAccount,AccountY), 

       rdf(AccountY,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentY), 

 

       facebookPrivacyVisibilityOfClassObject(ClassZ,PVF), 

       ( PVF == onlyFriends -> 

                                      

agentHasFacebookFriend(AgentX,AgentY)). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Access right under PVF “everyone”                                   % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAnEveryone/3 

% The same as with canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAFriend/3 

% but now for PVF “everyone”. 

 

 

 

canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAnEveryone(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY):- 
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                        rdfs_individual_of(AgentX,sn:'Agent'), 

                        rdf(ClassZ,fb:isPartOfAccount,AccountY), 

                        rdf(AccountY,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentY), 

                        AgentX \= AgentY, 

       (facebookPrivacyVisibilityOfClassObject(ClassZ,PVF), 

       PVF == everyone -> write(true)). 

 

 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Access right under PVF “friend” and "friend of friend"              % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% The same as with canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAFriend/3 

% But now for PVF “ffriend of friend”. 

% Integrated predicate facebookFriendsAndFoafs/2 checks if the two 

agents 

% are either direct friends or friends of friends. 

 

 canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAFoaf(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY):- 

 

   rdf(ClassZ,fb:isPartOfAccount,AccountY), 

   rdf(AccountY,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentY), 

   (facebookPrivacyVisibilityOfClassObject(ClassZ,PVF), 

   PVF == friendsOffriends -> 

   facebookFriendsAndFoafs(AgentX,AgentY)). 

 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Access rights (read)                                                % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY 

% This predicate combines the prior three and retrieves who can see 

which 

% concept instance of whom and under which PVF. The body of the rule 

% is written in an or form. 

 

 canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY):- 

  

      canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAnEveryone(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY); 

      canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAFriend(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY); 

      canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentYAsAFoaf(AgentX,ClassZ,AgentY). 

                                                   

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Applications.                                                       % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

 % fbApplicationCreatorCanSeePIIOf/2 

 % With this predicate we can see who can access private information 

 % of which FB member due to the FB application the member is using. 

 

 fbApplicationCreatorCanSeePIIOf(FBApplicationCreator,AgentFBMember):- 

 

           rdf(AgentFBMember,sn:agentOwnsAccount,FBAccount), 

           rdfs_individual_of(FBAccount,fb:'FacebookAccount'), 

           

rdf(FBAccount,fb:'FacebookAccountUsesFBApplication',Application), 
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rdf(Application,sn:applicationCreatedByAgent,FBApplicationCreator), 

           write('because of application: '),nl, 

           write(Application). 

 %--------------------------------------------------------------------% 

 %                                                                    % 

 %--------------------------------------------------------------------% 

 % thirdPartyApplicationCreatorCanSeePIIOf/2 

 % the same as  fbApplicationCreatorCanSeePIIOf/2 

 % but for third party applications. 

 

 

thirdPartyApplicationCreatorCanSeePIIOf(TPApplicationCreator,AgentFBMem

ber):- 

 

      rdf(AgentFBMember,sn:agentOwnsAccount,FBAccount), 

      rdfs_individual_of(FBAccount,fb:'FacebookAccount'), 

      

rdf(FBAccount,fb:'FacebookAccountUsesThirdPartyApplication',Application

), 

      

rdf(Application,sn:applicationCreatedByAgent,TPApplicationCreator), 

      write('because of application: '),nl, 

      write(Application). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% canAgentXseePIIofAgentYbecauseOfAppi/2 

% is a combination of 

% fbApplicationCreatorCanSeePIIOf/2 and 

% thirdPartyApplicationCreatorCanSeePIIOf/2 

% in an or form. 

 

 canAgentXseePIIofAgentYbecauseOfAppi(AppiCreator,AgentFBMember):- 

  

             

fbApplicationCreatorCanSeePIIOf(AppiCreator,AgentFBMember); 

             

thirdPartyApplicationCreatorCanSeePIIOf(AppiCreator,AgentFBMember). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Cookies.                                                            % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% doesFacebookCollectPIIofAccountOwnerByUsingCookies/1 

% With this predicate we check if an agent has cookies 

% enabled on his browser when visiting his account. 

 

  

doesFacebookCollectPIIofAccountOwnerByUsingCookies(AgentAccountOwner):- 

 

      rdf(AgentAccountOwner,sn:agentOwnsAccount,Account), 

      rdfs_individual_of(Account,fb:'FacebookAccount'), 

     (rdf(Account,sn:cookiesEnabled,BooleanValue), 

     BooleanValue == 

literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean', true)) -> 

     write('yes on FB because cookies are enabled')); 
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     %  

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% on which sn does the site collect the PII of agent. 

 

 cookiesCollectingPIIof(AgentAccountOwner):- 

  

     

doesFacebookCollectPIIofAccountOwnerByUsingCookies(AgentAccountOwner); 

     

doesMyspaceCollectPIIofAccountOwnerByUsingCookies(AgentAccountOwner); 

     

doesLinkedinCollectPIIofAccountOwnerByUsingCookies(AgentAccountOwner). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Actions.                                                            % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%  canAgentXpostOnWallOfAgentY/3 

%  A predicate checking if an agent is allowed to post on another 

agent’s wall. 

%  i) if we use all arguments as constants it returns true or false 

depending 

%  on if the agent is allowed to post on the other agents wall 

(provided they 

%  have a “friend” relation. 

%  ii) if we use the first argument as a variable we retrieve all the 

agents 

%  which are  allowed to post on a specific wall. 

%  iii) if we use arguments two and three as variables 

%  we retrieve all the walls the first agent is allowed to post on 

%  (provided the friend relation). 

 

 

canAgentXpostOnWallOfAgentY(AgentX,WallOfY,AgentY):- 

 

 

                     agentHasFacebookFriend(AgentX,AgentY), 

                     rdf(AccountOfY,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentY), 

                     

rdfs_individual_of(AccountOfY,fb:'FacebookAccount'), 

                     rdf(WallOfY,fb:isPartOfAccount,AccountOfY), 

                     

rdf(WallOfY,fb:allowFriendsToPostOnWall,literal(type('http://www.w3.org

/2001/XMLSchema#boolean', true))). 

 

 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% commentOnWallPostOfAgent/2 

% An agent can "comment" on a wall post of another agent 

% if agent-owner allows for it. The predicate makes use of: 

% canAgentXpostOnWallOfAgentY/3 

 

commentOnWallPostOfAgent(AgentX,WallOfY,AgentY):- 
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canAgentXpostOnWallOfAgentY(AgentX,WallOfY,AgentY). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% likeWallPostOnWallOfAgent/3 

% An agent can "Like" a wall post of 

% another agent if agent-owner allows for it. 

 

likeWallPostOnWallOfAgent(AgentX,WallOfY,AgentY):- 

 

                            

canAgentXpostOnWallOfAgentY(AgentX,WallOfY,AgentY). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% mayReadWallPostsOnWallOf/3 

% checks if an agent can see-read wall posts on another agents wall. 

 

mayReadWallPostsOnWallOf(AgentX,Wall,AgentY):- 

 

         rdfs_individual_of(Wall,fb:'FacebookWall'), 

         canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY(AgentX,Wall,AgentY). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Tag a facebook photo object.                                        % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% tagging/2 

% An agent may create a tag on a photo object if: 

% i)   the tagging agent owns an account on facebook. 

% ii)  he is allowed to see the photo object he wishes to tag 

% iii) the agent uploading the photo object approves tagging upon the 

object 

 

  tagging(TaggingAgent,tag,PhotoObject):- 

 

       rdf(TaggingAgent,sn:'agentOwnsAccount',TaggingAgentsAccount), 

       rdfs_individual_of(TaggingAgentsAccount,fb:'FacebookAccount'), 

       rdfs_individual_of(PhotoObject,fb:'FacebookWallPhotos'), 

       rdf(PhotoObject,fb:'isPartOfAccount',UploadersAccount), 

       

canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY(TaggingAgent,PhotoObject,UploadingAgent), 

       rdf(PhotoObject,fb:'approveTag',Flag), 

(Flag==literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean',true))), 

        write(yes). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% tagging/3 

% tagging agents having a facebook account on facebook photo objects. 

% (active tag) 

 

  tagging(TaggingAgent,'active tag',PhotoObject, TaggedAgent):- 

 

                             tagging(TaggingAgent,tag,PhotoObject), 

                                       

agentHasFacebookFriend(TaggingAgent,TaggedAgent). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% tag/2 

% An agent can remove a photo tag if: 

% i) he owns the tagged photo object or 

% ii) he is the tagged agent 

 

 tag(TagRemovingAgent, 'remove tag', PhotoObject):- 

  

          (rdf(Tag,fb:tagOnObject,PhotoObject), 

           rdf(Tag,fb:tagRefersToAccount,TagRemovingAgentAccount), 

           

rdf(TagRemovingAgent,sn:agentOwnsAccount,TagRemovingAgentAccount)); 

 

          (rdfs_individual_of(PhotoObject,fb:'FacebookWallPhotos'), 

          rdf(PhotoObject,fb:'isPartOfAccount',UploadersAccount), 

          rdf(TagRemovingAgent,sn:agentOwnsAccount,UploadersAccount)). 

 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% tagging/2 

% An agent may create a tag on a video object if: 

% i)   the tagging agent owns an account on facebook. 

% ii)  he is allowed to see the video object he wishes to tag 

% iii) the agent uploading the video object approves tagging upon the 

object 

 

       tagging(TaggingAgent,tag,VideoObject):- 

 

       rdf(TaggingAgent,sn:'agentOwnsAccount',TaggingAgentsAccount), 

       rdfs_individual_of(TaggingAgentsAccount,fb:'FacebookAccount'), 

       rdfs_individual_of(VideoObject,fb:'FacebookWallVideos'), 

       rdf(VideoObject,fb:'isPartOfAccount',UploadersAccount), 

       

canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY(TaggingAgent,VideoObject,UploadingAgent), 

       rdf(VideoObject,fb:'approveTag',Flag), 

(Flag==literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean',true))), 

       write(yes). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% tagging/3 

% tagging agents having a facebook account on  facebook video objects. 

% (active tag) 

% 

 

  tagging(TaggingAgent,'active tag',VideoObject, TaggedAgent):- 

   

                              tagging(TaggingAgent,tag,VideoObject), 

                              

agentHasFacebookFriend(TaggingAgent,TaggedAgent). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% tag/2 

% An agent can remove a video tag if: 

% i) he owns the tagged video object or 

% ii) he is the tagged agent 

 

 tag(TagRemovingAgent, 'remove tag', VideoObject):- 

  

             (rdf(Tag,fb:tagOnObject,VideoObject), 

             rdf(Tag,fb:tagRefersToAccount,TagRemovingAgentAccount), 

             

rdf(TagRemovingAgent,sn:agentOwnsAccount,TagRemovingAgentAccount)); 

 

            (rdfs_individual_of(PhotoObject,fb:'FacebookWallVideos'), 

             rdf(VideoObject,fb:'isPartOfAccount',UploadersAccount), 

             

rdf(TagRemovingAgent,sn:agentOwnsAccount,UploadersAccount)). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% sayHiTo/2 

% the action of: say hi to a friend. (Facebook custom action) 

 

sayHiTo(AgentX,AgentY):- 

                         facebookFriendsAndFoafs(AgentX,AgentY). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% agentSuggestFriendToAddAgentAsFriend/3 

% suggesting to a friend to add an agent as a friend. (Facebook custom 

action) 

 

agentSuggestFriendToAddAgentAsFriend(AgentX,AgentY,AgentZ):- 

 

                        rdf(AgentZ,sn:agentOwnsAccount,AccountZ), 

                        

rdfs_individual_of(AccountZ,fb:'FacebookAccount'), 

                        agentHasFacebookFriend(AgentX,AgentY), 

                        AgentY \= AgentZ, 

                        AgentX \= AgentZ. 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% check if an agent can see FB Links, Photos, Events, Videos.         % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% agentMayReadFBLinksOf/3 

% FB Links 

agentMayReadFBLinksOf(AgentX,FacebookLinks,AgentY):- 

 

        rdfs_individual_of(FacebookLinks,fb:'FacebookWallLinks'), 

        canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY(AgentX,FacebookLinks,AgentY). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% agentCanRemoveFBLinkfromItsWall/2 

% owning agent may remove Links posted on his wall. 

 

 

 

agentCanRemoveFBLinkfromItsWall(Agent,Link):- 
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            rdf(Agent,sn:agentOwnsAccount,Account), 

            rdfs_individual_of(Account,fb:'FacebookAccount'), 

            rdfs_individual_of(Link,fb:'FacebookWallLinks'), 

            rdf(Link,fb:isPartOfAccount,Account). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%  agentMaySeeFBPhotosOf/3 

%  Checks if an agent can access (see) photos of another agent due to 

%  the PVF of the photo object and the agents’ relation. 

 

 agentMaySeeFBPhotosOf(AgentX,FacebookPhotos,AgentY):- 

  

   rdfs_individual_of(FacebookPhotos,fb:'FacebookWallPhotos'), 

   canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY(AgentX,FacebookPhotos,AgentY). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% agentCanRemoveFBPhotofromItsWall/2 

% The action of an agent removing photos from his wall 

 

agentCanRemoveFBPhotofromItsWall(Agent,Photo):- 

 

                rdf(Agent,sn:agentOwnsAccount,Account), 

                rdfs_individual_of(Account,fb:'FacebookAccount'), 

                rdfs_individual_of(Photo,fb:'FacebookWallPhotos'), 

                rdf(Photo,fb:isPartOfAccount,Account). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% agentMayReadFBEventsOf/3 

% the same as agentMaySeeFBPhotosOf/3 but for "events" 

 

agentMayReadFBEventsOf(AgentX,FacebookEvents,AgentY):- 

 

           rdfs_individual_of(FacebookEvents,fb:'FacebookWallEvents'), 

           canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY(AgentX,FacebookEvents,AgentY). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% agentCanRemoveFBEventfromItsWall/2 

% the same as agentCanRemoveFBPhotofromItsWall/2 

% fore "events" 

 

agentCanRemoveFBEventfromItsWall(Agent,Event):- 

 

            rdf(Agent,sn:agentOwnsAccount,Account), 

            rdfs_individual_of(Account,fb:'FacebookAccount'), 

            rdfs_individual_of(Event,fb:'FacebookWallEvents'), 

            rdf(Event,fb:isPartOfAccount,Account). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

 

 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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% 

% agentMayWatchFBVideosOf/3 

% the same as agentMayReadFBEventsOf/3 

% but for video objects 

 

agentMayWatchFBVideosOf(AgentX,FacebookVideos,AgentY):- 

 

         rdfs_individual_of(FacebookVideos,fb:'FacebookWallVideos'), 

         canAgentXseeClassZOfAgentY(AgentX,FacebookVideos,AgentY). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% agentCanRemoveFBVideofromItsWall/2 

% the same as agentCanRemoveFBPhotofromItsWall/2 

% but for video objects 

% owner may remove Videos posted on its wall. 

 

agentCanRemoveFBVideofromItsWall(Agent,Video):- 

 

                rdf(Agent,sn:agentOwnsAccount,Account), 

                rdfs_individual_of(Account,fb:'FacebookAccount'), 

                rdfs_individual_of(Video,fb:'FacebookWallVideos'), 

                rdf(Video,fb:isPartOfAccount,Account). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% agentCanReadObject/2 

% All the read actions an agent can perform upon an object. 

 

agentCanReadObject(Agent,Object):- 

 

  agentMayReadFBLinksOf(Agent,Object,AgentY); 

  agentMaySeeFBPhotosOf(Agent,Object,AgentY); 

  agentMayReadFBEventsOf(Agent,Object,AgentY); 

  agentMayWatchFBVideosOf(Agent,Object,AgentY); 

  canSeeTagsOfAgentUponObject(Agent,Tag,Object,TaggedAgent,Flag). 

                                     

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% agentCanWriteObject/2 

%  All the write actions an agent can perform upon an object. 

 

agentCanWriteObject(Agent,Object):- 

 

     canAgentXpostOnWallOfAgentY(Agent,Object,AgentY); 

     commentOnWallPostOfAgent(Agent,Object,AgentY); 

     likeWallPostOnWallOfAgent(Agent,Object,AgentY); 

     tagging(Agent,tag,Object); 

     tagging(Agent,'active tag',Object, TaggedAgent). 

      

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                                                                     % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% canSeeTagsOfAgentUponObject/5 

% Who can see tags of tagged agent upon photo or video object. 
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canSeeTagsOfAgentUponObject(Agent,Tag,PhotoVideoObject,TaggedAgent,Flag

):- 

 

     rdf(TaggedAgent,sn:'agentOwnsAccount',TaggedAgentsAccount), 

     rdf(Tag,fb:tagRefersToAccount,TaggedAgentsAccount), 

     rdf(Tag,fb:tagOnObject,PhotoVideoObject), 

     rdf(PhotoVideoObject,fb:tagPrivacyVisibility,Flag), 

      

((Flag==literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string',onlyFrie

nds)) -> 

 agentHasFacebookFriend(Agent,TaggedAgent)); 

  

(Flag == literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 

friendsOffriends)) -> 

facebookFriendsAndFoafs(Agent,TaggedAgent)); 

 

(Flag == literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 

everyone)) -> 

 write('as everyone'))). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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Facebook permissions 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Author: Ioannis Papadakis                                           % 

% Facebook permissions                                                % 

% Date: 03/03/2010                                                    % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%------------ loading the ontologies and namespacing  ----------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% core ontology ns:sn 

% facebook ontology:fb 

% linkedin ontology:ln 

% myspaceontology:ms 

 

 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdf_db.pl')). 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdfs.pl')). 

 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/socialnetworkscorev.3.3.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/Facebookv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/LinkedInv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/MySpacev.1.5.owl'). 

 

 

:-rdf_register_ns(sn,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(fb,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/23/OntologyFacebookv.1.0.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ln,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/18/OntologyLinkedIn.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ms,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/12/8/OntologyMySpace.owl#'). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% permissions                                                         % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

 

% 

% Read concept instances permission 

 

permission(Agent, read, Object):- 

                                agentCanReadObject(Agent,Object). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%Write concept instance permission 

 

permission(Agent,write,Object):- 

                                

canAgentXpostOnWallOfAgentY(Agent,Object,AgentY); 

                                  

commentOnWallPostOfAgent(Agent,Object,AgentY); 

                                  

likeWallPostOnWallOfAgent(Agent,Object,AgentY). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% tagging permission 

 

 

permission(Agent,tag,Object):- 

               

tagging(Agent,tag,Object);                          

              tagging(Agent,'active tag',Object, TaggedAgent). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% delete permission 

 

permision(Agent,delete,Object):- 

             

    tag(Agent, 'remove tag', Object); 

                                  

agentCanRemoveFBVideofromItsWall(Agent,Object); 

                                  

agentCanRemoveFBEventfromItsWall(Agent,Object); 

                                  

agentCanRemoveFBPhotofromItsWall(Agent,Object); 

                                  

agentCanRemoveFBLinkfromItsWall(Agent,Object). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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2. MySpace prolog rule set 

 

MySpace PVFs 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Author: Ioannis Papadakis                                           % 

% MySpace  PVFs                                                       % 

% Date: 26/03/2010                                                    % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%------- loading the ontologies and namespacing ----------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% core ontology ns:sn 

% facebook ontology:fb 

% linkedin ontology:ln 

% myspaceontology:ms 

 

 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdf_db.pl')). 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdfs.pl')). 

 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/socialnetworkscorev.3.3.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/Facebookv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/LinkedInv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/MySpacev.1.5.owl'). 

 

 

:-rdf_register_ns(sn,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(fb,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/23/OntologyFacebookv.1.0.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ln,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/18/OntologyLinkedIn.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ms,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/12/8/OntologyMySpace.owl#'). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% returning the PVF of concept instances 

 

 privacyFlagOf(DataObject,Flag):- 

                                  

rdf(DataObject,ms:isPartOfAccount,MSAccount), 

                                  rdf(DataObject,ms:visibility,Flag). 

%OR 

 

 privacyFlagOf(DataObject):- 

                                  

rdf(DataObject,ms:isPartOfAccount,MSAccount), 

                                  rdf(DataObject,ms:visibility,Flag), 

                                  write(Flag). 

%--------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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MySpace actions 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Author: Ioannis Papadakis                                           % 

% MySpace actions                                                     % 

% Date: 26/03/2010                                                    % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%------ loading the ontologies and namespacing -----------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% core ontology ns:sn 

% facebook ontology:fb 

% linkedin ontology:ln 

% myspaceontology:ms 

 

 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdf_db.pl')). 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdfs.pl')). 

 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/socialnetworkscorev.3.3.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/Facebookv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/LinkedInv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/MySpacev.1.5.owl'). 

 

:-rdf_register_ns(sn,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(fb,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/23/OntologyFacebookv.1.0.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ln,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/18/OntologyLinkedIn.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ms,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/12/8/OntologyMySpace.owl#'). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

 % check if an agent is able to see  (read) data from another agent’s 

%account 

 

canAgentSeeData(RequestingAgent,DataObject):- 

                                    

rdfs_individual_of(OwnersAccount,ms:'MyspaceAccount'), 

                                    

rdf(OwnersAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,OwningAgent), 

                                    

rdf(RequestersAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,RequestingAgent), 

                                    RequestingAgent \= OwningAgent, 

                                    

rdf(DataObject,ms:isPartOfAccount,OwnersAccount), 

 

     privacyFlagOf(DataObject,Flag), 

                                    (((Flag == 

literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 'friends'))-> 

friends( RequestingAgent,OwningAgent), write(friends))); 
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                                    (Flag == 

literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 'anyone'))-> 

write(anyone))). 

 %--------------------------------------------------------------------% 

 

MySpace permissions 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Author: Ioannis Papadakis                                           % 

% MySpace  Permissions                                                % 

% Date: 26/03/2010                                                    % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%------- loading the ontologies and namespacing ----------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% core ontology ns:sn 

% facebook ontology:fb 

% linkedin ontology:ln 

% myspaceontology:ms 

 

 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdf_db.pl')). 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdfs.pl')). 

 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/socialnetworkscorev.3.3.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/Facebookv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/LinkedInv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/MySpacev.1.5.owl'). 

 

 

:-rdf_register_ns(sn,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(fb,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/23/OntologyFacebookv.1.0.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ln,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/18/OntologyLinkedIn.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ms,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/12/8/OntologyMySpace.owl#'). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

 %permission to see (read) concept instances of an agent’s account’s 

%concepts 

% 

 canAgentSeeData(RequestingAgent,DataObject):- 

                                    

rdfs_individual_of(OwnersAccount,ms:'MyspaceAccount'), 

                                    

rdf(OwnersAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,OwningAgent), 

                                    

rdf(RequestersAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,RequestingAgent), 

                                    RequestingAgent \= OwningAgent, 

                                    

rdf(DataObject,ms:isPartOfAccount,OwnersAccount), 
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                                    privacyFlagOf(DataObject,Flag), 

                                    (((Flag == 

literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 'friends'))-> 

friends( RequestingAgent,OwningAgent), write(friends))); 

                                    (Flag == 

literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string', 'anyone'))-> 

write(anyone))). 

 

 

 %--------------------------------------------------------------------% 

 % permission to read the list of friends on another account. 

 

 canSeeFriendsListOf(RequestingAgent, OwningAgent):- 

                                                   

rdf(OwnersAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,OwningAgent), 

                                                   

rdf(OwnersAccount,ms:friendsListVisibility,Flag), 

 

                                                   

((rdf(RequestersAccount,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,RequestingAgent)

, 

                                                   (Flag == 

literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean', true))-> 

                                                   

friends(RequestingAgent, OwningAgent), write(friends))); 

 

                                                    (Flag == 

literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean', false))-> 

write(no))). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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3. LinkedIn prolog rule set 

 

LinkeIn PVFs 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Author: Ioannis Papadakis                                           % 

% Date: 15/02/2010                                                    % 

% PVFs LinkedIn Profile-Account                                       % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%--------- loading the ontologies and namespacing --------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% core ontology ns:sn 

% facebook ontology:fb 

% linkedin ontology:ln 

% myspaceontology:ms 

 

 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdf_db.pl')). 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdfs.pl')). 

 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/socialnetworkscorev.3.3.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/Facebookv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/LinkedInv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/MySpacev.1.5.owl'). 

 

 

:-rdf_register_ns(sn,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(fb,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/23/OntologyFacebookv.1.0.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ln,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/18/OntologyLinkedIn.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ms,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/12/8/OntologyMySpace.owl#'). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                  PVFs                                               %                              

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Retrieve the privacy flag for any class belonging to a LN account. 

 

linkedInPrivacyFlagOfObject(Flag,Object):- 

                                            

rdf(Object,ln:visibleOnPublicProfile,Flag). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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LinkedIn concept relations 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Author: Ioannis Papadakis                                           % 

% Date: 15/02/2010                                                    % 

% LinkedIn concept relations                                          % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%------------- loading the ontologies and namespacing-----------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% core ontology ns:sn 

% facebook ontology:fb 

% linkedin ontology:ln 

% myspaceontology:ms 

 

 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdf_db.pl')). 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdfs.pl')). 

 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/socialnetworkscorev.3.3.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/Facebookv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/LinkedInv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/MySpacev.1.5.owl'). 

 

 

:-rdf_register_ns(sn,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(fb,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/23/OntologyFacebookv.1.0.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ln,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/18/OntologyLinkedIn.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ms,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/12/8/OntologyMySpace.owl#'). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                        Concept relations                            %                

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% connection relation  (when two accounts are friends) 

 

     connectedAgents(AgentX,AgentY):- 

                                      

rdf(AccountOfAgentX,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentX), 

                                      

rdfs_individual_of(AccountOfAgentX,ln:'LinkedinAccount'), 

                                      

rdf(AccountOfAgentY,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentY), 

                                      

rdfs_individual_of(AccountOfAgentY,ln:'LinkedinAccount'), 

                                      

rdf(AccountOfAgentX,ln:accountHasConnectionToAccount,AccountOfAgentY). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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LinkedIn permissions 

 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% Author: Ioannis Papadakis                                           % 

% Date: 15/02/2010                                                    % 

% LinkedIn Permissions                                                % 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%------------ loading the ontologies and namespacing -----------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

% core ontology ns:sn 

% facebook ontology:fb 

% linkedin ontology:ln 

% myspaceontology:ms 

 

 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdf_db.pl')). 

:-use_module(library('semweb/rdfs.pl')). 

 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/socialnetworkscorev.3.3.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/Facebookv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/LinkedInv.1.5.owl'). 

:-rdf_load('C:/thesis/ontology/MySpacev.1.5.owl'). 

 

 

:-rdf_register_ns(sn,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/11/OntologySocialNetworksCore.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(fb,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/23/OntologyFacebookv.1.0.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ln,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/11/18/OntologyLinkedIn.owl#'). 

:-rdf_register_ns(ms,'http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/2009/12/8/OntologyMySpace.owl#'). 

 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

%                  Permissions                                        %                 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 

 

% can an agent see an object of another agent 

 

permission(Agent,'read',Object):- 

                                       

(linkedInPrivacyFlagOfObject(Flag,Object), 

                                        Flag == 

literal(type('http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean', true)) ); 

                                        

(rdf(Object,ln:isPartOfAccount,Account), 

                                        

rdf(Account,sn:accountBelongsToAgent,AgentOwner), 

                                        

connectedAgents(Agent,AgentOwner)). 

%---------------------------------------------------------------------% 
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APPENDIX C 

 

1. Facebook privacy policy (As of: April 22, 2010.) 
 
This policy contains eight sections, and you can jump to each by selecting the links 
below: 
 
1. Introduction 
2. Information We Receive 
3. Information You Share With Third Parties 
4. Sharing Information on Facebook 
5. How We Use Your Information 
6. How We Share Information 
7. How You Can View, Change, or Remove Information 
8. How We Protect Information 
9. Other Terms 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Questions. If you have any questions or concerns about our privacy policy, contact 
our privacy team through this help page. You may also contact us by mail at 1601 S. 
California Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304. 
 
TRUSTe Program. Facebook is a certified licensee of the TRUSTe Privacy Seal 
Program. This means that our privacy policy and practices have been reviewed by 
TRUSTe, an independent organization focused on reviewing privacy and security 
policies and practices, for compliance with its strict program requirements. This 
privacy policy covers the website www.facebook.com. The TRUSTe program covers 
only information that is collected through this Web site, and does not cover other 
information, such as information that may be collected through software downloaded 
from Facebook. 
 
If you have any complaints about our policy or practices please let us know through 
this help page. If you are not satisfied with our response, you can contact TRUSTe. 
 
Safe Harbor. Facebook also adheres to the Safe Harbor framework developed by the 
U.S. Department of Commerce and the European Union. As part of our participation 
in the Safe Harbor, we agree to resolve all disputes you have with us in connection 
with our policies and practices through TRUSTe. To view our certification, visit the 
U.S. Department of Commerce's Safe Harbor Web site. 
 
Scope. This privacy policy covers all of Facebook. It does not, however, apply to 
entities that Facebook does not own or control, such as applications and websites 
using Platform. By using or accessing Facebook, you agree to our privacy practices 
outlined here. 
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No information from children under age 13. If you are under age 13, please do not 
attempt to register for Facebook or provide any personal information about yourself 
to us. If we learn that we have collected personal information from a child under age 
13, we will delete that information as quickly as possible. If you believe that we 
might have any information from a child under age 13, please contact us through this 
help page. 
 
Parental participation. We strongly recommend that minors 13 years of age or older 
ask their parents for permission before sending any information about themselves to 
anyone over the Internet and we encourage parents to teach their children about safe 
internet use practices. Materials to help parents talk to their children about safe 
internet use can be found on this help page. 
 
2. Information We Receive 
 
Information you provide to us: 
 
Information About Yourself. When you sign up for Facebook you provide us with 
your name, email, gender, and birth date. During the registration process we give you 
the opportunity to connect with your friends, schools, and employers. You will also 
be able to add a picture of yourself. In some cases we may ask for additional 
information for security reasons or to provide specific services to you. Once you 
register you can provide other information about yourself by connecting with, for 
example, your current city, hometown, family, relationships, networks, activities, 
interests, and places.   You can also provide personal information about yourself, such 
as your political and religious views. 
 
Content. One of the primary reasons people use Facebook is to share content with 
others. Examples include when you update your status, upload or take a photo, upload 
or record a video, share a link, create an event or a group, make a comment, write 
something on someone’s Wall, write a note, or send someone a message. If you do 
not want us to store metadata associated with content you share on Facebook (such as 
photos), please remove the metadata before uploading the content. 
 
Transactional Information. We may retain the details of transactions or payments you 
make on Facebook. If you do not want us to store your payment source account 
number, you can remove it using your payments page.   
 
Friend Information. We offer contact importer tools to help you upload your friends’ 
addresses so that you can find your friends on Facebook, and invite your contacts 
who do not have Facebook accounts to join. If you do not want us to store this 
information, visit this help page. If you give us your password to retrieve those 
contacts, we will not store your password after you have uploaded your contacts’ 
information. 
 
Information we collect when you interact with Facebook: 
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Site activity information. We keep track of some of the actions you take on Facebook, 
such as adding connections (including joining a group or adding a friend), creating a 
photo album, sending a gift, poking another user, indicating you “like” a post, 
attending an event, or connecting with an application. In some cases you are also 
taking an action when you provide information or content to us. For example, if you 
share a video, in addition to storing the actual content you uploaded, we might log the 
fact that you shared it. 
 
Access Device and Browser Information. When you access Facebook from a 
computer, mobile phone, or other device, we may collect information from that 
device about your browser type, location, and IP address, as well as the pages you 
visit. 
 
Cookie Information. We use "cookies" (small pieces of data we store for an extended 
period of time on your computer, mobile phone, or other device) to make Facebook 
easier to use, to make our advertising better, and to protect both you and Facebook. 
For example, we use them to store your login ID (but never your password) to make it 
easier for you to login whenever you come back to Facebook. We also use them to 
confirm that you are logged into Facebook, and to know when you are interacting 
with Facebook Platform applications and websites, our widgets and Share buttons, 
and our advertisements. You can remove or block cookies using the settings in your 
browser, but in some cases that may impact your ability to use Facebook. 
 
Information we receive from third parties: 
 
Facebook Platform. We do not own or operate the applications or websites that you 
use through Facebook Platform (such as games and utilities). Whenever you connect 
with a Platform application or website, we will receive information from them, 
including information about actions you take. In some cases, in order to personalize 
the process of connecting, we may receive a limited amount of information even 
before you connect with the application or website. 
 
Information from other websites. We may institute programs with advertising 
partners and other websites in which they share information with us: 
  
We may ask advertisers to tell us how our users responded to the ads we showed them 
(and for comparison purposes, how other users who didn’t see the ads acted on their 
site). This data sharing, commonly known as “conversion tracking,” helps us measure 
our advertising effectiveness and improve the quality of the advertisements you see. 
We may receive information about whether or not you’ve seen or interacted with 
certain ads on other sites in order to measure the effectiveness of those ads. 
 
If in any of these cases we receive data that we do not already have, we will 
“anonymize” it within 180 days, meaning we will stop associating the information 
with any particular user. If we institute these programs, we will only use the 
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information in the ways we explain in the “How We Use Your Information” section 
below. 
 
Information from other users. We may collect information about you from other 
Facebook users, such as when a friend tags you in a photo, video, or place, provides 
friend details, or indicates a relationship with you. 
 
3. Sharing information on Facebook.  
 
This section explains how your privacy settings work, and how your information is 
shared on Facebook.  You should always consider your privacy settings before 
sharing information on Facebook. 
 
Name and Profile Picture.  Facebook is designed to make it easy for you to find and 
connect with others.  For this reason, your name and profile picture do not have 
privacy settings.  If you are uncomfortable with sharing your profile picture, you 
should delete it (or not add one).  You can also control who can find you when 
searching on Facebook or on public search engines using your search settings. 
 
Contact Information. Your contact information settings control who can contact you 
on Facebook, and who can see your contact information such as your email and 
phone number(s).  Remember that none of this information is required except for your 
email address, and you do not have to share your email address with anyone. 
 
Personal Information.  Your personal information settings control who can see your 
personal information, such as your religious and political views, if you choose to add 
them.  We recommend that you share this information using the friends of friends 
setting. 
 
Posts by Me.  You can select a privacy setting for every post you make using the 
publisher on our site.  Whether you are uploading a photo or posting a status update, 
you can control exactly who can see it at the time you create it.  Whenever you share 
something look for the lock icon.  Clicking on the lock will bring up a menu that lets 
you choose who will be able to see your post.  If you decide not to select your setting 
at the time you post the content, your content will be shared consistent with your 
Posts by Me privacy setting. 
 
Connections.  Facebook enables you to connect with virtually anyone or anything you 
want, from your friends and family to the city you live in to the restaurants you like to 
visit to the bands and movies you love.  Because it takes two to connect, your privacy 
settings only control who can see the connection on your profile page.  If you are 
uncomfortable with the connection being publicly available, you should consider 
removing (or not making) the connection. 
 
Gender and Birth Date.  In addition to name and email address, we require you to 
provide your gender and birth date during the registration process.  We ask for your 
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date of birth to verify that you are 13 or older, and so that we can better limit your 
access to content and advertisements that are not age appropriate.  Because your date 
of birth and gender are required, you cannot delete them.  You can, however, edit 
your profile to hide all (or part) of such fields from other users. 
 
Other.  Here are some other things to remember: 
  
Some of the content you share and the actions you take will show up on your friends’ 
home pages and other pages they visit. 
If another user tags you in a photo or video or at a place, you can remove the tag.  
You can also limit who can see that you have been tagged on your profile from your 
privacy settings. 
Even after you remove information from your profile or delete your account, copies 
of that information may remain viewable elsewhere to the extent it has been shared 
with others, it was otherwise distributed pursuant to your privacy settings, or it was 
copied or stored by other users. 
You understand that information might be reshared or copied by other users. 
Certain types of communications that you send to other users cannot be removed, 
such as messages. 
When you post information on another user’s profile or comment on another user’s 
post, that information will be subject to the other user’s privacy settings. 
If you use an external source to publish information to Facebook (such as a mobile 
application or a Connect site), you should check the privacy setting for that post, as it 
is set by that external source. 
 
 
 
“Everyone” Information. Information set to “everyone” is publicly available 
information, just like your name, profile picture, and connections.  Such information 
may, for example, be accessed by everyone on the Internet (including people not 
logged into Facebook), be indexed by third party search engines, and be imported, 
exported, distributed, and redistributed by us and others without privacy limitations. 
Such information may also be associated with you, including your name and profile 
picture, even outside of Facebook, such as on public search engines and when you 
visit other sites on the internet.  The default privacy setting for certain types of 
information you post on Facebook is set to “everyone.” You can review and change 
the default settings in your privacy settings. If you delete “everyone” content that you 
posted on Facebook, we will remove it from your Facebook profile, but have no 
control over its use outside of Facebook. 
 
Minors.  We reserve the right to add special protections for minors (such as to provide 
them with an age-appropriate experience) and place restrictions on the ability of 
adults to share and connect with minors, recognizing this may provide minors a more 
limited experience on Facebook 
 
4.  Information You Share With Third Parties. 
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Facebook Platform.  As mentioned above, we do not own or operate the applications 
or websites that use Facebook Platform. That means that when you use those 
applications and websites you are making your Facebook information available to 
someone other than Facebook. Prior to allowing them to access any information about 
you, we require them to agree to terms that limit their use of your information (which 
you can read about in Section 9 of our Statement of Rights and Responsibilities) and 
we use technical measures to ensure that they only obtain authorized information.  To 
learn more about Platform, visit our About Platform page. 
 
Connecting with an Application or Website.  When you connect with an application 
or website it will have access to General Information about you.  The term General 
Information includes your and your friends’ names, profile pictures, gender, user IDs, 
connections, and any content shared using the Everyone privacy setting.  We may 
also make information about the location of your computer or access device and your 
age available to applications and websites in order to help them implement 
appropriate security measures and control the distribution of age-appropriate content.  
If the application or website wants to access any other data, it will have to ask for 
your permission. 
 
We give you tools to control how your information is shared with applications and 
websites that use Platform.  For example, you can block specific applications from 
accessing your information by visiting your application settings or the application’s 
“About” page.  You can also use your privacy settings to limit which of your 
information is available to “everyone”. 
 
You should always review the policies of third party applications and websites to 
make sure you are comfortable with the ways in which they use information you 
share with them. We do not guarantee that they will follow our rules. If you find an 
application or website that violates our rules, you should report the violation to us on 
this help page and we will take action as necessary. 
 
When your friends use Platform.  If your friend connects with an application or 
website, it will be able to access your name, profile picture, gender, user ID, and 
information you have shared with “everyone.”  It will also be able to access your 
connections, except it will not be able to access your friend list.  If you have already 
connected with (or have a separate account with) that website or application, it may 
also be able to connect you with your friend on that application or website.  If the 
application or website wants to access any of your other content or information 
(including your friend list), it will have to obtain specific permission from your 
friend.  If your friend grants specific permission to the application or website, it will 
generally only be able to access content and information about you that your friend 
can access.  In addition, it will only be allowed to use that content and information in 
connection with that friend.  For example, if a friend gives an application access to a 
photo you only shared with your friends, that application could allow your friend to 
view or print the photo, but it cannot show that photo to anyone else. 
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We provide you with a number of tools to control how your information is shared 
when your friend connects with an application or website.  For example, you can use 
your application privacy settings to limit some of the information your friends can 
make available to applications and websites.  You can also block particular 
applications or websites from accessing your information.  You can use your privacy 
settings to limit which friends can access your information, or limit which of your 
information is available to “everyone.”  You can also disconnect from a friend if you 
are uncomfortable with how they are using your information. 
 
Pre-Approved Third-Party Websites and Applications.  In order to provide you with 
useful social experiences off of Facebook, we occasionally need to provide General 
Information about you to pre-approved third party websites and applications that use 
Platform at the time you visit them (if you are still logged in to Facebook).   
Similarly, when one of your friends visits a pre-approved website or application, it 
will receive General Information about you so you and your friend can be connected 
on that website as well (if you also have an account with that website).   In these 
cases we require these websites and applications to go through an approval process, 
and to enter into separate agreements designed to protect your privacy.  For example, 
these agreements include provisions relating to the access and deletion of your 
General Information, along with your ability to opt-out of the experience being 
offered.  You can also remove any pre-approved website or application you have 
visited here, or block all pre-approved websites and applications from getting your 
General Information when you visit them here.    In addition, if you log out of 
Facebook before visiting a pre-approved application or website, it will not be able to 
access your information.  You can see a complete list of pre-approved websites on 
our About Platform page. 
 
Exporting Information. You (and those you make your information available to) may 
use tools like RSS feeds, mobile phone address book applications, or copy and paste 
functions, to capture, export (and in some cases, import) information from Facebook, 
including your information and information about you.  For example, if you share 
your phone number with your friends, they may use third party applications to sync 
that information with the address book on their mobile phone. 
 
Advertisements. Sometimes the advertisers who present ads on Facebook use 
technological methods to measure the effectiveness of their ads and to personalize 
advertising content. You may opt-out of the placement of cookies by many of these 
advertisers here. You may also use your browser cookie settings to limit or prevent 
the placement of cookies by advertising networks. 
 
Links. When you click on links on Facebook you may leave our site. We are not 
responsible for the privacy practices of other sites, and we encourage you to read their 
privacy statements. 
 
5. How We Use Your Information 
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We use the information we collect to try to provide a safe, efficient, and customized 
experience. Here are some of the details on how we do that: 
 
To manage the service. We use the information we collect to provide our services and 
features to you, to measure and improve those services and features, and to provide 
you with customer support. We use the information to prevent potentially illegal 
activities, and to enforce our Statement of Rights and Responsibilities. We also use a 
variety of technological systems to detect and address anomalous activity and screen 
content to prevent abuse such as spam. These efforts may on occasion result in a 
temporary or permanent suspension or termination of some functions for some users. 
 
To contact you. We may contact you with service-related announcements from time 
to time. You may opt out of all communications except essential updates on your 
account notifications page. We may include content you see on Facebook in the 
emails we send to you. 
 
To serve personalized advertising to you. We don’t share your information with 
advertisers without your consent. (An example of consent would be if you asked us to 
provide your shipping address to an advertiser to receive a free sample.) We allow 
advertisers to choose the characteristics of users who will see their advertisements 
and we may use any of the non-personally identifiable attributes we have collected 
(including information you may have decided not to show to other users, such as your 
birth year or other sensitive personal information or preferences) to select the 
appropriate audience for those advertisements. For example, we might use your 
interest in soccer to show you ads for soccer equipment, but we do not tell the soccer 
equipment company who you are. You can see the criteria advertisers may select by 
visiting our advertising page. Even though we do not share your information with 
advertisers without your consent, when you click on or otherwise interact with an 
advertisement there is a possibility that the advertiser may place a cookie in your 
browser and note that it meets the criteria they selected. 
 
To serve social ads. We occasionally pair advertisements we serve with relevant 
information we have about you and your friends to make advertisements more 
interesting and more tailored to you and your friends. For example, if you connect 
with your favorite band’s page, we may display your name and profile photo next to 
an advertisement for that page that is displayed to your friends. We only share the 
personally identifiable information visible in the social ad with the friend who can see 
the ad. You can opt out of having your information used in social ads on this help 
page. 
 
To supplement your profile. We may use information about you that we collect from 
other Facebook users to supplement your profile (such as when you are tagged in a 
photo or mentioned in a status update). In such cases we generally give you the ability 
to remove the content (such as allowing you to remove a photo tag of you) or limit its 
visibility on your profile. 
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To make suggestions. We use your profile information, the addresses you import 
through our contact importers, and other relevant information, to help you connect 
with your friends, including making suggestions to you and other users that you 
connect with on Facebook. For example, if another user imports the same email 
address as you do, we may suggest that you connect with each other.  If you want to 
limit your visibility in suggestions we make to other people, you can adjust your 
search visibility privacy setting, as you will only be visible in our suggestions to the 
extent you choose to be visible in public search listings. You may also block specific 
individual users from being suggested to you and you from being suggested to them. 
 
To help your friends find you. We allow other users to use contact information they 
have about you, such as your email address, to find you, including through contact 
importers and search.  You can prevent other users from using your email address to 
find you using your search setting. 
 
Downloadable Software. Certain downloadable software applications and applets that 
we offer, such as our browser toolbars and photo uploaders, transmit data to us. We 
may not make a formal disclosure if we believe our collection of and use of the 
information is the obvious purpose of the application, such as the fact that we receive 
photos when you use our photo uploader. If we believe it is not obvious that we are 
collecting or using such information, we will make a disclosure to you the first time 
you provide the information to us so that you can decide whether you want to use that 
feature. 
 
Memorializing Accounts. If we are notified that a user is deceased, we may 
memorialize the user’s account. In such cases we restrict profile access to confirmed 
friends, and allow friends and family to write on the user’s Wall in remembrance. We 
may close an account if we receive a formal request from the user’s next of kin or 
other proper legal request to do so. 
 
6. How We Share Information 
 
Facebook is about sharing information with others — friends and people in your 
communities — while providing you with privacy settings that you can use to restrict 
other users from accessing some of your information. We share your information with 
third parties when we believe the sharing is permitted by you, reasonably necessary to 
offer our services, or when legally required to do so. For example: 
 
When you make a payment. When you enter into transactions with others or make 
payments on Facebook, we will share transaction information with only those third 
parties necessary to complete the transaction.  We will require those third parties to 
agree to respect the privacy of your information. 
 
When you invite a friend to join. When you ask us to invite a friend to join Facebook, 
we will send your friend a message on your behalf using your name.  The invitation 
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may also contain information about other users your friend might know.   We may 
also send up to two reminders to them in your name. You can see who has accepted 
your invitations, send reminders, and delete your friends’ email addresses on your 
invite history page.  If your friend does not want us to keep their information, we will 
also remove it at their request by using this help page. 
 
When you choose to share your information with marketers. You may choose to share 
information with marketers or electronic commerce providers that are not associated 
with Facebook through on-site offers. This is entirely at your discretion and we will 
not provide your information to these marketers without your consent. 
 
To help your friends find you. By default, we make certain information you have 
posted to your profile available in search results on Facebook to help your friends 
find you. However, you can control who can see some of this information, as well as 
who can find you in searches, through your privacy settings. We also partner with 
email and instant messaging providers to help their users identify which of their 
contacts are Facebook users, so that we can promote Facebook to those users. 
 
To give search engines access to publicly available information. We generally limit 
search engines’ access to our site. We may allow them to access information set to the 
“everyone” setting (along with your name and profile picture) and your profile 
information that is visible to everyone.  You can change the visibility of some of your 
profile information using your privacy settings. You can also prevent search engines 
from indexing your profile using your search settings. 
 
To help improve or promote our service. Sometimes we share aggregated information 
with third parties to help improve or promote our service. But we only do so in such a 
way that no individual user can be identified or linked to any specific action or 
information. 
 
To provide you with services. We may provide information to service providers that 
help us bring you the services we offer. For example, we may use third parties to help 
host our website, send out email updates about Facebook, remove repetitive 
information from our user lists, process payments, or provide search results or links 
(including sponsored links). These service providers may have access to your 
personal information for use for a limited time, but when this occurs we implement 
reasonable contractual and technical protections to limit their use of that information 
to helping us provide the service. 
 
To advertise our services. We may ask advertisers outside of Facebook to display ads 
promoting our services. We may ask them to deliver those ads based on the presence 
of a cookie, but in doing so will not share any other information with the advertiser. 
 
To offer joint services. We may provide services jointly with other companies, such 
as the classifieds service in the Facebook Marketplace. If you use these services, we 
may share your information to facilitate that service. However, we will identify the 
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partner and present the joint service provider’s privacy policy to you before you use 
that service. 
 
To respond to legal requests and prevent harm. We may disclose information 
pursuant to subpoenas, court orders, or other requests (including criminal and civil 
matters) if we have a good faith belief that the response is required by law. This may 
include respecting requests from jurisdictions outside of the United States where we 
have a good faith belief that the response is required by law under the local laws in 
that jurisdiction, apply to users from that jurisdiction, and are consistent with 
generally accepted international standards. We may also share information when we 
have a good faith belief it is necessary to prevent fraud or other illegal activity, to 
prevent imminent bodily harm, or to protect ourselves and you from people violating 
our Statement of Rights and Responsibilities. This may include sharing information 
with other companies, lawyers, courts or other government entities. 
 
Transfer in the Event of Sale or Change of Control. If the ownership of all or 
substantially all of our business changes, we may transfer your information to the new 
owner so that the service can continue to operate. In such a case, your information 
would remain subject to the promises made in any pre-existing Privacy Policy. 
 
7. How You Can Change or Remove Information 
 
Editing your profile. You may change or remove your profile information at any time 
by going to your profile page and clicking “Edit My Profile.” Information will be 
updated immediately. 
 
Delete uploaded contacts. If you use our contact importer to upload addresses, you 
can later delete the list on this help page.  You can delete the email addresses of 
friends you have invited to join Facebook on your invite history page. 
 
Deactivating or deleting your account. If you want to stop using your account you 
may deactivate it or delete it. When you deactivate an account, no user will be able to 
see it, but it will not be deleted. We save your profile information (connections, 
photos, etc.) in case you later decide to reactivate your account. Many users 
deactivate their accounts for temporary reasons and in doing so are asking us to 
maintain their information until they return to Facebook. You will still have the 
ability to reactivate your account and restore your profile in its entirety. When you 
delete an account, it is permanently deleted from Facebook. You should only delete 
your account if you are certain you never want to reactivate it. You may deactivate 
your account on your account settings page or delete your account on this help page. 
 
Limitations on removal. Even after you remove information from your profile or 
delete your account, copies of that information may remain viewable elsewhere to the 
extent it has been shared with others, it was otherwise distributed pursuant to your 
privacy settings, or it was copied or stored by other users. However, your name will 
no longer be associated with that information on Facebook. (For example, if you post 
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something to another user’s profile and then you delete your account, that post may 
remain, but be attributed to an “Anonymous Facebook User.”)  Additionally, we may 
retain certain information to prevent identity theft and other misconduct even if 
deletion has been requested. If you have given third party applications or websites 
access to your information, they may retain your information to the extent permitted 
under their terms of service or privacy policies.  But they will no longer be able to 
access the information through our Platform after you disconnect from them. 
 
Backup copies. Removed and deleted information may persist in backup copies for up 
to 90 days, but will not be available to others. 
 
Non-user contact information. If a user provides your email address to us, and you are 
not a Facebook user but you want us to delete your address, you can do so on this 
help page. However, that request will only apply to addresses we have at the time of 
the request and not to any addresses that users provide to us later. 
 
8. How We Protect Information  
 
We do our best to keep your information secure, but we need your help. For more 
detailed information about staying safe on Facebook, visit the Facebook Security 
Page. 
 
Steps we take to keep your information secure. We keep your account information on 
a secured server behind a firewall. When you enter sensitive information (such as 
credit card numbers and passwords), we encrypt that information using secure socket 
layer technology (SSL). We also use automated and social measures to enhance 
security, such as analyzing account behavior for fraudulent or otherwise anomalous 
behavior, may limit use of site features in response to possible signs of abuse, may 
remove inappropriate content or links to illegal content, and may suspend or disable 
accounts for violations of our Statement of Rights and Responsibilities. 
 
Risks inherent in sharing information. Although we allow you to set privacy options 
that limit access to your information, please be aware that no security measures are 
perfect or impenetrable. We cannot control the actions of other users with whom you 
share your information. We cannot guarantee that only authorized persons will view 
your information. We cannot ensure that information you share on Facebook will not 
become publicly available. We are not responsible for third party circumvention of 
any privacy settings or security measures on Facebook. You can reduce these risks by 
using common sense security practices such as choosing a strong password, using 
different passwords for different services, and using up to date antivirus software. 
 
Report Violations. You should report any security violations to us on this help page. 
 
9. Other Terms 
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Changes. We may change this Privacy Policy pursuant to the procedures outlined in 
the Facebook Statement of Rights and Responsibilities. Unless stated otherwise, our 
current privacy policy applies to all information that we have about you and your 
account. If we make changes to this Privacy Policy we will notify you by publication 
here and on the Facebook Site Governance Page. You can make sure that you receive 
notice directly by becoming a fan of the Facebook Site Governance Page. 
 
Consent to Collection and Processing in the United States. By using Facebook, you 
consent to having your personal data transferred to and processed in the United 
States. 
 
Defined Terms. "Us," "we," "our," "Platform" and "Facebook" mean the same as they 
do in the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities. “Information” and “content” are 
used more generally and interchangeably here than in the Statement of Rights and 
Responsibilities unless otherwise limited by the context. 
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2. MySpace privacy policy (As of April 2010) 
 
MySpace, Inc. (“MySpace” or “we”) operates MySpace.com.  This Privacy Policy 
describes MySpace’s use and sharing of personally identifiable information (“PII”-- 
your full name, email address, mailing address, telephone number, or credit card 
number) as well as data that can, under certain circumstances, indirectly lead to PII 
(“Related Data”) that Members voluntarily provide to MySpace when they register.  
The Term “User” refers to a Visitor or a Member.  This Privacy Policy applies to the 
services offered by MySpace, including any MySpace branded URL (the “MySpace 
Website”), the MySpace instant messaging service, the MySpace application 
developer service and other features (for example, music and video embedded 
players), MySpace mobile services, and any other features, content, or applications 
offered from time to time by MySpace in connection with the MySpace Website 
(collectively, the “MySpace Services”).    
 
The MySpace Services are hosted in the United States.  If you are located outside the 
United States, you expressly agree that PII and Related Data will be transferred to the 
United States for the purposes set out in this Privacy Policy as a result of your using 
the MySpace Services.    
 
The MySpace Website is a general audience site and does not knowingly collect PII 
or Related Data from children under 13 years of age.    
 
From time to time MySpace may modify this Privacy Policy to reflect industry 
initiatives or changes in the law, our PII or Related Data collection and use practices, 
the features of the MySpace Services, or technology, and such modifications shall be 
effective upon posting by MySpace on the MySpace Website.  Your continued use of 
the MySpace Services after MySpace posts a revised Privacy Policy signifies your 
acceptance of the revised Privacy Policy.  It is therefore important that you review 
this Privacy Policy regularly to ensure you are updated as to any changes.  If 
MySpace materially changes its practices regarding collection or use of your PII or 
Related Data, your PII and Related Data will continue to be governed by the Privacy 
Policy under which it was collected unless you have been provided notice of, and 
have not objected to, the change.  
 
COLLECTION AND SUBMISSION OF PII AND NON-PII ON MYSPACE 

 
General.  MySpace collects your email address, first and last name, postal code, 
gender, and date of birth from you in order to register you as a Member (“Registration 
Data”).  MySpace cannot register you as a Member without this information.  All 
other information you provide during the MySpace registration or that you post on the 
MySpace website is voluntary.  MySpace may also collect PII from you if you choose 
to participate in MySpace Services activities like sweepstakes, contests, and surveys, 
because you want us to furnish you with products, services, newsletters, or 
information, or in connection with content or suggestions you submit to MySpace for 
review.  
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In addition, MySpace collects other Related Data and non-PII including IP address, 
aggregate user data, and browser type.  This data is used to manage and improve the 
MySpace Services, track usage, and for security purposes.  
 
   
 
MySpace Members may also choose to provide or store non-PII information and 
Related Data in their profiles, including but not limited to date of birth, interests, 
hobbies, lifestyle choices, groups with whom they are affiliated (schools, companies), 
videos and/or pictures, private messages, bulletins or personal statements 
(collectively “Profile Information”).  The Profile Information in a Member’s profile is 
provided at his or her sole discretion.  Please be aware that your Profile Information, 
as well as any information posted to any public forum, can be accessed by the public.  
Profile Information located on private profiles can be accessed by MySpace at all 
times and, in limited cases, by certain third parties authorized by MySpace for 
purposes of ensuring compliance with MySpace’s Terms of Use.  
 
MySpace Members can change their Registration Data and Profile Information at any 
time and can control how Visitors, other Members and MySpace communicate with 
them by controlling their account settings, available within the “Edit Profile” portion 
of their MySpace profile. Link to Privacy Settings. 
 
MySpace determines the purposes of collection, use and disclosure of the Registration 
Data you provide and, as such, is considered the data controller of this information.  
Because the Member, not MySpace, determines the purposes for which Profile 
Information is collected, used and disclosed, MySpace is not the data controller of 
Profile Information that Members provide on their profile.   
 
Cookies. Cookies are small bits of information that MySpace places on your 
computer. MySpace uses cookies to identify your Internet browser, store Users’ 
preferences, and determine whether you have installed the enabling software needed 
to access certain material on the MySpace Services.  Data in cookies may be read to 
authenticate user sessions or provide services.  
 
Third party advertisements displayed on MySpace Services may also contain cookies 
set by Internet advertising companies or advertisers (known as “third party cookies”).  
MySpace does not control these third party cookies and Users of the MySpace 
Services should check the privacy policy of the Internet advertising company or 
advertiser to see whether and how it uses cookies.  See the “Notice” section below for 
more information on customized advertising on MySpace.  A pixel tag is a tiny image 
inserted in a webpage and used to record the number and types of views for that page.  
MySpace may allow third party pixel tags to be present on MySpace Services for 
purposes of advertising, providing services or data and statistics collection.  
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You can program your computer to warn you each time a cookie is being sent, block 
third party cookies or block all cookies.  However, by blocking all cookies you may 
not have access to certain features on the MySpace Services.  
 
NOTICE: MYSPACE WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH NOTICE ABOUT ITS PII 

COLLECTION PRACTICES 

 
When you voluntarily provide PII to MySpace, we will make sure you are informed 
about who is collecting the information, how and why the information is being 
collected and the types of uses MySpace will make of the information to the extent it 
is being used in a manner that differs from what is allowed pursuant to this Privacy 
Policy.  
 
At the time you provide your PII, MySpace will notify you of your options regarding 
our use of your PII (See “Choice” below).  Except as described in this Privacy Policy, 
MySpace will not share your PII with third parties (excluding those set out in this 
Privacy Policy) unless you have given MySpace permission to do so (See “Use” 
below).  
 
MySpace Services may be linked to Internet sites operated by other companies.  
MySpace Services may also carry advertisements from other companies.  MySpace 
may transfer Related Data such as IP addresses to certain advertising partners located 
in your country of residence or abroad.  MySpace is not responsible for the privacy 
practices of websites or other services operated by third parties that are linked to or 
integrated with the MySpace Services or for the privacy practices of third party 
Internet advertising companies.  Once you leave MySpace Services via such a link, 
access a third party application (such as widgets) or click on an advertisement, you 
should check the applicable privacy policy of the third party or advertiser site to 
determine, among other things, how they will handle any PII they collect from you.  
 
MySpace Services may also be linked to sites operated by companies affiliated with 
MySpace (i.e., that are part of the News America Group:  “Affiliated Companies”).  
Although all Affiliated Companies adhere to the News America corporate Privacy 
Principles, Users who visit those Affiliated Company sites should still refer to their 
separate privacy policies and practices, which may differ in some respects from this 
Privacy Policy.  
 
MySpace may use cookies and similar tools to customize the content and advertising 
you receive based on the Profile Information you have provided.  Profile Information 
you provide in structured profile fields or questions (multiple choice questions like 
“Marital Status,” “Education” and “Children”) (“Structured Profile Information”), 
information you add to open-ended profile fields and questions (essay questions like 
“About Me,” “Interests” and “Movies”) (“Non-Structured Profile Information”) and 
other non-PII and Related Data about you may also be used to customize the online 
ads you encounter to those we believe are aligned with your interests.  For example, 
based on your music interests we might display an advertisement to make sure you 
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are advised when your favorite band is coming to town.  The information used for this 
feature does not provide your PII or identify you as an individual to third parties, but 
will involve the processing of certain Related Data such as IP addresses.  If you 
would like to disable this advertising customization for Non-Structured Profile 
Information, please log in and click here.  
 
 
Some of the advertisements that appear on MySpace Services may also be delivered 
to you by third party Internet advertising companies.  These companies utilize certain 
technologies to deliver advertisements and marketing messages and to collect non-PII 
information and Related Data about your visit to or use of MySpace Services, 
including information about the ads they display, via a cookie placed on your 
computer that reads your IP address. To opt out of information collection by these 
companies, or to obtain information about the technologies they use or their own 
privacy policies, please visit:  
 
http://www.networkadvertising.org/managing/opt_out.asp  
 
Third party applications (such as widgets) created by third party developers may also 
be available on the MySpace Services.  Third party applications are small bits of 
software, often with interactivity, that can be installed into Members’ profiles or 
shared with other Users.  However, MySpace does not control the third party 
developers, and cannot dictate their actions.  When a Member engages with a third 
party application, that Member is interacting with the third party developer, not with 
MySpace.  MySpace encourages Members not to provide PII to the third party’s 
application unless the Member knows the party with whom it is interacting.   
 
MySpace and certain copyright holders have signed an agreement pursuant to which 
copyright holders may utilize MySpace’s Rights Management Tools (collectively, the 
“Tool”) to automatically block the upload of audio and audiovisual content for which 
the copyright holder has supplied content identifiers in the required format.  In 
addition, from time to time, MySpace may use the Tool to examine information 
(including Profile Information located on private profiles) to detect the presence of 
content that matches content for which copyright holders have supplied content 
identifiers.  If the Tool blocks the upload of such content, and/or otherwise removes 
content already uploaded to the MySpace Website, the Member will receive a notice 
and may have an opportunity respond to the notice through a counter-notice.  
Copyright holders may have access to certain Related Data and Profile Information 
when they operate the Tool, but will not have access to any PII unless the Member 
expressly consents to providing PII to the copyright holder in the context of a 
counter-notice.  
 
CHOICE: MYSPACE WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH CHOICES ABOUT THE 

USE OF YOUR PII 
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Except as described in this Privacy Policy, MySpace will get your permission before 
we use the PII you provide to us in a way that is inconsistent with the purpose for 
which it was submitted or share your PII with third parties that are not affiliated with 
MySpace. 
 
USE: MYSPACE'S USE OF PII 

 
MySpace will only use the PII you provide under this Privacy Policy in a manner that 
is consistent with this Privacy Policy.  If MySpace obtains PII from a third party, such 
as a business partner, our use of that information is also governed by this Privacy 
Policy.  
 
In order to locate other MySpace Members that you may already know in the physical 
world, MySpace allows Users to search for Members using Registration Data (i.e., 
full name or email address).  MySpace also allows Users to browse for certain Profile 
Information in order to help connect with Members (i.e., schools and/or companies 
where Users may have attended or worked).  MySpace may also enable Members to 
publicly display some Registration Data as an element of their Profile Information if 
they choose to do so via a profile setting under “Edit Profile.”  Search engines may 
index the portion of a Member’s profile (including the Profile Information it contains) 
that is publicly displayed.  
 
If you have consented to receive promotional materials (e.g., newsletters) or 
notifications from MySpace, MySpace may periodically use your email address to 
send you such materials related to the MySpace Services, as applicable.  If you want 
to stop receiving such materials from MySpace, you can change your profile settings 
under “Account Settings,” or follow the unsubscribe instructions at the bottom of 
each email.   
 
MySpace employees, agents and contractors must have a business reason to obtain 
access to your PII and Related Data. MySpace may share your PII and Related Data 
with those who help us manage or provide MySpace Services’ information activities 
(for example., message board administration, order fulfillment, statistical analyses, 
data processing), or with outside contractors, agents or sponsors who help us with the 
administration, judging and prize fulfillment aspects of contests, promotions and 
sweepstakes.   These outside contractors, agents or sponsors may temporarily store 
some information on their servers, but they may only use your PII to provide 
MySpace with a specific service and not for any other purpose.    
 
MySpace may also provide your PII to a third party in those instances where you 
have chosen to receive certain information and have been notified that the fulfillment 
of such a request requires the sharing of your PII.  MySpace also may share your PII 
with Affiliated Companies if it has a business reason to do so.  
 
As described in “Notice” above, MySpace may customize the advertising and 
marketing messages you receive on the MySpace Website, or may work with outside 
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companies to do so.  Your Related Data, non-PII and/or Profile Information may be 
shared with these companies so this customization can be accomplished.  MySpace 
prohibits these companies from sharing your Related Data, non-PII and/or Profile 
Information with any third party or from using it for any other purpose.  Anonymous 
click stream, number of page views calculated by pixel tags, and aggregated 
demographic information may also be shared with MySpace’s advertisers and 
business partners.  
 
There may be instances when MySpace may access or disclose PII, Related Data, 
Profile Information or non-PII without providing you a choice in order to: (i) protect 
or defend the legal rights or property of MySpace, our Affiliated Companies or their 
employees, agents and contractors (including enforcement of our agreements); (ii) 
protect the safety and security of Users of the MySpace Services or members of the 
public including acting in urgent circumstances; (iii) protect against fraud or for risk 
management purposes; or (iv) comply with the law or legal process.  In addition, if 
MySpace sells all or part of its business or makes a sale or transfer of all or a material 
part of its assets or is otherwise involved in a merger or transfer of all or a material 
part of its business, MySpace may transfer your PII to the party or parties involved in 
the transaction as part of that transaction.  
 
When a Member chooses to post Profile Information that will be publicly disclosed, 
that Member is responsible for ensuring that such information conforms to all local 
data protection laws.  MySpace is not responsible under any data protection laws for 
Member posted information.  
 
SECURITY: MYSPACE PROTECTS THE SECURITY OF PII 

 
MySpace uses commercially reasonable administrative, technical, personnel and 
physical measures to safeguard PII and credit card information in its possession 
against loss, theft and unauthorized use, disclosure or modification.  In addition, 
MySpace uses reasonable methods to make sure that PII is accurate, up-to-date and 
appropriately complete.  
 
ACCESS, REMEDIES AND COMPLIANCE: HOW TO ACCESS, CORRECT 

OR CHANGE YOUR PREFERENCES REGARDING YOUR PII AND HOW 

TO CONTACT MYSPACE ABOUT PRIVACY CONCERNS 

 
Whenever possible, MySpace Members may review the Registration Data we 
maintain about them in our records. We will take reasonable steps to correct any PII a 
Member informs us is incorrect.  If you are a Member, you can view and change your 
Registration Data, Member preferences and Profile Information by logging into your 
account and accessing features such as “Edit Profile” and “Account Settings.”   
 
If you ask MySpace to stop using your PII, MySpace will honor that request while 
retaining any record of your PII that is necessary to comply with applicable federal, 
state or local law.  
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3. LinkedIn privacy policy  (As of April 2010) 
 
Introduction: 

 
The mission of LinkedIn is to connect the world’s professionals to enable them to be 
more productive and successful. We work to fulfill this mission by helping you, your 
connections, and millions of other professionals meet, exchange ideas, learn, make 
deals, find opportunities or employees, work, and make decisions in a network of 
trusted relationships and groups.  
 
Being part of LinkedIn means sharing information about yourself with other 
professionals, communicating with them, as well as working privately on your own. 
By default, your account is set up to share the information that we have found the vast 
majority of our Users are interested in sharing. But the amount and type of 
information you decide to share, and with whom you share it, is up to you.  
 
Here are the three main types of information on LinkedIn:  

 
Information about yourself that you share. This is the information that your 
connections, other professionals, and companies see about you. This includes your 
profile and your contributions to discussions on LinkedIn Groups, Answers, or other 
community features LinkedIn may offer. You have control over what you share, and 
you can update information at any time.  
 
Communication. We help you communicate with connections and other 
professionals. Some of this is one-to-one, some of it is in groups, and some of it is 
public discussion. You decide how much or how little you wish to communicate to 
individuals or groups.  
 
Private activity. We also provide tools that you can use privately on LinkedIn (for 
example, searching, or adding notes to your connections information.) These actions 
and information are private and we don't share or distribute them to others on the 
website.  
 
Of course, maintaining your trust is our top concern, so we adhere to the following 
principles to protect your privacy:  
We do not rent, sell, or otherwise provide your personally identifiable information to 
third parties for marketing purposes. 
We do not share any information you have not chosen to display on your LinkedIn 
profile to other parties, unless compelled by law, or as necessary to enforce our User 
Agreement or protect the rights, property, or personal safety of LinkedIn, its Users, 
and the public. 
All information that you provide will be protected with industry standard protocols 
and technology. 
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We reserve the right to modify this Privacy Policy at any time, so please review it 
frequently. If we make material changes to this policy, we will notify you here, by 
email, or by means of a notice on our home page. By continuing to use the LinkedIn 
service after notice of changes has been sent to you or published on the LinkedIn 
website, you are consenting to the changes.  
 
Please read this policy and send us questions, concerns and suggestions at 
privacy@linkedin.com.  
What LinkedIn’s Privacy Policy Covers: 
Information collected by LinkedIn. 
How LinkedIn uses your information. 
Your information choices. 
Your obligations as a User. 
Important information regarding service eligibility and US Department of Commerce 
Safe Harbor certification. 
Security. 
How to contact us. 
Personal Information Collected 
 
The mission of LinkedIn is to connect the world’s professionals to enable them to be 
more productive and successful. To achieve this mission, LinkedIn makes services 
available through our website, mobile applications, and developer platform, to enable 
professionals to develop, maintain and enhance a network of contacts, seek experts 
and consultants, fill job opportunities, create, share, and distribute information in 
collaboration with one another (“Services”). By joining LinkedIn, you voluntarily and 
willingly provide us certain information, including personally identifiable 
information, which we collect in order to provide the Services. If you have any 
hesitation about providing information to us and/or having your information 
displayed on the LinkedIn website or otherwise used in any manner permitted in this 
Privacy Policy and the User Agreement, you should not become a member of the 
LinkedIn community; and, if you are already a member, you should close your 
account.  
 
We collect your personal information in the following ways:  
Registration 
 
In order to become a User, you must provide us the following information to create an 
account: name, email address, country, and password. Like other passwords, you 
should choose one that is known only by you. You acknowledge that this information 
is personal to you, and by creating an account on LinkedIn, you allow others, 
including LinkedIn, to identify you.  
Profile Information 
 
Once you become a User, you may provide additional information in the Profile 
section describing your skills, professional experiences, educational background, 
recommendations from other LinkedIn Users, group memberships, and networking 
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objectives. Providing additional information about yourself beyond what is minimally 
required at registration is entirely up to you, but providing additional information 
enables you to derive more benefit from LinkedIn and your professional network by 
helping you build and leverage your professional network and facilitating your search 
for professional resources, information, and new opportunities. Any information you 
provide at registration or in the Profile section may be used by LinkedIn as described 
in the User Agreement and this Privacy Policy, including for the purpose of serving 
advertisements through the service. If you decide not to share certain information, 
you may not receive the full benefit of being a LinkedIn User.  
Contacts Information 
 
In order to connect with others on LinkedIn, you may use the Services to send 
invitations either to their LinkedIn profiles or email addresses if they are not Users. 
The names and email addresses of people whom you invite will be used to send your 
invitations and reminders as well as to allow LinkedIn to help expand your network. 
Please note that when you send an invitation to connect to another User, that User 
will have access to your email address because it is displayed in the invitation. Your 
connections will also have access to your email address. You may not invite anyone 
you do not know and trust to connect with you.  
 
You may also choose to manually enter or upload data about your contacts to the 
“Contacts” section of your account on LinkedIn. Information entered into Contacts is 
only viewable by you. By providing email addresses or other information of non-
Users to LinkedIn, you represent that you have authority to do so. All information 
that you enter or upload about your contacts will be covered by the User Agreement 
and this Privacy Policy and will enable us to provide customized services such as 
suggesting people to connect with on LinkedIn.  
Customer Service 
 
We may collect information through the LinkedIn website or through our customer 
service website in order to, among other things, accurately categorize and respond to 
customer inquiries and investigate breaches of our terms.  
Site Usage 
 
We may collect information about the fact that you use certain features and 
functionality of LinkedIn, interact with third party Platform Applications like InApps, 
click on ads, or participate in research initiatives like polling and surveys on 
LinkedIn.  
 
Cookies 
 
Like most websites, we use cookies and web log files to track site usage and trends, to 
improve the quality of our service, to customize your experience on LinkedIn, as well 
as to deliver third-party advertising to Users both on and off the LinkedIn site. A 
cookie is a tiny data file that resides on your computer, mobile phone, or other device, 
and allows us to recognize you as a User when you return to the LinkedIn website 
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using the same computer and web browser. You can remove or block cookies using 
the settings in your browser, but in some cases that may impact your ability to use 
LinkedIn. One type of cookie, known as a “persistent” cookie, is set once you’ve 
logged in to your LinkedIn account. The next time you visit the LinkedIn website, the 
persistent cookie will allow us to recognize you as an existing User so you will not 
need to log in before using the Services. In order to access or change any of your 
private information (like a credit card number) or to send a message to another User, 
however, you must log in securely again with your password even if your computer 
contains your persistent cookie. Another type of cookie, called a “session” cookie, is 
used to identify a particular visit to the LinkedIn website. Session cookies expire after 
a short time or when you close your web browser.  
 
In the course of serving advertisements or optimizing the Services to our Users, we 
may allow authorized third parties to place or recognize a unique cookie on your 
browser. Any information provided to third parties through cookies will not be 
personally identifiable but may provide general segment information (e.g., your 
industry or geography, career field, or information about your professional or 
educational background) for greater customization of your user experience. Most 
browsers are initially set up to accept cookies, but you can reset your browser to 
refuse all cookies or to indicate when a cookie is being sent. LinkedIn does not store 
unencrypted personally identifiable information in the cookies.  
Advertising and Web Beacons 
 
To support the Services we provide at no cost to our Users, as well as provide a more 
relevant and useful experience for our Users, we serve our own ads and also allow 
third party advertisements on the site. These advertisements are targeted and served to 
Users, by both LinkedIn and other companies, called ad networks. Ad networks 
include third party ad servers, ad agencies, ad technology vendors and research firms.  
 
Advertisements on LinkedIn may be targeted to Users who fit a certain general 
profile category (e.g., “product managers in Texas”) or may be based on anonymized 
information inferred from a User’s profile (e.g., industry, compensation bracket, 
gender, age, ethnic origin, nationality, religion, or other aspects of your life) in 
addition to a User’s use of the LinkedIn site. LinkedIn does not provide personally 
identifiable information to any third party ad network.  
 
To increase the effectiveness of ad delivery, we may include a file, called a web 
beacon, from an ad network within pages served by LinkedIn. The web beacon allows 
the ad network to provide anonymized, aggregated auditing, research and reporting 
for advertisers. Web beacons also enable the ad networks to serve ads to you when 
you visit other websites. Because your web browser must request these 
advertisements and web beacons from the ad network’s servers, these companies can 
view, edit or set their own cookies, just as if you had requested a web page from their 
site.  
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You may opt-out of use of web beacons in LinkedIn pages that you view and of 
placement of a cookie by ad networks in your browser. To opt-out, click here to go to 
the “Partner Advertising” section and change the setting to “No”. If you opt-out you 
may lose certain functionality of the LinkedIn Services, as well as the potential 
benefit of receiving ads that are targeted to your interests which, in turn, may limit 
your ability to fully realize the benefits of the LinkedIn Services to build and leverage 
your professional network.  
Log files, IP addresses and information about your computer and mobile device 
 
Due to the communications standards on the internet, when you visit the LinkedIn 
website we automatically receive the URL of the site from which you came and the 
site to which you are going when you leave LinkedIn. LinkedIn also receives the 
internet protocol (“IP”) address of your computer (or the proxy server you use to 
access the World Wide Web), your computer operating system and type of web 
browser you are using, email patterns, mobile device operating system (if you are 
accessing LinkedIn using a mobile device), as well as the name of your ISP or your 
mobile carrier. We use this information to analyze overall trends to help improve the 
service. The linkage between your IP address and your personally identifiable 
information is not shared with third parties without your permission, except as 
described in Section 2.K (“Compliance with Legal Process”), below.  
Linked Accounts 
 
If you link your LinkedIn account to another account or service, or use other, third-
party sites or services in conjunction with your LinkedIn account, we may collect 
information related to your use of third party sites and services accessed through 
LinkedIn or when you access LinkedIn through a third-party site or service.  
Rights to Access, Correct and Eliminate Information About You 
 
You have a right to access, modify, correct and eliminate the data you supplied to 
LinkedIn. If you update any of your information, we may keep a copy of the 
information that you originally provided to us in our archives for uses documented in 
this policy. You may request deletion of your information at any time by contacting 
LinkedIn customer service. We will respond to your request within 30 days.  
Uses of personal information 
Consent to LinkedIn Processing Information About You 
 
The information you provide to LinkedIn may reveal, or allow others to identify, your 
nationality, ethnic origin, religion, gender, age, geography, or other aspects of your 
private life. By providing information to us for the purposes of creating your User 
account or adding any additional details to your LinkedIn profile, you are expressly 
and voluntarily accepting the terms and conditions of this Privacy Policy and 
LinkedIn’s User Agreement that allow LinkedIn to process information about you. 
Supplying information to LinkedIn, including any information deemed “sensitive” by 
applicable law, is entirely voluntary on your part. You have the right to withdraw 
your consent to LinkedIn’s collection and processing of your information at any time, 
in accordance with the terms of this Privacy Policy and the User Agreement, by 
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changing your Settings, or by closing your account, but please note that your 
withdrawal of consent will not be retroactive.  
LinkedIn Communications 
 
As described in the User Agreement, we will communicate with you through email 
and notices posted on the LinkedIn website, messages to your LinkedIn inbox, or 
through other means available through the service, including mobile text messages. 
We may send you a series of emails that help inform new Users about the features of 
the Services, and we will also send you service messages relating to the functioning 
of the Services. We may also send you messages with promotional information 
directly or on behalf of our partners, unless you have opted out of receiving 
promotional information.  
 
You can change your e-mail and contact preferences at any time by logging into your 
account and changing your settings related to your email notification choices. If you 
wish, you can also opt-out of receiving promotional emails by sending a request to 
LinkedIn customer service through our customer service site.  
 
Please be aware that you cannot opt-out of receiving service messages from LinkedIn. 
Also, if we send communications to you via the carrier service with which you have a 
mobile communications subscription or otherwise have access, you understand you 
will pay any service fees associated with your receipt of messages on your mobile 
device (including text messaging charges).  
User Communications 
 
Many communications you initiate through LinkedIn (e.g., an invitation sent to a non-
User) will list your primary email address and name in the header of the message. 
Messages you initiate may also provide aggregate information about your network 
(for instance how many people are in your network), but will not list the people to 
whom you’re directly connected. Other communications that you initiate through the 
LinkedIn website, like a request for an introduction, will list your name as the 
initiator but will not include your personal email address contact information. Your 
contact information will only be shared with another User if both of you have 
indicated that you would like to establish contact with each other.  
Customized Content 
 
We use information provided to us (or to third parties with whom it offers combined 
services) to customize your experience on our website. For example, when you login 
to your account, we will display the names of new Users who have recently joined 
your network or recent status updates from your connections.  
Sharing Information with Third Parties 
 
LinkedIn takes the privacy of our Users very seriously, and we do not sell, rent, or 
otherwise provide your personally identifiable information to third parties for 
marketing purposes. Further, we will only share your personally identifiable 
information with third parties to carry out your instructions or to provide the Services 
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or information unless compelled by law, or as necessary to enforce our User 
Agreement or protect the rights, property, or personal safety of LinkedIn, its Users, 
and the public. For example, we use a credit card processing company to bill Users 
for subscription fees. These third parties do not retain, share, or store any personally 
identifiable information except to provide these services, and they are bound by 
confidentiality agreements limiting the use of your information.  
 
We also offer a “public profile” feature that allows Users to publish portions of their 
LinkedIn profile to the public internet. This public profile is what search engines will 
display when someone searches for your name. Users may opt-out of this feature by 
editing their account settings; however, LinkedIn does not warrant how often third-
party search engines will update their caches, which may contain old public profile 
information.  
 
We may provide aggregated anonymous data about the usage of the Services to third 
parties for purposes that we deem, in our sole discretion, to be appropriate, including 
to prospective advertisers on LinkedIn.  
Working with Third Parties to Offer Services. 
 
We collaborate with third parties to offer services and functionality using LinkedIn 
developer tools such as our application programming interfaces (“APIs”). These third 
parties are either partners (“LinkedIn Partners”) with whom we have negotiated an 
agreement to provide services (“Combined Services”), or developers (“Platform 
Developers”) who have agreed to our API terms in our developer signup flow to build 
applications (“Platform Applications”). Both the negotiated agreements and our API 
terms and conditions contain restrictions on access, storage and use of your 
information.  
 
If you choose to use Combined Services or a Platform Application, you may be asked 
to confirm acceptance of the privacy policy and/or user agreement of the LinkedIn 
Partner or Platform Developer, which have not necessarily been reviewed or 
approved by LinkedIn. It is your choice whether or not to make use of Combined 
Services or Platform Applications and whether to proceed under any third party 
terms.  
 
Also, despite our agreements and technical steps taken to restrict access to and avoid 
possible misuse of information we may not screen or audit all Combined Services or 
Platform Applications. We also cannot guarantee that any LinkedIn Partner or 
Platform Developer will abide by our agreement. You agree that your use of 
Combined Services or Platform Applications is on an “as is” basis and without any 
warranty.  
 
If you, your connections, members of your network, or other Users of LinkedIn use or 
interact with any Combined Service or Platform Application, the LinkedIn Partner or 
Platform Developer may access and share certain information about you with others, 
such as your profile information and information visible only to your connections. 
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This includes information about your connections by virtue of you being connected to 
others. However, because a Combined Service or Platform Application can make 
calls on behalf of the User interacting with it to access non-public information, the 
level of detail accessible by the Combined Service or Platform Application through 
LinkedIn is constrained by the same settings that govern visibility of your data to that 
User on LinkedIn. For example, assuming you have not already given a Platform 
Developer’s application permission to access your information, your non-public 
profile information should not be visible to someone using the same Platform 
Application if it is not otherwise accessible to that person on LinkedIn.  
 
Please also note that because of our relationship with certain LinkedIn Partners and 
Platform Developers, permission to access certain account information may be 
automatically granted to provide the combined services or functionality. You can 
view a list of LinkedIn Partners here.  
 
To revoke permission granted to a Combined Service or Platform Application at any 
time, please visit the settings page. If the relevant Platform Developer or Application, 
or LinkedIn Partner is not listed under Authorized Applications, go directly to the 
Application Details page for the Platform Application you wish to uninstall. Note, 
however, that even if you revoke the permission granted a third party, your 
connections, other members of your network, or other Users of LinkedIn may still be 
using the Platform Application, so the Platform Application or Combined Service 
may still have access to certain information about you, just as those Users do. That is 
why it is important to only connect to Users you know and trust. To report any 
suspected misuse of information, contact LinkedIn’s customer service. LinkedIn is 
not responsible for your use of or inability to use any Combined Service or Platform 
Application, including the content, accuracy, or reliability of applications and the 
privacy practices or other policies of LinkedIn Partners or Platform Developers.  
Polls and Surveys 
 
Polls and Surveys may be conducted by LinkedIn, LinkedIn Users or third parties. As 
a User, you may be invited to participate in polls and surveys from the LinkedIn 
website. Your selection may be random, or it may be based on your non-personally 
identifiable information, such as job title, geography, company size and/or industry. 
Whether or not you decide to participate in a poll or survey is completely up to you.  
 
After you complete a poll, you will be given access to the aggregate responses of the 
poll on a results page. Some third parties may target advertisements to you on the 
results page based on your answers in the poll. Further, LinkedIn or third parties may 
follow up with you via InMail regarding your participation unless you have opted out 
of receiving InMail messages.  
 
We may use third parties to deliver incentives to you to participate in surveys or polls. 
If the delivery of incentives requires your contact information, you may be asked to 
provide personally identifiable information to the third party fulfilling the incentive 
offer, which will only be used for the purpose of delivering incentives and/or 
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verifying your contact information. It is up to you whether you provide this 
information, or whether you desire to take advantage of an incentive.  
 
We will not disclose any personally identifiable information to any third parties in 
connection with the conduct of any polls or surveys. Your consent to use any 
personally identifiable information for the purposes set forth in the poll or survey will 
be explicitly requested by the party conducting it. LinkedIn is a member of the 
Council of American Survey Research Organizations (“CASRO”) and abides by 
CASRO guidelines for market research. You may opt-out of participating in Surveys 
by changing your settings to stop receiving these inquiries and requests.  
Search 
 
We offer search services to help find information and learn more about other Users 
(for example, you can search for Users with particular expertise or consulting 
experience, or that you may know from your industry or profession), as well as 
employment opportunities. LinkedIn search also allows Users to find jobs, 
companies, and contributions to the community aspects of the LinkedIn Services, 
such as Groups and Answers that will help Users more effectively use LinkedIn and 
expand their network. We use information from User profiles and contributions to 
Groups and Answers to inform and refine our search service.  
Answers, Groups, and other Services 
 
If you post on the Answers section of LinkedIn, participate in LinkedIn Groups, or 
import a blog, you should be aware that any personally identifiable information you 
choose to provide there can be read, collected, or used by other Users of these forums, 
as well as Platform Developers and other third parties, and could be used to send you 
unsolicited messages. LinkedIn is not responsible for the information you choose to 
submit in these forums.  
Testimonials and Advertisements Placed through LinkedIn DirectAds Service 
 
If you provide any testimonials about the LinkedIn Services or place advertisements 
through the LinkedIn DirectAds, we may post those testimonials and examples of 
advertisements you place in connection with our promotion of these services to third 
parties. Testimonials and advertisements may include your name and other personal 
information that you have provided. For more information about DirectAds please see 
the DirectAds Terms of Use.  
Compliance with Legal Process 
 
It is possible that we may need to disclose personal information, profile information 
and/or information about your activities as a LinkedIn User when required by 
subpoena or other legal process, or if LinkedIn has a good faith belief that disclosure 
is necessary to (a) investigate, prevent or take action regarding suspected or actual 
illegal activities or to assist government enforcement agencies; (b) to enforce the User 
Agreement, to investigate and defend ourselves against any third party claims or 
allegations, or to protect the security or integrity of our site; and/or (c) to exercise or 
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protect the rights, property or personal safety of LinkedIn, our Users, employees, or 
others.  
 
Disclosures to others 
 
We may also disclose your personal information and other information you provide to 
another third party as part of a reorganization or a sale of the assets of LinkedIn 
Corporation, a subsidiary or division. Any third party to which LinkedIn transfers or 
sells LinkedIn’s assets will have the right to continue to use the personal and other 
information that you provide to us.  
Your Information Choices 
Accessing and Changing Your Account Information 
 
You can review the personal information you provided to us and make any desired 
changes to the information you publish, or to the settings for your LinkedIn account 
including your email and contact preferences, at any time by logging in to your 
account on the LinkedIn website. Please be aware that even after your request for a 
change is processed, LinkedIn may, for a time, retain residual information about you 
in its backup and/or archival copies of its database.  
Default Settings 
 
Because the mission of LinkedIn is to connect the world’s professionals to enable 
them to become more productive and successful, we have established what we 
believe to be reasonable default settings that we have found most professionals desire. 
Because Users may use and interact with LinkedIn in a variety of ways, and because 
those uses may change over time, we designed our settings to provide our users 
granular control over the information they share. We encourage our Users to review 
their account settings and adjust them in accordance with their preferences.  
 
LinkedIn accounts are also defaulted to allow Users to be contacted to participate in 
polls, surveys and partner advertising. Click here to change these settings.  
Closing Your Account 
 
You can close your account through the LinkedIn customer service site. If you close 
your LinkedIn account, we will remove your name and other personally identifiable 
information from our publicly viewable database. If you close your account, we have 
no obligation to retain your information, and may delete any or all of your account 
information without liability. However, we may retain certain data contributed by you 
if LinkedIn believes it may be necessary to prevent fraud or future abuse, or for 
legitimate business purposes, such as analysis of aggregated, non-personally 
identifiable data, account recovery, or if required by law. LinkedIn may also retain 
and use your information if necessary to provide the Services to other Users. For 
example, just as an email you may send to another person through an email service 
provider resides in that person’s inbox even after you delete it from your sent files or 
close your account, emails or InMails you send on LinkedIn to other Users, as well as 
your contributions to LinkedIn Answers or Groups, may remain visible to others after 
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you have closed your account. Similarly, other information you have shared with 
others, or that other Users have copied, may also remain visible. LinkedIn disclaims 
any liability in relation to the deletion or retention (subject to the terms herein) of 
information or any obligation not to delete the information. LinkedIn does not control 
when search engines update their cache, which may contain certain public profile 
information that has since been removed from LinkedIn’s publicly viewable database.  
Memorializing Accounts 
 
If we learn that a User is deceased, we may memorialize the User’s account. In these 
cases we may restrict profile access, remove messaging functionality, and close an 
account if we receive a formal request from the User’s next of kin or other proper 
legal request to do so.  
Your Obligations 
 
As a User, you have certain obligations to other Users. Some of these obligations are 
imposed by applicable law and regulations, and others have become commonplace in 
user-friendly communities of like-minded members such as LinkedIn:  
You must, at all times, abide by the terms and conditions of the then-current Privacy 
Policy and User Agreement. This includes respecting all intellectual property rights 
that may belong to third parties (such as trademarks or photographs). 
You must not download or otherwise disseminate any information that may be 
deemed to be injurious, violent, offensive, racist or xenophobic, or which may 
otherwise violate the purpose and spirit of LinkedIn and its community of Users. 
You must not provide to LinkedIn and/or other Users information that you believe 
might be injurious or detrimental to your person or to your professional or social 
status. 
You must keep your username and password confidential and not share it with others. 
 
Any violation of these guidelines may lead to the restriction, suspension or 
termination of your account at the sole discretion of LinkedIn.  
Important Information 
Children and Minors 
 
Children are not eligible to use our service and we ask that minors (under the age of 
18) do not submit any personal information to us or use the service.  
TRUSTe and Safe Harbor 
 
LinkedIn is a licensee of the TRUSTe Privacy Program. TRUSTe is an independent 
organization whose mission is to enable individuals and organizations to establish 
trusting relationships based on respect for personal identity and information by 
promoting the use of fair information practices. This Privacy Policy covers the site 
www.linkedin.com. Because LinkedIn wants to demonstrate our commitment to our 
Users’ privacy, we have agreed to disclose our privacy practices and have them 
reviewed for compliance by TRUSTe.  
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We also participate in the EU Safe Harbor Privacy Framework as set forth by the 
United States Department of Commerce and have also self-certified our privacy 
practices as consistent with U.S.-E.U. Safe Harbor principles: Notice, Choice, 
Onward Transfer, Access and Accuracy, Security, Data Integrity and Enforcement. 
As part of our participation in the Safe Harbor Privacy Framework, LinkedIn has 
agreed to TRUSTe dispute resolution for disputes relating to our compliance with it.  
 
Please note that by becoming a User, you have given us your express and informed 
consent to transfer the data that you provide to us to the United States and to process 
it in the United States.  
 
If Users have questions or concerns regarding this Privacy Policy, including the Safe 
Harbor Privacy Framework, you should first contact LinkedIn by email at 
privacy@linkedin.com. If you do not receive acknowledgment of your inquiry or it is 
not satisfactorily addressed, you may raise your complaint with TRUSTe on their 
website accessible here, by fax at +1-415-520-3420, or mail at WatchDog 
Complaints, TRUSTe, 55 2nd Street, 2nd FloorSan Francisco, CA, USA 94105. 
TRUSTe will serve as a liaison with LinkedIn to resolve Users' concerns. If you are 
faxing or mailing TRUSTe to lodge a complaint, you must include the following 
information: the name of the company, the alleged privacy violation, your contact 
information, and whether you would like the particulars of your complaint shared 
with the company. The TRUSTe complaint resolution process shall be conducted in 
English, regardless of your country of residence.  
 
Please understand that the TRUSTe program only covers information collected 
through the website www.linkedin.com, and does not cover information that may be 
collected through software downloaded from our website like the LinkedIn Toolbar 
or the Firefox or Outlook Plugins.  
Changes to this Privacy Policy 
 
We may update this Privacy Policy at any time, with or without advance notice. In the 
event there are significant changes in the way we treat your personally identifiable 
information, or in the Privacy Policy document itself, we will display a notice on the 
LinkedIn website or send you an email, as provided for above. Unless stated 
otherwise, our current Privacy Policy applies to all information that LinkedIn has 
about you and your account.  
 
Using the LinkedIn Services after a notice of changes has been sent to you or 
published on our site shall constitute consent to the changed terms or practices.  
Security 
 
In order to help secure your personal information, access to your data on LinkedIn is 
password-protected, and sensitive data (such as credit card information) is protected 
by SSL encryption when it is exchanged between your web browser and the LinkedIn 
website. To protect any data you store on our servers, LinkedIn also regularly audits 
its system for possible vulnerabilities and attacks, and we use a tier-one secured-
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access data center. However, since the internet is not a 100% secure environment, we 
cannot ensure or warrant the security of any information you transmit to LinkedIn. 
There is no guarantee that information may not be accessed, disclosed, altered, or 
destroyed by breach of any of our physical, technical, or managerial safeguards. It is 
your responsibility to protect the security of your login information. Please note that 
emails, instant messaging, and similar means of communication with other Users of 
LinkedIn are not encrypted, and we strongly advise you not to communicate any 
confidential information through these means. 
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